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Online Social Networks: Real-time Graph Sampling, Multilayered 
Information Diffusion, and Equality Issues 

 
Giannis Haralabopoulos 

University of Thessaly, 2016 
Supervisor:  Ioannis Anagnostopoulos 

 

Over the last decade, Online Social Networks (OSNs) evolved into a new medium of 

communication, social connection and information sharing. Our research, aims to study 

the structure, properties, information diffusion, bias and features of these networks. The 

dissertation is split in three discrete sections, with each one covering a specific research 

topic, corresponding to our scientific contributions. Which are in; data sampling methods 

for online restrictive environments, inter-OSNs information propagation, OSN issues and 

future possibilities. The first section covers the issues of OSN real time sampling. Prior to 

the introduction of a novel sampling method, an extensive literature review is presented. 

In order to test our proposal, we used multiple up-to-date Twitter samples to compare it 

with established sampling methods. Our second research subject covers information 

diffusion and sharing, in multiple OSNs. At the time, no published research has 

considered information diffusion over multiple online networks. In addition to the 

literature overview, we also monitored and studied diverse topics in three OSNs for a 

period of sixty days. The respective results are also detailed in this section. Lastly, 

throughout our extensive engagement with modern OSNs, we observed multiple issues 

and shortcomings (such as privacy, bias and data access) prevalent in most of them. 

These issues, along with the concept of a new anonymous OSN, are presented in the third 

research topic. Our contributions provide deep insight and solutions in the broader field 

of OSNs, with subjects ranging from data mining and information diffusion, to social bias 

and online equality. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

My initial thoughts, when we first approached Online Social Networks as a field 

of study, was to map and model their structure based on Greek users. However, our plans 

were altered, upon examining the data access policies of various social networks. Policies 

that were shifted towards more restraining data access environments. A shift in data 

access policies that brought forth the issue of analysing access limiting environments. 

Such kind of obstacles provided the opportunity to address research problems in a more 

direct way. Thus, during my Ph.D. studies, my aim was to address research challenges 

and discover new topics of interest in social networks. In the course of our research, we 

identified problems, provided solutions, dealt with novel topics and presented future 

concepts, in the field of Online Social Networks. 

Our research contributes to the fields of data mining and sampling, information 

propagation and online social structure. Since modern data mining and sampling in 

Online Social Network environments is impeded by strict access policies, we proposed a 

new method of sampling limited access environments. Although our solution was built 

with Online Networks in mind, it can be applied in several sampling scenarios. 

Additionally, we researched information propagation in multiple Online Social Networks, 

in order to study the ways, topics and lifespan of information sharing within these 

networks. Our study was the first publications that dealt with multiple network 

information monitoring. While, my most recent research proposal is shifted towards the 

introduction of a new social network that will be focused on anonymity, bias elimination, 

and equality. 

In Chapter 2 we will present a detailed history of online social networking, from 

the early concepts of Internet till nowadays, followed by some introductory notes on 

graph theory, as well as on graph sampling and analysis. Our research on Online Social 
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Network sampling is presented in detail in Section 2.3. In Chapter 3, we present our 

study of information diffusion in multiple Online Social Networks. Prior to Section 3.3, 

where readers can find a detailed analysis of our research, we provide a thorough 

summary of the most relevant published researches in the field of online information 

diffusion. In Chapter 4, we introduce our proposal for a new type of social network. In 

Section 4.1 we present social issues that can be identified in most modern networks. 

Issues that are the main axis of our proposed experiment, as seen in Section 4.2. In 

Chapter 5, we describe our conclusions, contributions and future research directions. 
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2. SOCIAL NETWORK SAMPLING 

2.1. Online social networks 

Social interactions are the basis of society: from a word or a sentence, a nod or 

some form of physical contact, to modern interactions, like an online post or even a 

tweet. A plethora of choices to spread ideas, to communicate, to entertain and to be 

entertained, to experience… The list goes on without end. Hundreds of kilometres can be 

outreached and with a few clicks people can -almost- instantly interact with each other. 

The path that brought us to this fascinating stage of social interactions, could be 

no less than extraordinary. From the creation of the internet, and the early studies of 

packet switching in 1960s till nowadays, year after year, social interactions evolved. Up 

to a point, where these interactions carried to online environments, while the online 

environments themselves were also developing in parallel. Everything started with a 

handful of people, communicating and exchanging academic information through 

predetermined terminals. Leading to today’s billions of internet users, communicating 

with the ease of their handheld devices, choosing from a plethora of online platforms. 

Simple “text only” emails gave way to live feeds with multimedia content. Somewhere in 

between the advancement of the Internet and its wide adoption, Online Social Networks 

(OSNs) were born. 

2.1.1. INTRODUCTION 

An Online Social Network is an online platform where social interactions occur 

and social relations are manifested. In such a platform, people can connect and converse 

with commonly minded individuals, friends, family and acquaintances. Education, 

entertainment, cultures and news information can be exchanged between any two 

members or even groups of people within these networks. Every type of connection two 
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people can have, save for the physical one, can be shared through online social networks. 

However, not everything was straightforward nor easy, in the first few network creations. 

2.1.2. THE HISTORY BEHIND SOCIAL NETWORKING 

Social Networks have been in the centre of researchers’ attention since the dawn 

of the 20th century. At that time (1900), one of the very first mentions of the phrase 

“Social Network” was made in a sociology Ph.D. dissertation [1]. Nonetheless, in 1887, 

almost 15 years before, social groups had been studied and the concept of social network 

has been conceived in [2] prior to the introduction of the exact term. 

A social network is a structure which represents the dyadic relations of social 

entities. Each social network is defined by its set of entities and the respective set of 

dyadic relations between them. This perception of a connected social structure, allowed a 

set of processes to analyse the network per entity or as a whole. Global and local patterns 

could be identified, influential entities and network dynamics could be discovered. As a 

research subject, in the beginning it strictly occupied sociologists, anthropologists and 

phycologists. It remained such until the last decades of the 20th century. During that 

period, social networks sparked the interest, amongst others, of computer scientists and 

mathematicians. In the following section, some of the most influential studies around the 

creation, adoption and analysis of Online Social Networks will be presented. 

In 1986, M.S. Feldman studied information flows in organizations [3]. The author 

referred to possible alterations of electronic mail usage and its communicational 

efficiency, in the information exchange of organizations. The significance of the newly 

formed weak communication ties, as noted in [4], suggested that this new communication 

method would influence organizational socializing and problem solving. 
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A year later, one of the first studies on internet applications [5] proposed an 

explanation for the diffusion of interactive media. The definition of critical mass in [6] 

played a key role in this study. Critical mass was defined as “a segment of the population 

that chooses to make big contributions to the collective action, while the majority do little 

or nothing”. The author highlighted two unique properties of interactive media, universal 

access created by widespread access, and that reciprocal interdependence is entailed by 

the use of such media. He later emphasized on the nature of interdependence and its use 

in new technologies and their diffusion. 

Authors in [7] described the interplay between the social environment and the 

application of communication technologies in organizations. They proposed a simple, 

recursive model for social information processing with two key extensions, mainly as a 

way to specify the social mechanisms by which, individuals’ perceptions and behaviours 

with new media are shaped. They also applied communication network concepts based 

on these social mechanics. Thereafter, they described the individuals’ use of the media, 

and the way this usage influenced their position in emergent communication networks. 

They wrapped up their research with a hypothetical scenario concerning voice mail 

adoption in corporations. A hypothesis that indirectly pointed to Local Area Networks 

(LAN) in work environments, as an enhancement of workplace communication. 

Using network analytical methods, theories of organizational information 

processing and social influence resolution, the authors of [8] studied the implementation 

of an electronic messaging system (EMS) in a small government office. The results 

provided strong support for the role of critical mass (as seen in [6]) in influencing the 

adoption of an EMS. Furthermore, pre-usage expectations also played a role in forming 

enduring evaluations of the outcome of an EMS. The authors also discussed the use and 

impact of computer mediated organizational media in general. 
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In [9] the authors addressed the belief of effectiveness in face-to-face 

communications. In those days, telecommunication scientists tried to create rich and 

varied interactive systems, in which distance would no longer be a factor in 

communication. As mentioned in the end of the 19th century [10], “If, as it is said to be 

not unlikely in the near future, the principle of sight is applied to the telephone as well as 

that of sound, earth will be in truth a paradise, and distance will lose its enchantment by 

being abolished altogether”. The authors concluded that through audio and video 

channels, interactive tools and mechanisms would encourage usage even when physical 

interaction is possible. Through these tools a system that would change our perception of 

presence could be achieved. 

Researchers in [11] studied the impact of electronic mail in organizations. The 

rapid expansion of the communication networks and their advantages were discussed. 

The authors also reviewed how electronic mail shaped and was shaped by organizational 

structures and processes. They noted, under certain conditions, the diversity of opinions 

and better contributions made by its users, mainly due to the uninhibited, nonconformist 

and conflictual nature of users. They concluded that when people communicated 

electronically, they could participate in more groups, which became more fluid and 

periphery got more involved. By periphery, the authors described the outer boundaries of 

each communication group. 

An early precursor of online social networks were computer supported 

cooperative (CSC) technologies. Although the concept of a CSC existed from 1950, its 

applications were implemented in 1980 and further consolidated in 1990. The structure of 

a CSC work environment was pretty similar to that of a modern online social network. 

Users submitted their questions and help providers came back with potential answers. In 

[12], the authors addressed “help networks” and the characteristics of relationships within 
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them. Their findings proposed a variety of areas for further research and potential 

applications, such as the support of help providers, and the availability of CSCW 

applications and tools. They concluded that the online transition of CSCW tools would 

enhance productivity and user satisfaction. 

Interorganizational Computer Mediated Communication (ICMC) was the research 

subject in [13], and was expected to become a mainstream communication infrastructure. 

To a certain extent, it did manage to evolve in even greater ways. The authors, underlined 

the role of weak social ties in distributed occupational communities and their usage, 

towards the study of ICMC growth. 

In [14] alternate means of communication used by a certain research group were 

considered. Those included face-to-face encounters, scheduled meetings, electronic 

email, fax, telephone and desktop videoconferencing. Their aim was, to learn whether 

elements in existing communication patterns suggested how future systems could be 

designed or selected, in order to fit the actual relationships of a group. Their findings 

showed that a multivariate perspective was necessary to analyse media use. In an 

interesting note, the main communication media for “major emotional support” were 

unscheduled meetings and emails. 

Researchers in [15] described the distributed Personal Connection (PeCo) 

Meditator. Such meditators were only available in small groups at the time of the 

research, but had two main connection system drawbacks. The first was that users had to 

offer their private information, while the second was that negotiation required between 

both parts, to lead their cooperative connection. Both problems in such a limited 

organizational network were resolved with the addition of an exclusive agent that 

improved the privacy and facilitated the recommendation abilities of the original 

mediator. 
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C. Haythornthwaite in a later research [16] described the analysis of social 

networks and their role in resource exchange by correlating the edge and vertices of a 

graph with the actors of a social network. The analysis of such networks assessed 

information opportunities in terms of exposure to and control. The aim was to gain 

awareness of such an information exchange route and improve the information delivery 

within that route. 

A key aspect of [17] were weak ties theories. The authors investigated such 

concepts in an organizational environment based on electronic mail exchanges. Their 

focus was on the relationships between information seekers and information providers. 

Their results showed that in the absence of personal connections with seekers, providers 

got problems solved. Thus, the organizational culture received a useful information 

exchange through weak ties. 

During the mid-1990s, people widely adopted various electronic forms of 

communication, such as newsgroups, bulletin boards, conferences and distribution lists. 

In addition, various groups were created online to help foster friendship or even romance. 

But analysts debated whether every collection of people could be considered a 

community, even with the absence of trust, mutual interest and sustained commitment. 

These controversies, along with the blurring of the social lives, were studied in [18]. 

In 1997, Barry Wellman in [19] assayed the relationship between computer and 

social networks. His consideration was, that as a computer network is a set of machines 

connected by a set of cables, a social network is a set of people connected by a set of 

social relationships. The author addressed the analysis of such networks and the 

information within them. Additionally, he related the networks in: communities and work 

environments, as well as social and computer networks. 
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In [20] work and friendship ties associated with different kinds of media usage for 

different information exchange ways were studied, similarly to [14]. However, their 

research was focused in a university environment instead of an organizational one. In 

almost every category of information exchange, the use of electronic mail and 

unscheduled face-to-face encounters dominated. The authors deduced that the closeness 

of work and friendship ties were independently associated with more interaction. 

Specifically, greater frequency of communication, led to exchange of more kinds of 

information and use of more media. 

Another study [21], was focused on CMC Loops project and “Babble”, a 

prototype application of CMC Loops. The initial conception of Loops was similar to a 

mailing list (but could be created by any user) and provided freedom in the degree of 

involvement of each participant. The basic idea was that communicating users could be 

aware of the participant’s activities with respect to the conversation, so that the crowd 

would entice others to join too. This was a glimpse of the future, as it pointed to modern 

online networks. 

Online communication systems in 2000, had neglected an important property of 

natural conversations. The fact that was most conversations were opportunistic and had 

arisen from the awareness of a shared context. As such, users of those online 

communities had to join predefined rooms with a strong goal in mind. Contrary to that, 

the authors of [22] believed that effective communication tools should be embedded in 

software that supports everyday activities. To that extent, they proposed their own 

communication system, named I2I. 

A study in demographics of groups resistant to online interaction is presented in 

[23], demographic groups that normally did not constitute communities. However, there 

was potential for forming online ones. As stated before, common interest, needs, goals 
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and support were some of the “levers” of online communication. The authors also 

proposed improvements in online community sociability and usability, which should 

direct the selection and implementation of technology. 

Continuing their work in PeCo Meditators [15], the authors presented a new 

meditator to easily find capable co-operators with the chain of Personal Connections in a 

networked organization [24]. PeCo Mediator II was a distributed system to deal with 

email-based PeCo. Their system was also tested in a classroom, aiding problem solving 

capabilities of individuals without serious problems. 

In [25], almost 200 employees and their work groups were studied. They found 

that both positive and negative relationships were related to individual and group 

performance. Specifically, centrality in advice and hindrance networks was positively and 

negatively affected, correspondingly by individual performance, while group 

performance was negatively related to hindrance network density. 

A model that offered an explanation of social network searchability was presented 

in [26], in terms of recognizable personal identities, as a form of personalization in 

content and acquaintances. A sets of characteristics was measured along with a number of 

social dimensions. The model was applicable in many network search problems, such as 

peer-to-peer networks, pages on the World Wide Web and, information in distributed 

databases. 

Almost three decades of concepts, studies and applications for social networks in 

computer connected environments. Organizational needs led the research for 

interconnected employees and departments, a need for communication which later leapt 

in households and individuals. But within that time frame, online social networks were 

born as, a term, concept and form. With small but steady steps, everyday living changed 

by the advent of these networks. 
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How could possibly the period of Online Social Networks (OSNs) birth be 

defined, but for the introduction of the term -and its usage- in early or acclaimed studies? 

The term “Online Social Network” was first used in a study focused on computer 

mediated communication (CMC) [27]. The authors presented measures of social 

networks analysis such as relations, ties, multiplexity and composition. They also studied 

the characteristics of such networks; range, centrality and roles. Sampling schemes were 

presented, along with data acquisition and analysis techniques. Concluding, they asked 

whether CMC intersected with the structure and functioning of social systems, if the 

hierarchies of organizations have flattened, were virtual communities rebuilding trust, 

and had the internet diminished the relevancy of personal attributes? Remarks that were 

to be answered in the following decades. 

Collaboration in distant classrooms was the research object of [28]. More 

specifically, the authors focused on the exploration of a social network and how one 

could augment problem solving and cooperation between users. Basically, a study that 

continued the work in PeCo Mediators, as seen in [15], and further proposed a similar 

matchmaking agent for heterogeneous classrooms preceding the one used in [24]. In 

hindsight, this was an early – albeit restricted- concept of a recommendation agent. 

In the same educational frame, the authors in [29] acknowledged the technology 

race in educational institutions and presented two online tools to support technological 

planning. A web-based instrument for concern measuring and a user centric web site 

designed for communicating technology stories and networking among teaching 

personnel. 

The ways OSNs could benefit organizations were studied in [30]. It was apparent 

at the time, that huge companies could identify the driving force of influence within the 

industry by developing a strategy around OSNs. Although the study seemed a directive 
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for organizations, it identified OSNs as a key strategic resource that was easily accessible 

and inexpensive. 

The way internet and OSNs affected social capital was studied in [31]. The 

authors observed, based on data acquired in 1998, that online interaction supplemented 

face-to-face and telephone communication. Heavy internet usage was associated with 

increased participation in voluntary organizations and politics, while at the same time 

commitment to online communities was fairly low. Based on that evidence, the authors 

noted that internet usage was –increasingly– becoming an everyday routine practice. 

The connection between virtual and real social ties was also addressed in [32]. 

Seven, ethnically diverse, residential Los Angeles areas were studied in regards to their 

offline and online social ties. It was observed that the level of belonging in real 

communities was proportional to the prosperity of online community interaction. Ethnic 

differences were less pronounced than expected and data suggested that online ties were 

established with people of the same ethnicity. 

In [33], the issue of health information available to internet users was studied. At 

the time, half a billion users had a few thousands of sources to acquire health 

information. In addition, the potential growth and enrichment of such information 

sources, as well as the plethora of communication choices offered could drastically 

improve the effectiveness, efficiency and reach of health education. A small number of 

early health articles were also summarized, providing education and critique in health-

related issues. 

The emergence of student centred social environments was studied in [34]. 

Interactive learning and the increasing adoption of computer mediated techniques was 

also noted. Researches obtained from social science students over the course of a full 
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academic year showed the importance of online discussion, regardless whether such 

discussion media were assessable. 

Wellman and Haythornthwaite in [35], two of the earliest adopters of the OSN 

term, studied the internet and its affects in our everyday lives. They recognized that pre-

existing social networks, weaved through ethnic lines and guided online friendship ties. 

They provided an example, where foreigners that discussed about a topic which was 

geographically dependant, formed loose online ties based on their common living 

environment. 

Online social networks were increasingly recognized as an important source of 

influence. Specifically, in the use and adoption of products and services. Thus, a new 

method of online marketing, namely “viral”, was researched in [36]. It was defined as the 

process where people (with the respective interest), could market products or services to 

each other. The huge increase in Hotmail users for two years after its free distribution 

was presented as a successful case of such marketing. 

Another interesting aspect of OSNs was -and still is- activism. In 2003, small 

steps were made to the direction of social activism, such as petition sites and certain acts 

of disapproval, as in the case of Lotus MarketPlace [37]. Still many questions arose, what 

were the rhetorical dynamics of OSN protests, how credible was an electronic petition 

compared to a written one, could massive web protests make a difference, and ultimately 

does the speed and reach of OSN communication brought the same features to electronic 

protests? 

Concerning the psychology and the behaviour of some individuals in OSNs, Suler 

in [38] pointed out that they acted out more frequently and more intensely, than they 

would in their everyday lives. The factors mainly responsible for this online behaviour 

were: dissociative anonymity and imagination, invincibility, asynchronicity, solipsistic 
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introjection and minimization of authority. The loss of inhibition in OSNs was also 

affected by various personality variables. 

In [39], solutions were sought for the information overload caused by the wide 

adoption of the internet. The semantic web, peer to peer computing and OSNs would 

further impact online interaction and collaboration. As such, a vision of a semantic 

desktop was presented, one with a windows style desktop which would enhance the 

individual collaboration and interaction, while the time needed for information discovery 

and filtering, would be reduced drastically. 

Trust had always been the cornerstone of transactions in our society and trust led 

to reputation. OSNs could be used, as observed in [40], as reputation mechanisms: 

initially as automated methods of reputation identifiers based on network position, and 

secondly as filtering tools for rating users. Both functions would be based on the network 

structure which might lead to more complex issues, such as reputation brokers and 

markets. These features, not apparent at the time, have been incorporated in several 

modern online shops and networks. 

By 2005, the scientific interest for OSNs was immense. The structure of such 

networks was studied in [41] and [42]. The first research presented a theoretical model 

relating geographical data and social network linkage. The authors noted that with their 

model, the inversely proportional relationship of new connections is highlighted amongst 

a number of closer people. While in the latter study, a visualization system was designed, 

guided by ethnographic researches of those online communities. Targeting the end users, 

that system proved to be fairly usable and could also facilitate link discovery. 

In addition to scientific interest, user participation in social networking sites was 

dramatically increasing in the years up to 2005. Various OSN services allowed millions 

of individuals to create online personal profiles and share their personal information, with 
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vast networks of acquaintances. In [43], which is one of the first essays concerning 

privacy in OSNs, the authors studied patterns of information revelation in online social 

networks and their privacy implications. They also evaluated the amount of information 

disclosed and the usage of privacy settings. 

Small communities, colleges and universities were slowly adopting the use of 

OSNs. The exploration and forming of new social bonds amongst college students was 

studied in [44]. The results suggested that Facebook was mostly used to learn more about 

real life contacts rather than initiating new connections. While in [45], the use of OSNs 

from university students and its relation to social capital formation was the research 

focus, as in [31]. Political affiliations, common interests and location proved to be some 

of the social linkage “levers”. 

Recommendations networks and the enhancement of internet search were also 

studied. A framework for recommendations that supports the creation of new 

interpersonal relationships was presented in [46]. In [47], the Internet search through 

OSNs was studied, aiming to provide personalized search results in interested OSN users, 

while at the same time preserving their privacy. 

From 2007 and beyond, analysis of large OSNs became possible, due to the 

increased public usage and the –almost– unlimited access to OSN data. Two notable 

studies that featured unseen depth and data volume were [48] and [49]. OSNs like Orkut, 

YouTube and Flickr were studied in the first publication, while Myspace, Orkut and 

Cyworld were studied in the second one. In both of them, the graphs studied contained 

millions of vertices. The authors’ analysis was mainly focused in each network’s 

topological characteristics. 

While from 2008 and onwards, a large number of studies were conducted on 

specific OSNs. User experiences, motives and interaction, within Facebook were studied 
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in [50], [51], [52] and [53]. Twitter was analysed in [54], [55], [56] and [57], in regards 

to its identity and functions. Functions that went as far as mood prediction, and global 

event monitor platforms. Even Myspace that was declining at the time had its own merit 

of publications, with [58], [59], [60] and [61], which addressed its privacy, social linkage 

and life impact. 

In the recent years, researchers explored several new and revisited some old, 

aspects of OSNs, such as personalization, recommendations and e-learning capabilities of 

several networks, [62], [63] and [64]. Privacy is still a relevant topic, as well as data 

access, [65], [66] and [67]. However, the future of research based on OSNs is still 

unclear. Research topics could range from sharing, multi-OSN users and content, to new 

affiliation types and forms of OSNs. 
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2.1.3.1. Early Forms of Online Social Networks 

Computers in the 1970s and early 1980s were a rare commodity; the need for 

distant communication was satisfied by telephone and conventional mail services. Yet, it 

was in 1971 when the first electronic network message was sent by Ray Tomlinson9. This 

message was exchanged between two ARPANET terminals. Although the networked 

computers were side-by-side, it was a huge step towards communication without range 

limits. 

Community Memory, introduced in 1973, was a computer network of social hubs 

with more than a hundred terminals placed in Berkeley, California [71]. Through each 

terminal, users could leave messages that could be read from another connected terminal. 

It was mainly an experiment aiming to determine public’s reaction to computerized 

communication. However, users utilized the service as a general communications 

medium for chatting and exchanging news or even for commercial purposes. 

The Bulletin Board System (BBS) was the online equivalent of Community 

Memory. The first BBS started operating in 1978 and besides the obvious difference in 

online functionality, users could also share files apart from text messages. Unfortunately, 

because of the telephone rates applied to the connected users, these boards were usually 

local. Nevertheless, with the advent of the Internet, these local boards were connected 

through various services. Their peak in both usage and public interest was achieved 

around 1995. 

A similar online service, that allowed users to share news, events and files, was 

CompuServe. It was one of the main online platforms in the 1980s, broadening the user 

base of online services. However, its downfall was the high applied charges which were 

                                                 
9 http://openmap.bbn.com/~tomlinso/ray/firstemailframe.html, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
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based in hourly rates. CompuServe almost disappeared when America Online (AOL) 

provided its community services with a fixed monthly subscription, in the mid-1990s. 

Another similar online service, highlighting communication rather than sharing, 

was the Usenet. Established in 1980, its users could read and post messages to various 

newsgroups. Conversations were in the form of threads and later stored in a server. The 

main difference from preceding solutions was its decentralization. 

However, the older direct ancestor of OSNs, was probably AOL, through which 

users could create profiles, communities and friend lists, search for friends, browse other 

members’ profiles and communicate with them. AOL was the leading provider of online 

services for seven years, from 1995 to 2002. 

Match.com was created in 1993 and launched two years later. Although it first 

started as an advertisement system, it went on to become the most successful online 

dating service. During its first steps, the company tried to persuade initial users with free 

lifetime rewards. Within a few years, the value of the site was in the millions dollars. 

During 2004, the network had more than 50 million users worldwide. The number of 

users has been falling slowly since then but the site has remains operational. 

Claasmates.com, created in 1995, was the first service trying to encourage 

networking with old classmates. However, its subscription-based model and its inability 

to attract new users were the roots of its progress stagnation. While Classmates.com 

remained operational, its purpose was slightly shifted towards nostalgia (of movies, 

music, posters etc.), rather than in interconnecting with old acquaintances. 

In 1998, one year after its founding, SixDegrees.com was the first online service 

to allow its members to search other people’s friend lists. Although every other feature 

seen in SixDegrees.com was already used in some form, in previous online social 

platforms, their combination and the addition of searching through a friends list made it 
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the first of its kind. Unfortunately, the reasons of decline were –according to its users– 

the lack of activities after accepting a friend and –according to the creator– that the public 

was not ready for such a kind of networking. The service was terminated in early 2000. 

In late 1990s, a plethora of sites with OSN features went online and several 

existing sites added them to their existing structure. Some of them were, BlackPlanet, 

LunarStorm, AsianAvenue and Livejournal. Amongst them, Cyworld, a famous virtual-

world site in Asia, was launched in 1997 and added social network features in 2002. It 

was one of the first companies to profit from the sale of virtual goods. At that time, 

several modern OSN tools were added along with several virtual world personalization 

options. As of 2007, Cyworld had more than 20 million members10. Sadly, four years 

later, hackers stole personal information from the OSN. That hacking event resulted in a 

feeling of insecurity and distrust from the users. Page views and unique visitors of 

Cyworld gradually decreased and in early 2014 the majority of users had left joining 

other social networking services. 

2.1.3.2. Modern Online Social Networks 

Beyond the concepts and implementations of early online user communication 

sites, OSNs essentially appeared in the early 2000s. Based on Ryze.com, which was a 

tool for professionals aiming to expand business networks, Friendster was created. 

Ryze.com started in 2001 but failed to attract a significant user base. On the other hand, 

Friendster started as the general public equivalent of Ryze designed to compete with 

dating sites. It was designed to promote friend of a friend connections with the thought 

that people in proximity to one’s social circle would be better partners. Before the site’s 

                                                 
10 http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/thomkar/osn/moon_cyworld.pdf, Last Retrieved: 
13/01/2016 
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unveiling in a dedicated press conference, it already had three hundred thousand active 

members. 

After its abrupt recognition and the subsequent impact in users’ activity and 

signups, Friendster encountered technical difficulties. Its rapid growth was not expected 

and these difficulties resulted in down time and user frustration. Quaintly, because of the 

exponential user growth, the social context collapsed, friends were mingling with 

colleagues and former classmates. One of the most prominent differences from today’s 

OSNs was; the inability to check a member’s profile if they were a fifth degree or higher 

connection. This restriction forced users to add seemingly unknown individuals to their 

network, in order to increase their reach, defeating the purpose of friend-to-friend 

connection. 

An impressive community effect was the creation of fake profiles, either for 

entertainment or for functional purposes. These fake profiles created for entertainment 

were either celebrities, companies and similar entities, while on the functionality case, 

they were universities, campuses or colleges. From the perspective of the hosting 

company, these fake profiles were harmful to the community and should be deleted. That 

led to the separation of the company from its users, as they believed that these profiles 

served their best interests. Most of the early adopters abandoned their profiles and 

Friendster’s popularity started sinking in the U.S.A. In a strange way, at the same time, 

interest grew abruptly in southern Asia. The ultimate reason of failure was a mix of 

technical difficulties, social collisions and the company’s distrust towards its users. 

Around the period of Friendster’s user decline, many OSNs launched. Orkut, 

Flickr, LinkedIn and Myspace, all launched at that period, just to mention the ones that 

withstood time. Broad audiences, as well as professionals, could choose from a wide 

range of OSNs. Whilst several sites were created that promoted connections, based on 
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common interests and activities. Such were, Care2 for activists, Couchsurfing for 

travellers and MyChurch for members of churches. During that time, an important feature 

of our time, sharing, was popularized with the likes of Flickr, Last.Fm and a couple years 

later with Youtube. 

2.1.3.2.1. MySpace 

Although in the internet world, OSNs were gaining attention, the public and 

corporations outside the computer industry, were still unaware of such interconnected 

networks. A great example is MySpace, launched in 2003, which -according to its 

creator- wanted to compete with Friendster and other similar networks. While they tried 

to attract previous Friendster users, the online community acted on its own. Most notably, 

when a rumour that Friendster was going to adopt a subscription model went wild, users 

began promoting MySpace as an alternative free OSN. This resulted in a rapid growth, 

mainly by capitalizing on competitor’s faults. 

Several independent music bands, along with their fans. had also adopted 

MySpace as their communication medium and as a showcase for their projects. 

Furthermore, full HTML page customization for user pages was supported, one of the 

earliest forms of personalization in OSNs. Young internet users, massively started joining 

MySpace in 2004. At the time, users could be separated into three groups, artists, 

teenagers and post college adults. Although the interaction between adults and teens was 

minor, their connecting link was music. 

However, when the mainstream media gave attention to MySpace, mainly due to 

the huge figures surrounding its sale in 2005, several problems occurred. Apart from the 

security of the network, which raised several safety concerns since it was fairly basic, the 

reported sexual interactions of adults and teens became a serious matter. MySpace had its 

peak in 2008 –with roughly 75 million unique visitors per month- but rapidly lost users, 
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resulting in several takeovers11. It was finally sold in 2011 for less than a tenth of its 2005 

value. 

2.1.3.2.2. LinkedIn 

LinkedIn was one of the first business-oriented OSNs started in 2003. It focused 

on creating personal networks based on occupation, skills and employment. It attracted 

4,500 users during its first month of service. The network only allowed users to connect 

with someone they shared a real-life professional connection or someone they had 

common acquaintances with. These restrictions where designed to enforce a level of trust 

to connections. In addition, users that spam invites or send many fake ones, were rebuked 

or even removed. As of 2015, the network has more than 390 million users in over 200 

countries, out of which, over 35 million are students or recent graduates. Moreover, 3 

million companies have joined the service, performing billions of professionally focused 

searches per year12. 

2.1.3.2.3. Facebook 

In 2003, the predecessor of Facebook, Facemash was launched as a site only 

available to the students of Harvard. It used pictures of students and users could vote on 

who is better looking. It may sound far from what we currently identify as Facebook, but 

the fact that the pictures of individuals along with their names were used in it could be 

seen as the inspiration for modern Facebook. 

A year later, one of the Facemash creators started working in a new project, 

theFacebook. Once again only Harvard members were allowed to join in the early days. 

Within a month almost half of the undergraduate students had joined the network. In 

                                                 
11 http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/facebook-crosses-130-million-global-active-users-closes-us-gap-
with-myspace/215421, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
12 http://press.linkedin.com/about/, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
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March 2004, students from Columbia, Yale and Stanford could also join the network, and 

the expansion continued in America and Canada. A year later, theFacebook omitted “the” 

from its name, transferred to its current domain and expanded in United Kingdom, 

Mexico, Puerto Rico, New Zealand and Australia. 

The site opened signups for everyone over 13 old years with a valid email address 

in 2006. It also started hosting company pages, which surpassed 100,000 in 2007. 

Surprisingly, by the end of 2012 it had more than a billion active users. Whilst it was 

providing many advertising opportunities from 2007, in 2012 Facebook surpassed one 

billion dollar profits, thanks to its huge user base and traffic. Despite the lower growth, 

Facebook is still getting larger and constantly improving. By enriching its available 

features or by adding new ones, keeping its design fresh and by improving its algorithms. 

It is almost certain that it will remain the most visited OSN for years to come. 

2.1.3.2.4. Microsoft and Yahoo  

Despite the fact that MSN spaces was launched as a modern OSN, it failed to 

keep up with the times or rather with its users’ needs. It started in 2004, with blog 

support, communication and customization features, such as sharing of photos, 

commenting, access rights for specific contacts etc. Then, the Windows Live platform 

launched, a cat that forced a rebrand of MSN spaces to Windows Live spaces. The public 

interest peaked in 2007, with 27 million unique visitors per month. Unfortunately, 

Windows Live Spaces closed in 2011, forfeiting to the competition. Microsoft, after the 

acquisition of Skype, focused more on Skype’s expansion as a communications tool, 

rather than its enrichment with social network features. 

Likewise, Yahoo had a go with online social platforms through Yahoo 360. In it, 

users could create their sites or blogs, connect with each other, or maintain a profile along 

with several other OSN centric features. It also had an invitation only period, in 2005, but 
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later it became available to the public. Its growth halted in 2007, around the same period 

with Microsoft’s service, possibly due to Facebook’s rapid expansion. Two years later, 

Yahoo decided to stop supporting the platform, which was in beta phase, in order to focus 

development in its successful services. Interestingly, Yahoo Asia launched a similar 

service in 2008, with the name “Yahoo 360! Plus Vietnam”, which remains operational 

and has reached more than one million users. 

2.1.3.2.5. Tencent Qzone 

Qzone is the most successful OSN in China. More than 600 million users were 

active during 2015, at least once per two weeks. Qzone started in 2005 as a blog creation 

platform, but added many social features which were linked to users’ QQ profiles. its 

successful messaging platform. Through the already existing user base of QQ, Qzone 

increased its participation exponentially. Apart from the usual OSN features, Qzone 

offered free and paid customization options and items for the users’ profile pages. 

2.1.3.2.6. Flickr and Youtube 

User-generated content was and remains an important factor and a key for success 

for the design of a modern OSN from the early 1990s till today. Two major contributors 

for the integration of user-created multimedia content and its subsequent sharing in 

modern OSNs were Flickr and Youtube. Both ended in the hands of large corporations 

(Yahoo and Google respectively) and grew substantially. Despite the fact that similar 

services existed before them, the success these two enjoyed intrigued OSN developers. 

Users embraced this type of service and in turn pushed their recreation and integration 

into several OSNs. 

A web-based multiplayer game and its tools were the foundations for Flickr, the 

popular image sharing site. Even though it could not be put in the same category as 
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previous OSNs, its character and design choices, heavily influenced every major OSN. Its 

earliest 2004 version was more of a photo sharing and chatting service, rather than an 

OSN. Its evolution is obvious in Flickr data limits, from a few MBs of free data upload 

and storage, to one TB free storage for each user and unlimited data upload. Nowadays, 

more than 7 billion photographs are uploaded in its servers. After many additions and 

improvements, Flickr became a modern OSN, where users can form connections, 

interact, comment and create personal profiles and pages. 

Similarly, Youtube, which started in 2005, popularized video sharing throughout 

the internet. As with almost every modern OSN, in its first days it was more of a “share 

and view” multimedia platform. However, within a year after its launch and due to its 

great success several aspects of its design were revisited. It went on to become the third 

most visited site, behind Google and Facebook, in 2010. Three years later, Google 

enforced the linkage of the Google plus and Youtube accounts, creating an OSN mixture 

of a traditional OSN with a video sharing network. We should note that several –not all- 

OSN key features were already present in Youtube, long before the merge of these 

networks. In 2014, the number of unique visitors per month reached 1 billion, while more 

than 400 years of video time are scanned daily13. 

2.1.3.2.6.1. Instagram 

The first OSN that was created with mobile users in mind was Instagram. It was 

made available to the public in 2010 and was focused on photography networking. Users 

could post their pictures, with or without a caption, and tag them with related words. Of 

course, OSN features, follow and comment were also there. After submitting their 

content, users could easily share it to any of the supported OSNs. Instagram had more 

                                                 
13 https://www.youtube.com/yt/press/statistics.html, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
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than 200 million users with more than 50 million joining in the last six months, hosting 

over 20 billion pictures14, Instagram was bought by Facebook in 2012. 

2.1.3.2.7. Reddit 

In 2005 Reddit was launched. Reddit was dubbed -by its creators- as “The front 

page of the internet” and could not be described as a strict OSN. Users could 

communicate and befriend each other, but they did not have the ability to create a 

personal profile. The main purpose of this particular social network, was to promote 

interesting user submitted content. Whether it was news, an image or a simple link, users 

voted up or down, indicating their approval or disapproval. Content was then moved up 

(or down) in a serialized and timely order, towards the front page of the site. Users also 

could -later- create and self-moderate various subcategories, called subreddits. The most 

popular subreddits were funny, AdviceAnimals and pics. 

When it first started, most of the hosted links were fakes and users could not add 

comments to any of them. Eventually in 2006, Reddit added comment and multilingual 

support and unique visitors reached half a million per day. In 2008 the ability to create a 

subreddit was given to the users and the Reddit project became open source. In early 

2011 more than one billion pages were viewed per month and before 2012, almost one 

and a half billion page views were achieved15. 

2.1.3.2.8. Twitter 

Twitter is another important but slightly different OSN. Created in 2006, its 

design was based in short text messages exchanged between small groups. Although its 

start was not slow, it was neither impressive. Its growth remained stable up until 2007, 

when within a week its daily usage tripled. Its short messaging texts of up to 140 

                                                 
14 http://blog.instagram.com/post/80721172292/200m, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
15 http://www.reddit.com/about/, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
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characters proved a success during a certain conference, where the attending public used 

the platform to communicate, report news and chat. Blogs reproduced the success of this 

new OSN in that conference and the public immediately followed that new 

communication service. The most prominent features, apart the short messaging, was the 

follower/following feature and the reply function. In a sense, Twitter replicated the act of 

conveying your thoughts, events, emotions and conversing, with a short multicast 

message. These effects were even stronger when communicating with celebrities or 

politicians. 

Before the end of 2007, more than 400,000 tweets were sent every day. In 

February 2010 the 100 million mark of tweets per day was passed. It was apparent that 

the public had fully adopted this new network. During the same year, a new version of 

twitter started rolling out, which allowed for the creation of a central page profile. This 

version reminded of MySpace customization, establishing Twitter as a formal OSN, by 

offering the essential social features to its users. 

2.1.3.2.8.1. Tumblr 

Tumblr is a similar to Twitter microblogging social network but less successful. It 

was launched in 2007 with more than 75,000 users joining within the first two weeks. 

Aside from text, users can post multimedia content or comment to another post. They can 

also follow, favourite or reproduce any content posted on the site16. The site currently has 

almost 200 million visitors per month and hosts more than 190 million different blogs.  

2.1.3.2.9. Google Plus 

Google had its own merit of OSN attempts. From 2008, developers at Google 

were trying to create a social network to compete with the rival OSNs. Their most 

                                                 
16 http://www2.technologyreview.com/tr35/profile.aspx?TRID=953, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
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successful try was their fourth, introduced as Google Circles - later renamed to Google + 

(Plus). The initial name wanted to highlight the ability to form specific social circles in 

order to interact and share content with each circle independently. During its beginning, 

in a private beta phase, only invited users could participate and in turn send a small 

number of invites. These restrictions sparked the interest of users, who massively joined 

the network when it went live in September 2011. 

Within three months, over 50 million users had joined the service, making Google 

Plus the fastest OSN to reach 50 million users. Even though more than a billion users 

have signed up, the current number of active users is around 300 million, which 

establishes Google plus as the third largest OSNs by active user numbers, only behind 

Facebook and Qzone. Considering it is a relatively young network, no one knows how it 

will develop. Its growth has currently slowed down, as it happens with any modern and 

popular OSN, but it is unknown if it simply has come of age or the public interest will 

reignite. 

2.1.3.3. The present state of Online Social Networking 

The discussion for the current state of social networking could be viewed from 

two seemingly separate viewing angle, namely the user and the company perspective. 

Users want more personalization options, content diversity, accessibility, security, 

mobility and the feeling of relevancy to the service, while companies in order to provide 

and improve those features need to sustain a healthy business model. As we will present, 

there is not such a long distance between these two interacting groups. 

Currently, the main trend in social media design is sharing, since the users want to 

share, a picture, a video, a song, a destination, a dream, a job position or a thought, they 

want to discuss and publicize it. Sharing occurs some times to a small circle of trust, 

some other times to everyone interested, and rarely to everyone. Social recognition and 
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stature is intertwined with OSNs. More tools and platforms that simplify sharing are 

created daily and every modern site offers these OSN sharing features, at least in some 

form. Most importantly, with such a sharing trend, a website “outsources” the tasks of 

diffusion to its users. So, if sharing of every kind of content is favourable to the hosting 

website, should we be concerned of whether we were forced to employ sharing or we 

adopted it ourselves? In such an interconnected world, there is a thin line between 

spontaneous and enforced adoption. 

Therefore, a company which would wish for viewership is also positively 

influenced by the current social media trend. As with most websites, the first and best 

source of OSNs’ income is advertising. Most of OSNs, after they acquire a significant 

user base turn to several advertising solutions and tools. However, during the recent 

years, advertising practices in OSNs are becoming extremely aggressive, sometimes with 

the tolerance of the social network. In an effort to attract, or to be more precise, lure users 

to their sites, advertisements are becoming gradually less distinct from the actual content 

of the site. Most of these controversial cases have occurred in news media sites, but 

OSNs had their fair share of similar advertisements.  

For example, in Reddit, advertisements are in the form of a normal post only 

recognizable by a light blue background, whereas in Twitter, promoted tweets from 

businesses are only identifiable by a small “promoted by” in the lower part of each tweet. 

It seems that without subscriptions, ad revenues are the only reliable source of income for 

modern OSNs. Should this affect user experience, or to what extent users will remain 

faithful to their preferred OSN, after the inevitable penetration of “camouflaged ads”, 

remains to be seen. 

Finally, two very important but often overlooked issues of modern OSNs, are 

handling of personal data and privacy. How secure is user data and can it truly be 
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private? To answer this question, we have to look at some disheartening facts. In 2012, 6 

million passwords from LinkedIn leaked online17, while in 2013 more than 250,000 

Twitter user profiles were hacked18 and at least 1.5 million Facebook users had their 

personal information put up for sale19. Apparently, not even the biggest OSNs can 

reassure users that their information is safe from malicious attacks. The irony is that their 

privacy is not only endangered by external threats. As was expected, since it has the 

biggest user base, Facebook had raised the most reported privacy concerns. From the 

inability to completely delete your profile automatically20, where information is stored in 

case you want to come back, to the granting of personal information to third party 

advertising companies without any authorization from the user21. On the other hand, 

Twitter shamelessly sold a collection of more than 300 million tweets to advertising and 

data solutions companies22, under the pretext that they were going to be removed from 

their database. Thus, it seems that users should be aware of the risk they take when 

publicizing personal information in OSNs. Once online, no one can guarantee the 

absolute security and privacy of the uploaded data. 

  

                                                 
17 http://money.cnn.com/2012/06/06/technology/linkedin-password-hack/, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
18 https://blog.twitter.com/2013/keeping-our-users-secure, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
19 http://www.computerworld.com/article/2517490/security0/1-5m-stolen-facebook-ids-up-for-sale.html, 
Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
20 https://www.facebook.com/help/224562897555674, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
21 http://www.forbes.com/sites/anthonykosner/2013/08/31/new-facebook-policies-sell-your-face-and-
whatever-it-infers/, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
22 http://rt.com/news/twitter-sells-tweet-archive-529/, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
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are called its ends. Two vertices u and v are adjacent or neighbours, if ∈ . As such, 

in Figure 5 we can see the visual representation of a graph G with = , ,  and = , . Obviously in this graph | | = 3 and | | = 2. Vertex v2 is a 

neighbour of both v1 and v3, but vertices v1 and v3 are not neighbouring with each other. 

When a graph is allowed to have loops  and multiple edges between two 

elements of V, then that graph is called a multigraph = ( , , ) where =, ,⋯ ,  is a set and: 

: → ( ) = , 	|	 , ∈ ∪ 	|	 ∈  

is a function that assigns a pair of vertices to an element of E, ∈ : ( ) = . While if 

in any graph (simple or multigraph) ≠ , then the graph is defined as directed. A 

graph H is a subgraph of a graph G, if every vertex of H is in G ( ⊆ ). 

The degree of a vertex v, ( )	 , is the number of neighbouring edges. 

For our example in Figure 5 ( ) = 2, ( ) = 1 and ( ) = 1. The degree 

sum for any graph G is: ( )∈ = 2| | 
and the mean degree of a graph is: 

( ) = 2| || | 	 
This formula gives in our graph example, ( ) = 1.333…	, since we have | | = 2 

and | | = 3. Apart from the mean degree of a graph G, we also have the maximum 

degree of graph G, ( ), and the minimum degree of the graph G, ( ). 
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The global clustering coefficient of a graph is a measurement of how closely 

clustered are the vertices of the graph. It is calculated by the average of local clustering 

coefficient of each vertex. The local clustering coefficient of a graph is given by: 

= 	 	 	 	 ℎ	 		 	 	 	 	 	  

where a triplet is a set of two vertices connected to vertex i and a triangle is a set of three 

vertices connected in a way that they form a triangle. When the number of triplets centred 

on a vertex i is equal to zero, which means vertex i is an isolated vertex, then its local 

clustering coefficient is also zero and the above formula cannot be applied. As said, the 

global clustering coefficient is calculated by the average local clustering coefficient of 

every vertex: 

= 1| | 	 , ∀ ∈  

and the maximum value of both the local and the global clustering coefficient is 1. Note 

that when a graph has a global clustering coefficient of 1, we have a complete graph, 

where every vertex ( ) is connected with a unique edge to every other 

vertex	 , 	 ≠ . 

On the other hand, the assortativity property shows us the depth of similar degree 

vertices correlation or the different degrees’ vertices correlation. Let ,	be the fraction 

of edges in a network that connect a vertex of type i to one of type j. Then, = 1 

=  
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=  

where ai and bj is the fraction of each type of end of an edge, which is attached to vertices 

of type i. In an undirected graph, it is apparent that = . Assortativity is then defined 

as: 

= ∑ − ∑1 − ∑ 	 
where ∑  is the sum of the fraction of edges ( ) that connect two vertices of type 

I, while ∑  is the sum of the fractions of each type of end of an edge (ai and bi), 

which is attached to vertices of type i, with −1 ≤ ≤ 1. When = 0 the graph is non 

assortative, when = −1 the graph is perfectly dissortative and when = 1 the graph is 

perfectly assortative [73]. 

Concluding the section of basic graph terms and definitions, we should address 

graph components property, which is defined as the number of components a graph is 

comprised of. Noteworthy, a single isolated vertex of a graph is considered a separate 

component. Furthermore, there is a lot more depth in graph theory, concerning 

undirected, directed, weighted and even more types of graphs and properties that cannot 

be briefly covered. The definitions provided in this section cover every attribute 

presented and used throughout Chapter 2. 

2.2.1.1. Graph Drawing 

A common interest area for mathematicians and computer scientists alike, is 

graph drawing. Borrowing elements from information visualization and graph theory, the 

goal of graph drawing is to clearly visualize a graph structure with respect to the graph’s 

properties and desired applications. 
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on. Moreover, directed graphs, also present a different challenge, since in and out edges 

must be taken into consideration. We encourage interested readers to take a look at a 

popular graph visualization platform, named Gephi26, where they can test the 

Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm along with the most recent Force Directed Graph 

Drawing algorithms. 

2.2.2. GRAPH SAMPLING 

Graph sampling is the technique by which we obtain a set of vertices and edges, 

essentially a sample, from a graph. The obtained set can usually form a subgraph of the 

original graph. The graph we took the set from, is mentioned as the original graph, while 

the subgraph that is formed by the sampled vertices and edges is called the sample graph. 

Many different sampling methods exist. Most of them work on specific cases and no 

sampling algorithm provides universally good results. The sampling results are evaluated 

based on the provided values and properties of the sample graph, compared to the 

original graph. The methods and their evaluation presented are focused on OSN graph 

sampling, despite that some of them were not initially created for OSN graph sampling. 

The most common graph sampling method is Random (Node) Sampling. In this 

method, the starting vertex is –usually– randomly picked. The algorithm then randomly 

picks any other vertex. And so on, until we reach a required sample size. Although it is a 

widely used sampling method, it fails to accurately project most graph properties [75]. 

Many variations and improvements proposed, try to enhance social graph 

sampling, using the core random sampling method [76]. Most notably, the Random Edge 

Sampling and the Random Node Edge Sampling are both variations of the initial Random 

Sampling. In the first method, an edge is randomly sampled along with its both ends, then 

                                                 
26 http://gephi.github.io/, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
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another random edge is picked. In the second method, a vertex is the starting sample 

object, followed by a randomly chosen adjacent edge and its end vertex. The authors of 

[76] note that the first method is biased towards high degree vertices, since most edges 

are connected to them. 

Some other, less popular, sampling methods are the Random Node Neighbour, the 

Random Walk and the Random Jump. In Random Neighbour Sampling the first vertex is 

randomly picked along with every neighbouring vertex. In the next step another vertex is 

randomly picked, not necessarily a neighbour of the previous vertex. In Random Walk 

Sampling, after the initial vertex is picked, a walk is performed on the graph, adding 

every vertex and edge traversed. In every step, a probability exists that will reset the walk 

to the initial vertex. A variation of Random Walk Sampling is Random Jump, where 

everything works the same, except that the reset probability picks a random vertex 

instead of the initial one. This modification prevents the algorithm from getting stuck or 

confined in a single path. 

Forest Fire Sampling is another algorithm focused in huge graphs. It was 

presented in [77] and was basically a combination and improvement of the Random Node 

Edge Sampling and the Random Walk Sampling algorithms. The first vertex was 

randomly picked and then the “burning” of adjacent vertices started. With a specific 

parameter, namely the forward burning probability, an adjacent edge was burnt along 

with its endpoint. That endpoint was the next vertex the fire spread to. A backwards 

burning parameter also exists in order to replicate the rekindling to a previous vertex. 

Breadth First Search (also known as Snowball Sampling) is a sampling method 

that aims to completely crawl a graph. Not a feasible task in modern OSNs, mainly due to 

their scale. The algorithm selects a seed vertex and crawls every neighbouring vertex. 

After crawling the first level of neighbours, it moves to the second level and so on. A 
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variation of Breadth First, is Depth First Search. Instead of crawling every neighbouring 

vertex, Depth First Search functions as Random Walk Sampling, until it reaches an end. 

Upon reaching its “dead end” it backtracks a level and searches for another path. Both of 

these algorithms are almost useless in billion vertices graphs, mostly because they usually 

provide biased samples, while incomplete Breadth First Search samples, fail at providing 

a reliable value for the level of symmetry and power law coefficient [78]. 

Nevertheless, not every sampling method can be used in Online Social Network 

sampling. A sampling procedure is in fact a form of web crawling when focused in 

OSNs. Most of the methods described above require at least some prior knowledge of the 

network. Such knowledge is impossible to obtain before the sampling begins, because in 

an online environment graphs are dynamic, constantly expanding and changing. This 

dynamic nature of OSNs will always be a great obstacle to sampling. Even more in recent 

years, where data access is fairly limited within such networks. Such restrictive networks 

were the focus of our OSN graph sampling analysis. But before we define the problem 

and present our proposed analysis, we should mention the most emphatic work in graph 

analysis to date. 

2.2.3. GRAPH ANALYSIS 

Graph analysis has always been an interdisciplinary subject. Although the focus 

transcended from offline to online networks and graphs, the analysis was (and still is) a 

significant research topic with many applications, and various approaches ranging from 

simple metrics to advanced trend prediction. The amount, though, of disseminated 

information is vast, thus suggesting graph sampling as an important process for both 

achieving OSNs related goals, as well as analysing an OSNs’ structure and properties. 

The first and most persistent finding of graph analysis is power law distribution of 

degrees, i.e. the fact that a small portion of vertices is the end of a large portion of the 
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edges. The power law theory was first proposed in the 19th century in [79] to describe the 

inequality of wealth in Italy of 1896. Since then this distribution has been reported in 

several studies, like [80], [81], [82] and [83]. 

2.2.3.1. Related Work 

One of the very first deep graph analysis studies was authored by Broder et al. 

[84]. This research was conducted with data acquired by crawling Altavista. Their study 

set up the fundamental macroscopic elements and attributes of a large evolving graph, the 

World Wide Web (WWW). The authors verified strong theoretical concepts and 

observations, such as the power law distribution, which appeared in macroscopic (OSN 

graph) and in microscopic (OSN single user neighbouring cluster) scales. 

An early attempt to describe some solvable models with respect to the OSN 

structure based on random graphs with arbitrary degree distributions, appeared in [85], 

where models for different graphs were provided, and were later applied to real OSNs. It 

was observed that in some OSNs of those years, the existing models provided sampling 

instances capable of describing the entire graph, whereas in the majority of OSNs the 

same methods were not applicable, perhaps indicating a different social structure in the 

network, which could not be captured by the selected random graph sampling methods. 

Later on, in [76] an extensive analysis and evaluation with respect to large graph 

sampling was provided. Up to those years, the literature related to sampling techniques 

from undirected graphs found that some graph properties could be preserved through 

random vertex selection on samples smaller than the 30% of the original graph size [86]. 

In [76], simple uniform random vertex selection methods was claimed to outperform 

edge selection-based sampling strategies in both static and highly evolving graph 

patterns, even with sample sizes less than 15% of the initial graph. 
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In [49], the authors analysed the structure of a huge graph, its properties, degree 

distributions and users’ behaviour. This analysis was based on the belief that OSN 

attributes resembled those of real human-based social network. They compared the 

structures of three online social networking services, namely Cyworld, MySpace, and 

Orkut, each with more than 10 million users at the time of their research. Having 

analysed the complete Cyworld network and parts of MySpace and Orkut obtained with 

Snowball Sampling, they ended up in the conclusion that different types of OSN users 

were strongly related to large graph attributes, such as to clustering coefficient 

distribution, assortativity/disassortativity, network size, average path length, and effective 

diameter. Additionally, the authors evaluated the snowball sampling method as a breadth 

first search method on a graph with 12 million vertices and 190 million edges. 

In [87], the community identification of huge information networks is studied. 

Many different databases were analysed, with the graph conductance - as described in 

[88] - playing a key role in conclusions. An important outcome of the work was the fact 

that, community size was proportional to “blending” with the whole network. The authors 

also studied the implications and metaphors in the case of graph partitioning algorithms 

and community detection, in real-world networks. 

In the work described in [89], Zou and Holder -by accepting that frequent pattern 

mining plays a significant role in sampling large graphs- validated the concept of 

subgraph mining. Through their technique, called “Random Areas Selection Sampling”, 

they handled sampled graphs along with the initial graph, and then compared the obtained 

results. They used efficient sampling methods for estimating subgraph concentration and 

for detecting network motifs, as well as sampling approaches in order to reveal reliable 

subgraphs from large probabilistic graphs as described in [90] and [91]. Zou and Holder 

in [89] also claimed that their proposal had the highest accuracy among all other graph-
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sampling methods. Their study was based in experimentations in large graphs, such as 

these of Citations, Amazon and WWW conference series. Another important work in 

subgraph mining was [76], where the authors evaluated several sampling methods (such 

as random node, random edge, random jump, etc.). Unfortunately, in relation to OSN 

sampling, these methods required some or full knowledge of the original graph. 

Random walk sampling has been an established sampling process in large OSN 

graphs. The works in [92], [93], and [94] employed random walk sampling methods in 

order to sample user entities in large OSNs such as Friendster, Twitter and Facebook. The 

authors in [95] proposed a sampling method capable of exploring multiple dependent 

random walks to further improve the sampling procedure in loosely connected subgraphs. 

Similarly to that, the authors in [96] introduced the concept of multigraph sampling by 

considering the graph as a union of all the single graphs projected by its multiple 

relations. For this kind of sampling processes, they proposed a novel two-stage algorithm 

that walked on the union multigraph by first selecting the relation on which to walk, and 

then by taking into account only the neighbouring vertices, with respect to that specific 

relation. 

Trying to manipulate big data from large evolving graphs or OSNs and to 

correlate them to fundamental web metrics, Noordhuis et al. provided an insight of 

mining Twitter data and of the application of PageRank classification in it [97]. The 

amount of analysed data was vast, thus the authors introduced the use of a cloud 

computing solution. 

Concerning the data collection and crawling procedure, the authors in [98] 

presented in a short way, the framework of parallel crawlers for OSNs by employing a 

centralized queue. Their crawlers used Breadth First approach for fast crawling of eBay 

profiles. At the same year, one of the largest OSN crawling studies was conducted in 
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[48]. Their measurements confirmed the most well-established large graph properties in 

OSN environments, i.e. that vertices with high in-degree tended to have high out-degree 

values, the clustering coefficient was inversely proportional to vertex degree, and that 

OSNs graphs were held together by about 10% of the vertices with the highest degree. 

Based on these works, the authors in [92] focused on Twitter and showed that also 

within that OSN, most of the well-known properties were also confirmed. Furthermore, 

by performing experimentations on three acquired sampled datasets, they managed to 

classify specific OSN entities (Twitter users), evaluating their outcomes with respect to a 

crawling limiting environment such as the Twitter API. 

In [99], authors analysed the crawling process of a graph, mainly the part of edge 

and vertex discovery, and presented an excellent related work summary in the field of 

social network crawling and social graph sampling. They also addressed the issues of 

multiple seed choice and protected users, which affected the crawling and sampling 

process on an OSN. 

Closing our related work section, we have to note also that several studies on 

graph analysis focused on other disciplines as well, such as graph 

compression/transformation, techniques used to enhance the computational speed of 

applied algorithms [100], efficient storage and retrieval of the analysed web-graph [101], 

and various methods used in size and evolution estimation of large graphs [102], [103]. 

Most of these studies sparked our research interest for OSN graph analysis. 

During our initial approach to OSN sampling, new obstacles were identified and our 

focus shifted from analysing an OSN graph sample, to efficiently obtaining one. In the 

following section, a possible solution for a particular problem of OSN sampling/crawling 

and its subsequent analysis will be presented. 
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2.3. Real Time Enhanced Random Sampling 

A deciding factor in our selection and approach, of a suitable OSN and its 

subsequent analysis as graph, was the type of data we were going to handle. First and 

foremost, it needed to be up to date. The OSN we would crawl for that data would need 

to be fresh, present a high level of activity, be commonly accepted as a modern OSN and 

allow unobstructed access to its data. Twitter was such an environment, considered as a 

well-established OSN with a strong social impact [55] [56]. Their data access policies 

were fairly open, and our aim of Snowball sampling a part of it seemed feasible. Our 

ultimate goal was to sample and analyse the entire Greek Twitter user base graph. 

Twitter, as mentioned in Section 1.3.2.5, is a popular microblogging service. A 

user that joins the network can post her/his  own messages, with maximum 140 

characters per message. In addition, a user can follow other users, or be followed by 

others. In essence, these follow and following relations form a directed social graph of 

connections among users. In such a graph every user functions as a vertex of the OSN 

graph and every connection amongst users as an edge. The followers of a user represent 

the ingoing edges of a vertex, while the followed users the outgoing edges of the vertex. 

This is the basic underlying graph structure of this network, which, by all means, is not 

considering every aspect, but provides a sound basis for graph analysis. 

2.3.1. PROBLEMS OF OSN ANALYSIS AND SAMPLING 

Twitter graph information is available through its Application Program Interface 

(API)27. In the early days or Twitter, its API allowed a virtually unlimited crawling of its 

edge data. The so called “requests” on its API could reveal a predetermined amount of 

information. For example, one request could reveal a list of a user’s messages, a list of a 

                                                 
27 https://dev.twitter.com/rest/tools/console, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
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user’s followers or a list of the users following him/her. Although for everyone interested 

the request limit per hour was capped at 350, developers could fill a whitelist form which 

upon confirmation would increase available request to 20000 per hour. Unfortunately, the 

whitelisting procedure was discontinued, right before we started deploying our crawlers. 

This forced us to reconsider our crawling procedure, as well our ultimate research 

objectives. 

For the interest of precision, we should present in detail, the amount of 

information available per request. One Twitter API request could be used to, obtain the 

number of followers and following of a user, essentially discovering the in/out degree 

count of a vertex. Furthermore, through one request we could also obtain the links 

(followers or following) of a user in sets of 5000, effectively discovering the in/out 

neighbours of a vertex, 5000 at a time. This practically meant that in order to get the 

required graph data of a user with 10000 followers and 5000 following, we would use 

three requests: two requests to discover its followers and one to discover its following 

links. 

The imposition of the 350 request limit and the abolition of the whitelisting 

procedure, affected our crawling plan. We decided to split the process to multiple user 

accounts. This way we could get 350 requests per hour, multiplied by the number of 

accounts we had attached the crawlers to. In addition, the crawling process needed some 

level of Twitter authentication. The subject of crawling a limiting data access network 

and the possible ways we can overcome these limits became another important issue. 

2.3.2. PROPOSED ENHANCEMENTS 

The aforementioned Twitter API limitations forced us to reconsider our means of 

obtaining a graph sample from Twitter in particular, or potentially another OSN that sets 

limits to its data access as well. Our first thought was, since API requests are a finite 
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resource, how we can fully utilize them in order to best sample a graph? Followed by 

how effective are the sampling methods proposed in the last decade, when applied to 

OSN sampling scenarios? If they are not as effective as in other areas, how can we 

enhance these methods to further improve our results? 

By carefully approaching the aforementioned concerns, we decided to try and 

improve sampling processes and also test our proposed improvements. The method we 

chose was the most common sampling method, Random Sampling. Our tests were 

conducted in 14 sampled graphs we crawled from Twitter, which we will refer to as Test 

Graphs (TGs), along with some existing graphs from the Stanford Large Network Dataset 

Collection28. Our proposal utilises every bit of information available in a single vertex of 

an OSN, taking into consideration the limiting request environment and the demand for 

efficiency. 

Our proposed algorithm could be split into two separate parts that could also work 

independently from each other. During the first part, we analyse vertices but only sample 

those that are of significance to us, while in the second stage, we enhance the sampled 

graph structure with the available sampled information. Both these enhancements are 

executed in real time and in parallel to the crawling process. Although our tests and 

comparisons are based on Random Sampling methods, the proposed enhancements can 

be incorporated, with little effort, in every other OSN sampling method. Based on its real 

time process and its enhancement to simple Random Sampling, our proposal was named, 

Real Time Enhanced Random Sampling. 

2.3.2.1.1. Selective Sampling 

Our first enhancement is based on the fact that social networks’ degree 

distributions follow the Pareto Principle [79], which means, as mentioned in Section 
                                                 
28 http://snap.stanford.edu/data/index.html, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
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2.2.3, that a really small number of users are the one end of the strong majority of 

connections. As such, we propose to sample a predetermined number of vertices that 

follow a predefined distribution. Thus, we restrict our sample to a specific degree 

distribution, while at the same time we preserve API requests. This request conservation 

is possible due to the selection and rejection of the graph’s vertices, instead of the usual 

Random sampling process where every crawled vertex is added to the sample. 

Even though power law distribution of a graph can be estimated by various 

methods, such as by the Maximum Likelihood Estimation [104] and the Kolmogorov–

Smirnov estimation [105], every method requires full -or at least some- knowledge of the 

graph and its properties. Unfortunately, when crawling Twitter (or any other OSN) in 

real-time the only known property is the in/out degree of each crawled vertex. By 

utilising this information, the most effective sampling procedure must be determined. 

In the sampled graphs, we decided to force a desired degree distribution in a small 

set of crawled vertices. In particular, we searched for the top 20th percent of the vertices -

based on degree value- accounted with the 80% of the graph’s cumulative degree (80-20 

distribution). In order to determine which was the best possible OSN sampling 

distribution we also tested the 85-15 and the 75–25 distributions. This means that in the 

85-15 distribution, set of vertices were accepted into the sample only if the top-15% of 

highest degree vertices had the 85% of the total vertex degree of the set. While similarly 

in the case of the 75-25 distribution, only sets of 25% of highest degree vertices had the 

respected 75% of the total degree of the set, were accepted. Essentially, we are forcing 

our sampling method to obtain a sample with a predefined power law distribution. 

2.3.2.1.2. Enhanced Subgraph 

The second improvement is based on the observation that when we sample a 

graph, we only use the resulting subgraph for analysis. By doing so we probably lose 
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vital and hard to obtain information, considering the limitations imposed. Thus, we 

propose to add all the neighbouring vertices of sampled vertices to the subgraph. In fact, 

this is the combination of two techniques: random and neighbourhood sampling. In 

addition, this will not be resource taxing, since by crawling a vertex, we also discover its 

degree and neighbouring vertices. 

Sampling a graph G provides a number of vertices and a number of edges. In 

almost every case after completing the sampling process, the next step is to find the 

subgraph consisting only of sampled vertices with any sampled edges amongst them, 

followed by analysing the resulting graph. A possible flaw of this process when used in 

OSNs sampling scenarios is that it discards many discovered edges along with their 

vertices. These edges and vertices are the discovered first level neighbours of the 

outboard vertices. We aim to test whether the usage of these vertices and their respective 

edges is beneficial to our sampling goals. 

2.3.3. THE ALGORITHM 

In every OSN sampling scenario, sampling and crawling are considered as one 

process. In order to take a sample from an OSN, a crawling procedure must be 

performed. By crawling an OSN, vertices and edges are discovered, similar to any graph 

sampling process. Our proposed sampling method, along with its enhancements, can be 

separated in two parts. This distinction is apparent in the flow chart of the algorithm 

shown in Figure 10. 

Steps 1, 2 and 3 could be considered the Snowball Sampling method, with the 

small differentiation that step 2 would add vertices to the sampled database instead of the 

selection one. The reason for the existence of the selection database is the need for a 

separate database where we would filter the crawled vertices according to our desired 

distribution. On the other hand, steps 9 and 10 exist in every sampling method. Thus, 
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Step 1 - “Crawl vertex”, an API request is performed to analyse the in and out 

going edges of the vertex. When this is applied to an OSN, a user is crawled, leading to 

the discovery of its neighbouring vertices. 

In step 2 - “Add to Selection Database”, the crawled vertex is added to that 

temporary database. Again, when we apply this procedure in an OSN, the user’s 

neighbours, both in and out, are stored in this database. For every vertex added to the 

Selection Database, we check through step 9 if the requested graph size has been reached. 

When the required size is reached, the normal Random Sampling method continues to 

step 10. 

In step 3 - “Pick next vertex to crawl”, the next vertex to be crawled is picked. In 

the early iterations of the sampling process, the next vertex is picked amongst the 

discovered neighbouring vertices of the vertex crawled in step 1. This means, that during 

the initial phases of the crawling process it is fair to use more than one API request to 

discover a large enough set of vertices. However, in later iterations, since we already 

have discovered a large number of vertices, there is no need to waste requests here. We 

should note, that step 3 differentiates based on the sampling method used. For example, 

in the Breadth First crawling we would crawl every first level neighbour of the crawled 

vertex, while for Random crawling we would randomly choose one. 

In the following, step. 4 - “Get S number of vertices” we randomly pick a set S of 

vertices from the Selection Database. The number of vertices within S could be 

predefined in a pure number form or in a percentage value of the total vertices in the 

Selection Database. During our experimentation, we observed that for very small set 

sizes, the sampled pool of step 7 would fill in a very slow pace; so slow that it would 

impede our real time sampling process. Furthermore, we decided to determine the size of 

S based on the size of the required sample. We started with a percent value of the number 
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of vertices our desired sampled graph would have. Initially we tested values below 1%, 

which would be ideal for the constant monitoring of the sampled pool. Unfortunately, the 

pace of the sampled pool fill was still too slow. So we incrementally increased the 

percentage, until a relatively fast fill rate of our pool was found, while at the same time 

the ability to monitor data was preserved. Upon reaching the S=2% value, a respectable 

pace was achieved and the graph data could be easily monitored. In addition, when we 

tried to test higher values, we noticed an increased rejection rate from the distribution 

check step 5. 

In step 5 - “Distribution Check”, we check whether the set S of vertices taken 

from step 2 – “Selection Database” follows the desired distribution. As we already 

mentioned, this is decided by the power law percentages we would like to use. In our 

case, these were 3 distinct power law distributions, 85-15, 80-20 and 75-25. The check is 

performed utilising information crawled during step 1, the in and out degree of the vertex. 

If the set of vertices S follows the desired distribution, then it is added to the Sampled 

Pool at step 7. If it is not, then we move to the control loop at step 6. 

Step 6 – “Loop Control”, ensures that the sampling process in not stuck into an 

infinite search for a specific set S of the desired distribution. It is entirely possible that the 

distribution we request might not even exist within the crawled OSN graph. Furthermore, 

it prevents the algorithm from looping on occasions where the distribution existed in the 

graph and the sampled pool had not reached the requested size. The number of tries to 

discover a set S with the desired distribution is n=10. Step 8 resets that number after 

every successful addition of a set S into the Sampled Pool.  

In the step 7 - ‘Sampled Pool”, every set S that follows the desired distribution is 

added to this pool. Upon ending the sampling process without the required number of 
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vertices in the Sampled Pool, the sampled graph is created with whatever number of 

vertices available. 

As described above, the only purpose of Step 8 – “Reset n” is to reset the number 

of tries available for the discovery of a set S with the desired distribution. It does not 

matter if the addition happens in the 1st or in the 9th iteration of step 6 upon of a 

successful finding of a set S, the number of tries is reset to 10. Once again, we ended up 

picking our number of tries based on experimentation. Our aim was efficiency and speed 

in discovering a set S. When we used n>>10 the sampling process was stuck to a finite 

but really long loop and when n<10 even in the most probable distribution, no sets S 

were found and the Sampled Pool stayed unpopulated. 

At step 9 - “Sample Size Check”, we monitor the sample’s size. Usually the size 

is set in number of vertices or edges. In our tests, since we knew exactly how big the TGs 

were we used percentage values. Thus, we started sampling until we reached the 10% of 

vertices included in the TG and continued with 10% increments up to 90%. Realistically, 

large sample sizes, are not feasible in modern OSNs. We only included them in order to 

compare the efficiency of our sampling enhancements in greater sample sizes. When the 

required sample size is reached, we move to step 10. 

In step 10 - “Create Subgraph”, we use the vertices from the Sampled Pool to 

create the subgraph. Note that in case that Selective Sampling enhancement is not used 

the subgraph is created from the Selection Database with the desired sample size. All 

random sampling method (such as Random Node or Edge sampling, Random Jump 

sampling, etc.) end in this step. 

In this last step 11 - “Create Enhanced Subgraph”, vertices with edges adjacent -

but not included- to the vertices in the Sampled Pool or the Selection Database are added 

to the subgraph. These extra vertices and their edge information is available to us, via 
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requests made in step 2. This step is the second proposed enhancement, named 

“Enhanced Subgraph” and is independent of the sampling method or of the use of the 

Selective Sampling enhancement. When only the normal Sampling method is performed, 

the vertices are picked from the Selection Database. When we use the Selective Sampling 

method though, the vertices are picked from the Sampled Pool. 

We expected both enhancements to improve the sampling process. For the 

Selective Sampling we thought that, a sample of the correct distribution would be of 

higher quality. As for the Enhanced Subgraph procedure our concept was that more 

information would not hurt the portraying properties. In the end, both enhancements 

offered some improvement over the normal sampling method. The Enhanced Subgraph 

gave a fast and reliable way to increase the accuracy of the subgraph properties, while the 

Selective Sampling improved a slightly different area, namely the resource management. 

2.3.4. DATASET 

In order to be able to analyse or implement any changes and improvements to 

sampling methods, we aimed acquire up to date Twitter graph samples as test data. So we 

proceeded with the sampling process shaped by the recent changes in the API policies of 

Twitter. For the interest of speed, we chose 30 seed vertices, the top 30 Greek users based 

on the number of followers (ingoing edges), and we performed a Breadth First 

Sampling/Crawling on each of them. This allowed us to perform 10,500 requests per 

hour. 

During the crawling period, every seed had at least every second level neighbour 

crawled. In some cases, the crawling process reached up to the fourth level neighbours. 

Since our goal was to perform sampling tests in different datasets, we decided to keep 

data separated based on the seed vertex. For the occasions where the acquired graph’s 

data (such as the vertex and the edge count) was too small, we decided to merge some 
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crawled datasets in order to could reach a sufficient graph size. The crawling period 

lasted three weeks and was performed in March 2012. 

More than 200000 twitter users and their connections were analysed. Upon 

completing the crawling process, about 60GB of Twitter graph data were obtained. 

Containing more than 93 million vertices and 570 million edges. Because of the multiple 

seed sampling procedure, some overlapping was inevitable. From the total of 30 samples, 

we merged the smallest 20 into 4 large graphs, so that each graph would contain at least 

four million vertices. 

2.3.5. ANALYSIS TOOLS AND EVALUATION 

Speed was the only factor when preparing our analysis approach and tools for our 

experimentation. To achieve the desired speed, we had to select a tool that could quickly 

handle huge graphs. After testing most graph analysis tools, which are mainly focused on 

visualization, we ended up using R [106] and igraph [107]. R is a multipurpose 

programming environment that is supported by a large number of independently 

developed packages. One of these packages is igraph, which is heavily focused in 

network and graph analysis. Igraph provides many predefined algorithmic procedures and 

is fairly easy to use. 

We compiled 5 different sampling methods and 6 graph property extraction and 

visualization algorithms in R format. Subsequently, we used igraph built-in functions to 

test them in our test graphs. This approach was quite fast but utilised RAM heavily. Due 

to these RAM requirements, we adopted the use of cloud computing, also seen in [97]. 

We ended up parallelizing our analysis process, utilizing 18 to 36 GBs of RAM per TG. 

This was possible by employing the infrastructure of high memory instances provided by 
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Amazon Web Services29. The experimentation and debugging processes lasted less than 2 

months, while the analysis of every method in all TGs was done within a month. 

The evaluation process of the enhanced sampling methods, was based on several 

graph properties. Comparing our TGs’ properties with the sampled properties of each 

method, we calculated the mean percentage error of each property and the overall mean 

percentage error. Percentage error is defined, as the relative error between estimation and 

exact value as a percentage. It is given by the following formula: 

= | − | × 100100 = | − | × 100% 

where δ is the percentage error symbol, x is the estimation and a is the exact value. In our 

testing and evaluation, x is the value of the property of a TG’s sample and a is the exact 

value of the whole TG. For example, the mean value of the clustering coefficient of a 

10% sample of the first TG would be x, while the exact clustering coefficient for the 

whole first TG would be a. Percentage error values close to zero, indicate a perfect match 

between the TG sample property value and the TG property value. In essence, percentage 

error gives a perception of accuracy. 

The graph properties we considered in our evaluation were the Number of Edges, 

the Mean Degree, the Clustering Coefficient, the Assortativity, the Number of 

Components (NoC) and the time required for each sampling process. In detail, we 

compare the number of edges acquired by each sampling process, the mean degree of its 

vertices, the global Clustering Coefficient, the global assortativity and the number of 

components that constituted our sample. Additionally, we also used edge discovery along 

with the aforementioned properties in order to include cases where sampling is performed 

not only for graph analysis, but also for graph drawing purposes. The time required was 

                                                 
29 http://aws.amazon.com/, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
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added so we could highlight the time difference in relation to the method used and the 

sample size needed. 

2.3.6. EXPERIMENTATION 

As mentioned, we crawled Twitter in order to create a set of graphs on which we 

would conduct the testing of our sampling enhancements. We started with 30 seed 

vertices, to get 30 graphs. Only 10 of them were in the order of million edges. So, we 

merged the 20 remaining into 4 large graphs, with an edge number close to the mean of 

the 10 largest graphs. The 14 graphs we ended up with are the previously explained TGs. 

The mean values of all TGs along with their minimum and maximum values are 

presented in Table 1. It is evident that all the TGs are pretty dissortative with very low 

clustering coefficients. Meaning that the graph is loosely connected and uneven, in the 

sense that vertices of similar degree are rarely connected with each other. Every TG has a 

single component. The single component attribute, is a direct result of the sampling 

method used to obtain our test graphs, which was Breadth First Sampling. 

Table 1. Test graphs mean and marginal values 

 Edges Vertices Mean Degree 
Clustering 

Coef. 
Assortativity 

Max 69872473 8444642 19.61 0.022451 -0.31064 

Mean 40731274 6643998 12.14 0.013787 -0.44001 

Min 25658132 4662987 9.74 0.007862 -0.51234 

We tested 8 variations of the Random Node Sampling in these 14 TGs. These 

variations were: 

1 Random Node Sampling, the most common sampling algorithm without any 

modification, referred as RNS. 
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2 Random Node Sampling with Enhanced Subgraph enhancement, as 

described in Section 2.3.3 with step 11, referred as RNSE. 

3 RNS with Selective Distribution enhancement of 85-15, the RNS method 

with the addition of our proposed Selective Distribution enhancement, with 

a requested distribution of 85-15, as described in Section 2.3.3 in steps 4 to 

8, referred as RNS 85-15. 

4 RNSE with Selective Distribution enhancement of 85-15, the RNSE method 

with the addition of our proposed Selective Distribution enhancement, with 

a requested distribution of 85-15 as described in Section 3.3 in steps 4 to 8, 

referred as RNSE 85-15. 

5 RNS 80-20, see variation 2, with a requested distribution of 80-20. 

6 RNSE 80-20, see variation 3, with a requested distribution of 80-20. 

7 RNS 75-25, see variation 2, with a requested distribution of 75-25. 

8 RNSE 75-25, see variation 3, with a requested distribution of 75-25. 

Each of the aforementioned variations was tested multiple times in every TG, as the same 

sampling procedure was conducted in 10 iterations. For each iteration, we sampled the 

TG in 9 different percentages. Despite the fact that in a real OSN sampling situation, 

sampling size targets can only be numerically set (based on either the vertices or the 

edges), we decided to take that approach because of the varied size of our TGs, so that we 

can informingly compare the results and later calculate the mean values, as well as the 

sampling error for every TG. 

In the following section, only the mean relative percentage error of the sampled graph 

is presented, with respect to the initial TG property values. It should be noted that the 

variance for each iteration of every TG was very small. In total, the algorithm was 

applied 10080 times, with a total calculation time of approximately 800 hours. When 
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compared to [99], where the authors required approximately 510 hours in order to analyse 

four algorithms in 4 separate graphs of various OSNs with a mean size comparable to our 

smallest TG, our analysis was completed in an extremely quick fashion. The mean 

sampling time for every iteration was approximately 286 seconds. Of course, sampling 

time for really small percentages was much lower than the average, while in larger 

sample sizes sampling time was several times higher than the average. 

2.3.7. RESULTS 

Percentage error of each property (Calculation Time, Vertices, Edges, Mean Degree, 

Clustering Coefficient, Assortativity, Components) was averaged in a single mean 

percent value. This allowed us to preview through a single numerical value the overall 

accuracy of our proposed sampling method, always in comparison to the exact values of 

the TG’s properties. We will present in detailed error charts and tables the mean sampling 

accuracy of every method for every sample size of every TG. 

In every chart and table of this section, we present the results in percentage error 

values. Every percentage error value is calculated as follows. We started with a single 

sampling method iteration of a single sampling percentage size in the first TG, for 

example with RNS of 10% sample size in the first TG. Then, we calculated the exact 

values of the following properties, Number of Edges, Mean Degree, Clustering 

Coefficient, Assortativity and Number of Component, as seen in the top greyed line of 

Table 2. We then performed 9 more iterations of the same sampling method as seen 

between the greyed lines of Table 2, with the same sample size, in the same TG. Then we 

averaged the values from these 10 iterations in a single line, as in the bottom greyed line 

of Table 2. 

Table 2. Every iteration of RNS with 10% sample size in the first TG 
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Sample 
Size: 

10.00% 

Calculation 
Time 

Vertices Edges 
Mean 

Degree
Clustering 
Coefficient 

Assortativity Components

2.91 828940 614735 1.4832 0.0179622 -0.3153210 648359 

2.84 828316 584313 1.4108 0.0142348 -0.3538748 651912 

2.84 828513 596649 1.4403 0.0188440 -0.3235506 657758 

2.87 828985 621502 1.4994 0.0188810 -0.2754536 647788 

2.87 828842 612861 1.4788 0.0190295 -0.3601920 650451 

2.88 828418 615159 1.4851 0.0198704 -0.2915701 649422 

2.88 828742 600564 1.4493 0.0197270 -0.2849092 655273 

2.88 828840 603931 1.4573 0.0176338 -0.3253891 647863 

2.85 828622 604050 1.4580 0.0182787 -0.3069020 651455 

2.83 828500 579373 1.3986 0.0197688 -0.2989926 657919 

2.86 828672 603314 1.46 0.0184230 -0.3136155 651820 

Table 3. Random Node Sampling results for the first TG 

Size Time Vertices Edges 
Mean 

Degree 
Clustering 
Coefficient 

Assortativity Components 

10% 2.86 828671.8 603313.7 1.46 0.01842 -0.31362 651820.0 

20% 4.37 1542028.3 2106751.6 2.73 0.01786 -0.31186 990795.5 

30% 6.10 2155321.3 4052288.7 3.76 0.01741 -0.32069 1159386.0 

40% 8.12 2684508.3 6373124.3 4.75 0.01746 -0.31013 1185728.0 

50% 10.20 3138528.7 8655063.9 5.52 0.01765 -0.31013 1191189.7 

60% 16.86 4157132.2 15126071.5 7.28 0.01737 -0.31274 951865.6 

70% 19.66 4481967.3 17600094.0 7.85 0.01792 -0.31158 866541.8 

80% 28.71 5143861.5 23132987.7 8.99 0.01762 -0.30764 517844.7 

90% 39.33 5548756.7 27013947.8 9.74 0.01777 -0.31047 276971.0 

100% - 5948844.0 31040820 10.44 0.01773 -0.31064 1.0 

Each averaged value was entered in a table (similar to Table 3) for a particular 

sampling method and a TG. The line on the top of Table 3 is the average value from 

Table 2. The exact TG property values are presented in the bottom line of Table 3. The 

percentage error values were then calculated, which resulted in Table 4. In the last two 

columns of Table 4 we present the mean values of every line. Specifically, in the column 

named “Mean Values” we only take into account the Mean Degree, the Clustering 

Coefficient, the Assortativity and the Components percentage errors. In the column 

named “Mean Values ED”, we averaged all the percentage errors used in “Mean Values” 
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column, with the addition of the Edges percentage error. As we mentioned in a previous 

section ED stands for Edge Discovery and was used to evaluate our sampling 

enhancements in cases where edge discovery matters. 

These steps were repeated for every each of the 14 TG, and from each of the 14 

respective tables we averaged the “Mean Value” and the “Mean Values ED” percentages. 

These two percentages, are presented in the accuracy tables. The closer a value is to zero, 

the greater the accuracy. The accuracy table for the RNS method can be seen in Table 5. 

The “RNS” column presents the percentage error values for every sample size, using the 

Random Node Sampling method. The “RNSE” column has the percentage error values of 

Random Node Sampling with the Enhanced Subgraph enhancement. The last two 

columns, “RNS ED” and “RNSE ED”, present the percentage error values when we 

consider the “Mean Values ED” for the RNS and the RNSE methods respectively. With 

green shading we denote the best values of each pair of the RNS and the RNSE values. 

These values are also presented in the form of a chart in Figure 11. 

Table 4. Percentage error of RNS in the first TG 

Sample 
Size 

Vertices Edges 
Mean 

Degree 
Clustering 
Coefficient

Assorta 
-tivity 

Components 
Mean 
Values 

Mean 
Values 

ED 
10% 86.070% 98.056% 86.047% 3.902% 0.956% 65181900 % 30.302% 47.24% 

20% 74.079% 93.213% 73.817% 0.699% 0.392% 99079450 % 24.969% 42.03% 

30% 63.769% 86.945% 63.968% 1.802% 3.233% 115938500 % 23.001% 38.99% 

40% 54.873% 79.469% 54.503% 1.550% 0.166% 118572700 % 18.739% 33.92% 

50% 47.241% 72.117% 47.150% 0.479% 0.164% 119118870 % 15.931% 29.98% 

60% 30.119% 51.270% 30.268% 2.047% 0.676% 95186460 % 10.997% 21.07% 

70% 24.658% 43.300% 24.743% 1.052% 0.303% 86654080 % 8.699% 17.35% 

80% 13.532% 25.476% 13.813% 0.621% 0.967% 51784370 % 5.134% 10.22% 

90% 6.725% 12.973% 6.698% 0.234% 0.057% 27697000 % 2.330% 4.99% 
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Table 5. Mean percentage error 

 
Method 

Sample 
 size 

RNS RNSE 
RNS 
ED 

RNSE 
ED 

10% 29.85% 41.93% 46.91% 49.96% 
20% 25.45% 29.48% 42.41% 35.84% 
30% 21.81% 21.21% 38.08% 26.07% 
40% 18.77% 15.19% 34.00% 18.93% 
50% 16.28% 11.07% 30.26% 13.89% 
60% 10.46% 4.35% 20.64% 5.54% 
70% 8.51% 2.90% 17.18% 3.70% 
80% 4.81% 0.86% 9.93% 1.11% 
90% 2.37% 0.20% 5.02% 0.26% 

2.3.7.1. RNS with Enhanced Subgraph Enhancement 

Remarkably, throughout testing, RNS –with or without any enhancements- 

accurately portrayed the clustering coefficient and assortativity values in any sample size. 

On the other hand, it completely failed in portraying the mean degree and component 

number values. Nonetheless, since our TGs are dissortative and with a low clustering 

coefficient, we cannot conclusively associate RNS with the abovementioned properties. 

Furthermore, RNSE maintained a rather stable mean degree and component size 

projection in every sampling size. Despite that, the clustering coefficient and assortativity 

values were far off their real values in samples sizes lower than 20%. Above the 20% 

point RNSE outperformed RNS in every property. In the edge discovery evaluation, 

above the 20% sample size, accuracy is heavily favoured from RNSE. Our tests showed 

an improvement of RNSE over RNS for Edge Discovery in sample sizes larger than 40%. 

The set values can be seen in Table 5 and also in chart form in Figure 11. 

As mentioned, we noticed that on every test RNS depicted the clustering 

coefficient and assortativity values throughout the different sample sizes. Contrary, it 

failed completely on the mean degree and the component size. Since our initial graphs 
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samples over 10%. Once more, the accuracy of RNSE ED over RNS ED is growing 

exponentially as the sample size increases. 

2.3.7.2. RNS with Selective Sampling Enhancement 

In the RNS with Selective Sampling Enhancement, the results were mixed. Out of 

all the three distributions (75-25, 80-20 and 85-25) only the 85-15 underperformed 

significantly, compared to the RNS and the RNSE. Both the 80-20 and the 75-25 

selective sampling methods provided similar –if not a bit worse– results, with those of the 

RNS method. However, by using the Selective Sampling enhancement we managed to 

obtain the aforementioned results with a sufficiently smaller number of vertices. But how 

can this be meaningful in an OSN sampling scenario? 

Table 6. Mean percentage error of RNS 85-15 

Evaluated 
Method 

Sample 
size

RNS RNSE 
RNS 
ED 

RNSE 
ED 

10% 33.49% 46.40% 49.85% 54.97% 
20% 29.56% 35.52% 46.13% 42.68% 
30% 25.89% 27.54% 42.13% 33.39% 
40% 23.68% 22.23% 39.09% 26.93% 
50% 20.50% 17.03% 34.77% 20.65% 
60% 19.12% 14.78% 32.33% 17.93% 
70% 17.06% 13.83% 29.21% 16.66% 
80% 15.85% 12.32% 26.51% 14.78% 
90% 14.82% 12.34% 24.43% 14.78% 

First and foremost, as we mentioned in Section  2.3.1, OSNs frequently employ 

restrictions the access of their data. Thus, not only time and computational resources, but 

also access resources should be considered when designing and executing a sampling 

process in such OSNs. A smaller number of vertices required means a conservation in 

these access resources, which usually are time-based. Thus, that conservation in time 
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sensitive resources, results in less time required for the sampling process. But before we 

analyse the exact losses and gains of the proposed selective sampling, we provide the 

mean percentage error values. 

In the 85-15 selective sampling, apart from the underperformance we observed 

that Enhanced Subgraph Enhancement reached its peak accuracy at the 80% sample size, 

on both the evaluation methods. The precise values can be found in Table 6 and the 

respective graph can be seen in Figure 13. Essentially after the 80% point it was 

impossible to further gather any sets following the required distribution, because the 

graphs degree distribution is obviously lower than 85-15. As for the results, the RNSE 

85-15 fares better than the RNS 85-15 on larger samples, similar to RNS. However, the 

tipping point in the particular method is 30% sample size, where edge discovery is not 

considered and the difference is marginal. On the other hand, when edge discovery is 

added to the evaluation process, RNS ED 85-15 is only outperforming RNSE ED 85-15 

in sample sizes less than 10%, but underperforms heavily in every other occasion. In 

Figure 13 we can clearly observe the lack of accuracy of RNS ED 85-15 compared to 

RNSE ED 85-15. Time wise, Enhanced Subgraph improvement did not tax the sampling 

process. But, it provided greatly improved results in the same processing time, as seen in 

Figure 14. 
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enhanced subgraph enhancement for both the 80-20 and the 75-25 only offers an 

increased accuracy in sample sizes lower than 30%. Their detailed values of both 

distributions can be observed in Table 7. With the enhanced subgraph applied and the 

sample size increased over that 30%, the accuracy improvement is apparent in both 

distributions. 

This is more profound in the edge discovery evaluation, where the accuracy 

improvement for both distributions is evident from the 20% sample size and onwards. 

Nonetheless, the great difference in the accuracy of RNS ED and RNSE ED can be seen 

in sample sizes greater than 30%. In Figure 15 and Figure 16 we can clearly observe the 

point in which RNSE ED intersects with RNS ED along with the respective accuracy 

difference above the 30% sample sizes. 

 

Table 7. Mean percentage error of RNS 80-20 and RNS 75-25 

RNS 
80-20 

RNSE 
80-20 

RNS 
ED 

80-20 

RNSE 
ED 

80-20 

Evaluated 
Method RNS 

75-25 
RNSE 
75-25 

RNS 
ED 

75-25 

RNSE 
ED 

75-25 
Sample 

size 

31.48% 46.80% 48.36% 55.34% 10% 31.75% 46.68% 48.56% 55.23% 

27.52% 35.07% 44.63% 42.27% 20% 27.49% 35.20% 44.61% 42.36%

24.12% 25.92% 40.83% 31.67% 30% 24.34% 25.96% 41.00% 31.71%

20.62% 18.50% 36.45% 22.85% 40% 20.69% 18.54% 36.51% 22.89%

17.11% 12.46% 31.56% 15.58% 50% 17.20% 12.45% 31.64% 15.58%

13.70% 7.76% 26.23% 9.79% 60% 13.68% 7.83% 26.24% 9.86% 

10.19% 4.20% 20.33% 5.37% 70% 10.25% 4.32% 20.43% 5.49% 

6.88% 1.79% 14.05% 2.32% 80% 7.00% 1.86% 14.25% 2.40% 
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another distribution (e.g. 79-81) as the most fitting distribution. But as we saw from the 

75-25 and 80-20 comparison, where the difference in the required set was small, the 

differences would be even smaller. If we compare the results from selective sampling 

with 80-20 distribution and RNS, as seen in Table 8, we see that the RNS provided 

universally better results. The mean inaccuracy of the RNS 80-20 Selective Sampling in 

relation to the RNS, was almost 9.5% percent. The respective inaccuracy values of the 

RNS 85-15 and 75-25, are shown in  

Samplin

g Method 

Mean 
Inaccuracy 

RNS 85 - 15 250.44% 

RNS 80 - 20 9.55% 

RNS 75 - 25 12.47% 

. Apparently, RNS 85-25 should be discarded as extremely inaccurate, whereas 

RNS 80-20 is by a small margin the most accurate out of the three distributions. 

 

 

Table 8. RNS and RNS 80-20 comparison, with or without Enhanced subgraph 
enhancement 

RNS 
RNS 
80-20 

RNSE 
RNSE 
80-20 

Evaluated 
Method RNS 

ED 

RNS 
ED 

80-20 

RNSE 
ED 

RNSE 
ED 

80-20 Sample 
size 

29.85% 31.48% 41.93% 46.80% 10% 46.91% 48.36% 49.96% 55.34% 
25.45% 27.52% 29.48% 35.07% 20% 42.41% 44.63% 35.84% 42.27% 
21.81% 24.12% 21.21% 25.92% 30% 38.08% 40.83% 26.07% 31.67% 
18.77% 20.62% 15.19% 18.50% 40% 34.00% 36.45% 18.93% 22.85% 
16.28% 17.11% 11.07% 12.46% 50% 30.26% 31.56% 13.89% 15.58% 
10.46% 13.70% 4.35% 7.76% 60% 20.64% 26.23% 5.54% 9.79% 
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8.51% 10.19% 2.90% 4.20% 70% 17.18% 20.33% 3.70% 5.37% 
4.81% 6.88% 0.86% 1.79% 80% 9.93% 14.05% 1.11% 2.32% 
2.37% 3.45% 0.20% 0.38% 90% 5.02% 7.09% 0.26% 0.51% 

Why should the Selective Sampling enhancement be utilised since it is less 

accurate than RNS? The answer, as mentioned, is resource conservation. During the 

implementation of the Selective Sampling improvement, we noticed that, apart from the 

aforementioned inaccuracy, the number of vertices used in each iteration of Selective 

Sampling was considerably less than of those used in the RNS. The exact number and 

percent difference of the vertices used in Selective Sampling, in relation to the RNS are 

presented in Table 10. Despite the low number of vertices used in the RNS 85-15, the 

inaccuracy of the method is so high that this improvement is a useless trait. On the other 

side, the RNS 80-20, which provided the most accurate results, presented the lowest 

conservation value. Specifically, it managed to use a mean of 331473 less vertices to 

create each subgraph. 

Table 9. Mean inaccuracy of Selective Sampling RNS 

Sampling 
Method 

Mean 
Inaccuracy 

RNS 85 - 15 250.44% 

RNS 80 - 20 9.55% 

RNS 75 - 25 12.47% 

As mentioned previously, one request in the Twitter API is needed for the 

analysis of a vertex degree (in and out) or for the discovery of 5Κ neighbours (in or out). 

The least beneficial case, i.e. when each request would have discovered 5.000 

neighbours, contrariwise the best case would have been if every conserved vertex was the 

result of one request call. The respective number of conserved requests could amount 

from as low as 66 to a maximum of 333473. The time benefit would in turn range from 
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less than half an hour worth of requests to almost 930 hours. In the posterior case which 

is the most optimistic, it would mean that 930 less hours are required to attain the same 

sample with Selective Sampling, compared to RNS. In a moderate assessment, where 

only 10000 less requests are used, the sampling process would take at least 27 hours less. 

Thus, we consider that the scalability of Selective Sampling will be invaluable, since for 

larger samples this reduction in vertices would result in less time dedicated to 

crawling/sampling. For our total sampling process, even with the moderate time gain of 

25 hours per sample analysed, we could preserve up to 300 hours of calculation and 

sampling time for the 14 TGs. 

Table 10. Number and percentage of less vertices used in Selective Sampling 

METHOD 
NUMBER OF 

USED VERTICES 
PERCENT 

DIFFERENCE 

85-15 3387917 23.05% 

80-20 4072877 7.49% 

75-25 4071613 8.75% 

Non-Selective 4403086 - 

Since we accurately defined the costs and gains of selective sampling, we can 

now answer the question, why should we use Selective Sampling methods? 

Every distribution provided different results. The RNS 85-15 sampling method 

was 250% more inaccurate compared to the RNS and used 23.05% less vertices. The 

RNS 80-20 was the most accurate and provided the second best recourse conservation, 

having a mean inaccuracy of 9.55% and using 7.49% less vertices compared to the RNS. 

Finally, the RNS 75-25 had a mean inaccuracy of 12.47% with an 8.75% mean reduction 

in the number of vertices used, with respect to the RNS. Obviously, the most successful 
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selective sampling method, which combined remarkable accuracy and adequate resource 

conservation was RNS 80-20. 

2.3.7.3. Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection 

Expanding our evaluation, we studied the potential improvements of RNS 

enhancements in other non OSN graphs. We used a diverse set of various graphs, the 

Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection (SLNDC)30. Which contains, a multitude of 

graphs originating from various sources, such as online shops and patent offices. Their 

properties were vastly different. Some were dissortative, others assortative, most were 

multicomponent and three of them were single component graphs. We chose eight 

directed graphs, which we will refer to as Stanford Graphs (SGs). Out of these 8 SGs, 5 

were multicomponent. This decision was made, so we could further evaluate the 

improvement of our enhancements in multicomponent graphs, since every TG was single 

component. Their detailed properties can be seen in Error! Reference source not found., 

where assortative SGs are highlighted with green shading. As we can observe, clustering 

coefficient is also pretty low, but higher than in the OSN TGs. Unfortunately, no relevant 

publication existed that proved the existence of a Pareto Distribution within these 

specific, not of social network, graphs. So we decided not to force the selective 

distribution of 80-20 in these samples. 

Table 11. Detailed properties of every SG 

Graph Edges Vertices 
Mean 

Degree
Clustering 

Coef.
Assortativity Components 

Amazon 3387388 403394 16.79 0.165622 -0.013843 7 
Google 5105039 875713 11.65 0.055230 -0.048881 2746 

LiveJournal 68475391 4847571 28.25 0.117915 0.055149 1876 
NotreDame 1469679 325729 9.02 0.087673 -0.044035 1 

Patents 16518947 3774768 8.75 0.067142 0.167667 3627 
Slashdot 828161 77360 21.41 0.024157 -0.066329 1 

                                                 
30 Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection. http://snap.stanford.edu/data/index.html, Last Retrieved: 
13/01/2016 
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Slashdot_1 870161 82168 21.18 0.024108 -0.066612 1 
Wikitalk 5021410 2394385 4.19 0.002192 -0.062385 2555 

Instead, we estimated the approximate degree distribution of every graph in this 

set. Alongside the approximation method, the real time character of our sampling method 

should also be preserved. This forced us to create a really fast and efficient method, in 

order to approximate the degree distribution of any given graph. We approached the 

problem, bearing in mind that any solution should be utilised, in parallel to the sampling 

process. Thereby we chose to use the initial Random Sampled vertices to estimate the 

degree distribution. By calculating, the mean degree distribution of 0.1% of every SG 

over 10 iterations, we were able to obtain a really good estimation of the exact 

distribution value. It was also a really fast method, as it only required one second (at 

most) for the execution of all the iterations per SG. The accuracy was also remarkable, 

considering the total time required. For example, the Amazon distribution estimation was 

60-40, a mere 1.2% deviation from the actual distribution. The estimated and actual 

distribution values of every SG are shown in Error! Reference source not found.. 

Table 12. Estimated and actual distribution of every SG 

Graph Estimation Actual 
Amazon 60-40 61.2-38.8
Google 70-30 72-28 

LiveJournal 80-20 77.7-22.3
NotreDame 82-18 80.3-19.7 

Patents 70-30 68.7-31.3
Slashdot 81-19 81.1-18.9 

Slashdot_1 80-20 81.1-18.9
Wikitalk 78-22 79.5-20.5 

Since we are testing a real time sampling method and its enhancements, this 

efficient distribution estimation method, provided the basis for selective distribution 

sampling. When we tested the Selective Sampling enhancement in TGs, we aimed to find 

out if distributions similar to Pareto would work. Similarly, we used the estimated 

distribution with the Selective Sampling process along with its surrounding distributions. 
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For instance, in Amazon SG we tested the 65-35, 60-40 and 55-45 distributions. For each 

SG we found the most efficient distribution out of the triads we tested. We named it Best 

Distribution (BD). The exact value of BD is irrelevant, since it is defined by the 

estimation method we mentioned above. A total of five thousand tests were conducted in 

approximately 60 hours. 

To directly compare sampling results, a uniformity of the sampled graphs must 

exist. For this reason, we split the SGs into three distinct groups based on component size 

and assortativity. For every Selective Sampling method conducted on these SGs, the only 

distribution presented is BD. The sampling values for multicomponent graphs can be 

seen in Table 13. 

Table 13. Mean percentage error for multi component graphs 

Method 
 

Sample 
Size 

Assortative Graphs Dissortative Graphs 

RNS RNSE 
RNS 
BD 

RNSE 
BD 

RNS RNSE 
RNS 
BD 

RNSE 
BD 

10% 34.64% 85.62% 42.78% 98.20% 67.48% 99.88% 73.10% 112.52% 
20% 27.68% 56.15% 31.23% 70.52% 49.51% 52.36% 67.23% 69.29% 
30% 24.58% 36.67% 32.82% 45.09% 52.22% 34.09% 47.78% 39.32% 
40% 23.43% 23.54% 20.73% 32.61% 27.92% 20.02% 52.45% 29.28% 
50% 19.12% 15.84% 18.23% 21.33% 27.44% 14.23% 36.97% 19.37% 
60% 11.72% 7.14% 13.81% 12.18% 22.50% 5.86% 22.24% 9.88% 
70% 8.69% 3.92% 12.64% 5.84% 12.94% 3.62% 16.62% 4.85% 
80% 6.01% 1.36% 8.10% 2.64% 5.54% 1.36% 13.65% 2.21% 
90% 2.74% 0.36% 3.49% 0.61% 4.89% 0.24% 4.14% 0.52% 

At first glance, the SLNDC graph sampling results seem consistent with the TGs 

sampling results. In small sample sizes, RNS is better than RNSE, but slowly loses its 

efficiency in larger sample sizes. However, the outperformance of RNS over RNSE in 

smaller sizes is most prominent in assortative graphs, where the tipping point is well after 

30% (as it was in TG sampling). This is more evident in RNS BD, which is more 

accurate than RNSE BD, up until the 60% size. As for dissortative SGs, their sampling 

results seem to follow the exact patterns we encountered in TGs sampling. Where both 
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RNS and RNS BD fall behind after 20% sample sizes over RNSE and RNSE BD 

respectively. More specifically, RNSE underperformed in every property projection 

compared to RNS, but showed remarkable accuracy in the mean degree. As for the BD 

pros and cons, for all the SGs, the mean vertices conservation was 5.90% with a mean 

decline in results of 21.62%. Concerning the mean BD selective sampling conservations, 

6.41% less vertices were used to obtain 17.06% worse results, compared to the 80-20 

selective sampling results from TGs with respective values of 7.49% and 9.55%. 

In the case of single component SGs, the sampling results were almost identical to 

those of TGs sampling. The sample size over which Enhanced Subgraph sampling 

becomes more accurate than Random Sampling is 30%. Interestingly, RNS BD compared 

to RNS, as well RNSE BD compared to RNSE provide similarly accurate results, once 

more after the 30% sample size. The required time for the RNS sampling processes in 

these single component graphs is less than 1 second, while the BD sampling methods 

required less than 10 seconds for up to the 70% sample size and less than 27 seconds for 

larger sample sizes. 

Before we summarize the results of SGs sampling, for both multicomponent and 

single component dissortative graphs, we should mention that the aforementioned 

similarities in result improvement of SGs sampling with those of TGs sampling are 

apparent. In contrast, assortative graphs are not suitable for selective sampling methods 

and in a sense, neither for enhanced sampling enhancement, since the improvement from 

both these enhancements is rather insignificant and appears in large sample sizes. 

Table 14. Mean percentage error for single component graphs 

Method 
Sample 
Size

RNS RNSE 
RNS 
BD 

RNSE 
BD 

10% 39.37% 54.10% 43.06% 65.07% 
20% 33.41% 35.93% 33.76% 40.29% 
30% 23.72% 22.46% 32.30% 27.38% 
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40% 24.05% 14.62% 24.93% 17.87% 
50% 19.40% 10.31% 20.13% 11.68% 
60% 12.67% 4.28% 14.55% 7.58% 
70% 9.26% 3.35% 11.89% 3.62% 
80% 5.18% 1.07% 9.16% 1.69% 
90% 3.30% 0.28% 4.36% 0.25% 

Thereby, assortativity plays a significant role in the efficiency and the application 

of RNS and our proposed enhancements. Yet, the most crucial factor in the accuracy of 

RNS and our enhancements is the component size of each graph, especially for lower 

sampling sizes. Additionally, on most cases of the SGs ED sampling evaluation, the 

accuracy on edge discovery attribute was noteworthy. 

More specifically, in one out of the three single component SGs, the Edge 

discovery resulted in almost 3% reduction of the overall accuracy. Whereas on the other 

two single component SGs, we observed an improvement of the sampling results ranging 

from 1% to around 36%, when co-evaluating the edge discovery property, Of the five 

assortative SGs, only one SG benefited from the Enhanced Subgraph enhancement, with 

accuracy improvement over the 60%. The remaining four SGs, upon utilisation of 

Enhanced Subgraph sampling, had their mean accuracy diminished from 5% to an 

astonishing 123%. On multigraph SGs, the only graph benefited by the Enhanced 

Subgraph enhancement had the lowest mean degree and a negative assortativity. Thus, 

the sampling accuracy in every assortative graph, was hurt by the Enhanced Subgraph 

sampling enhancement. Overall, in every multicomponent SG, Enhanced Subgraph 

favoured the mean degree and component values, but failed in improving assortativity 

and clustering coefficient projections. 

2.3.8. CONCLUSIONS 

In Section  2.3, we presented a new online sampling approach, which merges 

sampling and crawling into the same procedure in OSNs environments. Our approach 

maintained the real-time character of the process and improved its results, while our 
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evaluation provided several interesting results. Despite the fact that these results were not 

universally improved over the simple RNS method, improvements could be identified in 

several other areas, such as in execution time and computational resources. 

Every sampling case should be addressed with a different approach. When the 

requested OSN sample size is small, 20% of the sampled OSN or lower, the most 

effective sampling method is RNS. Which presents a significant accuracy projection for 

the clustering coefficient and the assortativity values. In various OSNs sampling cases, 

where data access is limited and vertex discovery is impeded by the network, each vertex 

crawled should be considered as a valuable resource. If the aimed OSN is bound by 

similar restrictions as Twitter and the requested sample size is larger than 20%, RNSE 

provides the best results without affecting execution time of the sampling process. It also 

provides a better output of mean degree and component number values, compared to 

simple RNS. 

While in most cases, where we are unable to pre calculate the required sample 

size and the respected OSN is limiting our data access, the best sampling method is 

RNSE with the selective distribution enhancement of 80-20. This demonstrates the 

relative success of our approach, since most of the OSNs sampling situations fall under 

this category. When applying RNSE 80-20, the loss of accuracy is rather small compared 

to the speed improvement, over the simple RNS method. A speed improvement which is 

due to fewer requests utilised as shown in Table 10. 

Furthermore, on online sampling cases where power law distribution is not 

proven, we presented a real time procedure to estimate the degree distribution of the 

sampling network. With small time-cost, we achieved a great estimation accuracy. In 

these cases, the selective distribution enhancement is applied together with the estimated 
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degree distribution. On both OSNs and non-OSNs and with sample sizes more than 70%, 

RNSE 80-20 and RNSE BD -respectively- provided results almost identical to RNS. 
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3. MULTI LAYERED INFORMATION DIFFUSION 

3.1. Information networks 

OSNs are complicated structures, while in the previous sections we discussed 

their underlying construct, properties and some applications, we should also consider the 

information propagating in them. Information that is constantly exchanged online among 

peers, such as friends, acquaintances, family members, colleagues and even unknown 

individuals. The context varies: from local or world news, to general and scientific facts, 

quotes, personal preferences and affiliation ties or even recommendations. 

Besides the study of such information by itself, researchers have focused also on 

the direction, speed, depth and several other properties of information propagation. Since 

1950, information flows have been in the centre of multidisciplinary scientific researches. 

Up until internet penetration in the late 90s, these studies were based in traditional offline 

social networks. Observations of “offline” information flows studies, such as the two-step 

flow of communication and the importance of weak ties were verified in several “online” 

studies. For example, a verified study in both offline and online networks, was the two-

step theory that presents the micro and micro connections of information flows within 

social networks. It is observed that diffused information, flows from the initial 

submission to several users of a particular OSN and then transitions to several other 

networks. Furthermore, the original content is enhanced or weakened, according to its 

topic, the dynamics and the exposure of each OSN. In that context, each OSN could be 

considered as a layer of information flows. These OSNs interact with multiple other 

similar networks, and they are connected through multiple information flows. 

Diffusion is described by sociologists as the spreading of a behaviour or a novel 

idea. In information science, diffusion is used to describe how information is spread 

amongst entities. In the premise of OSNs, diffusion describes the spread of information 
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between users. Since OSNs are internet-based networks, information could be, a form of 

multimedia content, a URL link and so on. Most studies in online information diffusion 

are focused in these information concepts. 

3.1.1. RELATED WORK 

As previously mentioned, the topic of diffusion has been in the centre of 

sociology interest for decades. Even before the rise of Online Social Networks (OSNs), 

social ties and information flows have been studied, in traditional real-life social 

networks. 

The notion that information flows, from mass media to opinion leaders and later 

to a wider population as final consumers, was firstly introduced during the middle of the 

1940’s [108]. In their introduction, Lazarsfeld et al., found that during a presidential 

election mass media had a direct influence on voting intentions, but informal and 

personal contact was more frequently mentioned as source of influence. Almost a decade 

later, Kaltz and Lazarsfeld revisited the subject by proposing their theory of the “Two 

step flow of communication” [109]. They proposed that the information from media is 

firstly received by opinion leaders who then pass their interpretation and actual 

information to individuals. In a similar conceptualisation, Granovetter and Mark noted 

that the analysis of social networks is suggested as a tool for linking micro and macro 

levels of sociology theory [4]. Small-scale interactions become large-scale patterns and 

feed back into small groups. They concluded that weak ties are seen as the individual’s 

opportunity, towards integration into a community, while strong ties lead to overall 

fragmentation. Similar conclusions were verified in OSNs after nearly 40 years, while at 

the same time, the interest for social media analysis deepened [110], [111]. 

The term “Viral marketing” was introduced in 1997 by Juvertson and Draper 

[112]. In their work, the authors described their marketing strategy for a free email 
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service in which, by sending personal messages to individuals, boosted its user base. 

Their strategy proved to be very effective, gaining millions of users within a few months. 

During the following decade, not only e-mail but several internet-based services evolved 

(e.g. real-time interactive services, OSNs), becoming an integral part of marketing 

strategies worldwide. 

Porter and Golan in [113] found that provocative content such as sexuality, 

humour, violence and nudity were crucial virality factors, compared to traditional TV 

advertising, where emotive content had always been the key factor. In addition to virality, 

information diffusion became an equally important research subject. Leskovec et al. 

[114] modelled the outbreak detection via node selection. They also performed a two-fold 

evaluation of their model, by using a water distribution network and a blog network. 

Although the described model was not verified on any OSN, it could be easily applied in 

such networks, mainly because OSNs have similar diffusion properties with the 

aforementioned networks.  

Concerning word-of-mouth scenarios, Allsop et al. [115] noted that 59% of 

individuals frequently shared online content. The authors also tried to examine the link 

between emotion and virality, and concluded that content sharing was mainly adopted for 

entertainment purposes. Berger and Milkman [116] observed that positive content is more 

viral than negative. Moreover, they ended up with the conclusion that the more the 

content evokes emotions of activation (e.g. anger, awe, anxiety) the more viral it is, in 

contrast to deactivating emotions (e.g. softness).  

The authors of [117] were focused on identifying the optimal network that best 

described information propagation in news media and blogs. News diffusion networks 

were found to have a core periphery structure, where a small set of core media sites 

diffused the information to the rest of the network, while blogs were mostly influenced 
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by mass media. In [118], authors analysed word of mouth through web means, mainly 

through email forwarding. Two dynamic patterns were observed, namely 

“Transmissibility” and “Fanout Cohesion”, while direct referrals proved the best form of 

diffusion, creating affinity paths. 

Social influence modelling was the scope of [119]. The researchers used old 

propagation data to create such models and observed that viral marketing could leverage 

genuine influence, which -as they claimed- occurs only in real-world networks. Similarly, 

the authors in [120], investigated the social influence in meme social graph. They found 

out that most reports are made during the content creation period and shortly after it. 

Power users and post’s age were proved crucial virality factors. 

In [121], the authors studied virality issues in Twitter. Due to its message-based 

nature, they observed that the direct mentions network was of higher value, while the 

information chains formed were topic-related and presented a short time span. Finally, 

they noted that content lifespan was very important to virality, also mentioned in [120]. 

In the same OSN, Sakaki et al. [122] studied users as social sensors, by monitoring 

information flow and dissemination during earthquake incidents. In their approach, they 

showed that earthquake detection can be equally effective compared to traditional 

monitoring techniques. In [56], authors analysed the entire Twitter graph in order to 

assess its topological characteristics. One of their findings was that each retweet would 

always reach 1000 users, regardless of origin or content. Twitter network had low 

reciprocity, with a certain level of homophily observed amongst its users. 

In [123], Tucker measured the effectiveness of virality as a marketing tool. Unlike 

the work described in [112] -where direct emails messages were used- 400 videos and 

24000 people were used to monitor information propagation. It was observed that for 

nearly every one million views, persuasiveness declined by 10%. However, this occurred 
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only after a negativity threshold, above of which that effect is observed. That threshold 

was 6 million views and was reached only by 24 specific videos. On the one hand, 

interaction affects were negative, while on the other hand, sharing engaging, provocative 

(as defined in [113]) or humorous content with visual appeal affected virality in a positive 

way. 

In [124], authors created a map of the so-called “life cycle” of a blog. They found 

out that blogs have small cycles and can be split into groups, based on their content and 

role. Two of these groups, namely “elite” and “top political”, not only created political 

information, but they also drove and sustained the viral process. Likewise, a virality study 

in OSNs conducted by Guerini et al., showed that content is more important to virality 

than the influencer itself [125]. In this work, the authors used different metrics, such as 

buzz, appreciation, controversy and discussion raising. 

Similarly, focused in the diffusion analysis of Twitter, Hansen et al. [126], they 

observed the effect of negativity in virality. More specifically, it was found that non-news 

positive sentiment and negative news, were more likely to be retweeted, thus supporting 

overall virality. They concluded with the following: “If you want to be cited: Sweet talk 

to your friends or serve bad news to the public”. 

In other OSN-related studies, Bonchi [127] studied the maximization of influence, 

based on the most influential users of a particular OSN. The work described in [128] 

examined the passivity of Twitter users. Where it was found out that most of the users act 

as passive consumers, not forwarding news or content, thus a high popularity does not 

imply a high influence. They also argue that in order to maximize influence, one must 

overcome the passivity of the network. In [129], Mathioudakis et al. created an algorithm 

to describe influence propagation in terms of likelihood based on previous logs. They 

pointed out that sparsification is a fundamental data reduction operation. 
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Rajyalakshmi et al.  [111], proposed a stochastic model for the diffusion of 

several topics. The authors discovered that strong ties played a significant role in virality, 

having homophily as a major contributor, also observed in [56]. Homophily stands as the 

tendency of individuals to bond with other individuals that have similar interests. Micro 

and macro scales of the network became relevant - similarly to [4] - and the authors noted 

that acts within groups have a global impact. Romero et al. [130], analysed hashtag 

diffusion in Twitter and discovered that initial adopters were fairly important. They also 

studied two concepts within Twitter. The first one was “stickiness”, as the probability of 

adoption based on exposure, and the second was “persistence”, defined as the continuing 

exposure to a hashtag. Their results validated the “complex contagion” principle of 

sociology. 

Yang and Leskovec also studied Twitter [131], based on content exposure growth 

and fade over time. However, their focus was more on clustering and the discovery of 

distinct shapes of time. The proposed algorithm outperformed the simple K-Means 

algorithm in finding similarities between tweets and blog posts. The authors also 

distinguished 6 different temporal patterns and presented a model that can accurately 

predict attention pattern, using as little information as possible. 

On a different, but very interesting basis, Guerini et al. [132] noted that dynamics 

of Social Networks exist in scientific literature. They used psycholinguistic analysis to 

determine abstract affect towards virality. Where, the linguistic style proved to be an 

important factor and papers with easier to read abstracts sections, were more frequently 

downloaded. Their study linked virality with linguistic style. 

Going back to OSNs, Huang et al. [133], tried to effectively select a number of 

nodes in order to monitor information diffusion. They noted the importance of degree 
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centrality and out degree of a node. Additionally, they proposed a new node centrality 

method to identify the monitoring capability of a node, namely monitoring centre. 

Guille and Hacid [134] studied the dynamics of the spreading process. Their 

research relied on the assumption that macroscopic level dynamics are explained by 

semantic, topological and temporal interactions in the microscopic level. The proposed 

model was based on machine learning techniques, as well as on the inference of time-

dependent diffusion probabilities. Furthermore Bakshy et al. [110] addressed the problem 

of information diffusion in OSNs by performing a large-scale experiment of random 

exposement to information signals for 253 million users. The authors ended up with the 

statement -as seen in [4] and [56]- that strong ties are more influential but weak ties are 

responsible for propagating novel information. 

Guille et al. in [134] also addressed the issue of information adoption in Twitter 

with respect to micro and macro level dynamics. They presented an adaptable graph-

based prediction model that estimated and adapted its parameters using machine-learning 

techniques. Their results were similar with those described in [109]. 

In [135], researchers aimed to answer why and how some messages in OSNs 

become viral. They modelled information ageing and competing message streams. Their 

obtained results implied a threshold above which a message becomes viral. Moreover, 

they noted that competing streams further raise this threshold. Finally, Weng et al. [136] 

analysed longitudinal micro blogging data. The authors highlighted the importance of 

triadic closure and shortcuts based on traffic, regarding the evolution of the social 

network. However, triadic closure was relevant only in the early stages of a user’s 

lifetime, since after this stage user linking was generated by the dynamic flow of network 

information. 
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In the following sections, information diffusion in across multiple online 

networks, as well as the lifespan of the diffused information, will be examined. The focus 

will be in user-generated content. The provided results verify the perception of content 

and information connection in various OSNs. Giving the first proofs of multi-layered 

(multi-OSN) information flow. 

 

3.2. Networks of Interest 

The spark of interest towards studying the information diffusion on social 

networks, was a social news and entertainment site named Reddit, which is powered by 

user-generated content. Deviating from the widespread OSN structure where users are 

connected through various affiliations, users of Reddit are connected through their 

comments and common interests. Their user profiles are also different from every OSN. 

Instead of creating their personal profile based on their characteristics or interests, a user 

profile is formed with participation. Comments made, articles uploaded and every public 

activity is stored in their profile. In a way, every profile is the reflection of our interests in 

Reddit, which in turn could be considered as a projection of real life interests. 

Content in Reddit is submitted in the form of a descriptive link and may contain: 

an image, a meme, a video, a question, an Ask Me Anything (AMA) session etc. Every 

interested user, can then vote and comment on that post. Posts that acquire a high enough 

vote ratio in a short period after their submission are moved to the front page31. In 

correspondence with votes, users that have created a post or commented one, gain or lose 

“karma”, a vote-oriented unit of Reddit. Karma is used for user ranking and is the main 

factor of popularity within Reddit. Karma could be seen as the equivalent of friends and 

                                                 
31 www.reddit.com, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
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followers in Facebook and Twitter respectively. It is apparent that the Reddit community 

defines the content and determines its “success” or “failure”. 

Interestingly, the “karma” distribution over Reddit users also follows a strong 

power law. One percent of active users have more than 20% of the total “karma”. 

Although the data used for these measurements was partially incomplete, it utilised a 

substantial portion of the active community32. A power law distribution that can possibly 

point to community bias towards popular users. User bias in OSNs is uncharted for these 

type of networks. Relevant studies have been only performed in offline social networks. 

The subject of bias in social networks, will be revisited in Chapter 4. 

Concentrated in information diffusion and for the purposes of our research, we 

wanted to also use famous and heavily-visited OSNs, since inter-OSN diffusion was 

obvious in multiple instances. One of the most famous OSNs, Twitter, provided us with 

the ability to fully observe the impact of a front page Reddit post. Absolute and thorough 

collection of data was possible thanks to the front page content of Reddit being relatively 

fresh, and to the unobstructed access that Twitter API provides for recent tweets. We 

could also crawl older Twitter data but the API would restrict our results to a random 

group of at most 1500 entries. 

In contrast, crawling Facebook and Google Plus didn’t prove so fruitful. Most of 

the content in these networks, is shared between friends in private groups. These posts are 

unreachable from an unsupervised crawler. Thus, we could only crawl public posts from 

both networks. As a result, only a fraction of diffusion was discovered on both networks. 

As if the public crawling limitation was not enough, Google Plus user engagement was 

                                                 
32 http://www.reddit.com/r/dataisbeautiful/comments/27zyh6/karma_inequality_1_of_redditors_have_20_of_the/, Last 
Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
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substantially lower than Facebook and it was later decided not to include Google Plus in 

the study. 

From the post and link analysis of Reddit, it was obvious that information is 

shared and spread between all kinds of online networks. Apart from the established 

OSNs, many Reddit posts link to multimedia hosting sites, as well as news agency and 

blog sites. One post in Reddit linking to these sites impacts their traffic substantially. But 

what is the impact of that exposure? How long after the creation of a post in Reddit does 

it take for the effects of its propagation to appear? How long does it take for that 

propagation to decay? Is this propagation dependant on the subject of each post? 

These were some questions raised during our initial engagement with Reddit and 

its content. User-generated content and its topics combined with crawling and multiple 

OSN analysis could provide substantial data towards diffusion measuring. But the crucial 

element for a diffusion type of study is virality. The term viral is used to describe 

information that within a relatively small timeframe achieves worldwide or widespread 

diffusion. That type of content is substantial for the analysis of multi-OSN diffusion, for 

viral content spreads rapidly with considerably impact to linked networks. Thus, the 

focus of the next section is, the diffusion of viral user-generated content through multi-

OSN analysis. The primary aim of this chapter is to present concrete proofs of the multi-

layered flow of information in OSNs. 
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3.3.  Lifespan and propagation of Information in Online Social 
Networks: A Case Study based on Reddit 

As mentioned in the previous section, the initial platform for this information 

diffusion analysis is Reddit. To briefly recap, Reddit is an OSN hosting user-generated 

content. This content is ranked based on the resonance of the users which is derived by a 

voting system. The front page of Reddit comprises of posts that within a small timeframe 

have accumulated a high enough number of views33. Posts within Reddit can contain 

internal links or links that lead to external domains. 

These external links are the cornerstone of multi-OSN diffusion. Not only do they 

spread within the initial OSN, Reddit in our case, but they also propagate to various other 

OSN and entertainment sites. This does not mean internal links are without any interest, 

only that they do not intensely propagate to other OSNs or domains in general. Most of 

the external links point to a hosting domain of multimedia content as Reddit is mainly 

used for entertainment. Apart from such domains, links could also lead to news or 

informative domains, such as www.cnn.com, www.bbc.com and www.wikipedia.org. But 

as not every link and its subsequent hosting domain proves useful for diffusion analysis. 

3.3.1. METHODOLOGY 

A post in Reddit includes a title and comments. The title section, apart from the 

obvious titling of the post, might contain an internal link that leads to a Reddit discussion 

thread or might link to an external site. Regardless of the title, each post also contains a 

comments section, where users can discuss the post. In addition, every post has to be 

submitted in a certain topic category, also known as “subreddit”. Each subreddit is of 

different context, but not always strictly defined. For example, r/funny34 is an 

                                                 
33 http://amix.dk/blog/post/19588, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
34 http://www.reddit.com/r/funny, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
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entertainment subreddit, while r/AdviceAnimals35 may be entertaining, emotional or 

informative. In our research, we used the external linking URL of the title to measure its 

diffusion and the corresponding subreddit to define its topic. 

From a practical perspective, in order to accurately monitor and measure diffusion 

counters are needed. Whether these counters are IP-based or simple view counters is not 

of great importance. Of course an IP counter would also provide precise numbers, but 

would not account for the popularity of a given source within a network with one external 

IP, such as within universities and companies. External URL links pointing to domains 

that do not provide any kind of counter are not used in our monitoring process. In 

addition, any links that are not part of the post, such as links contained in the comments 

section of the original post, were not monitored. 

Out of every linked domain that appeared in Reddit, a selection should be made 

based on monitoring ease. At the time of the research, summer of 2013, the most 

commonly appearing external domains were www.wikipedia.org, www.imgur.com, 

www.youtube.com and www.quickmeme.com. Out of those, only www.wikipedia.org 

did not provide some kind of counter. Furthermore, after creating our crawler based on 

www.imgur.com, www.youtube.com and www.quickmeme.com, the latter domain was 

banned from Reddit36. The ban was issued because Quickmeme domain used unfair 

practices to gain votes, which would eventually assist the post containing its domain link 

to reach the front page, another issue which will address in Chapter 4. But to our luck, 

the traffic and content volume from www.quickmeme.com shifted almost entirely to 

                                                 
35 http://www.reddit.com/r/AdviceAnimals, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
36 
http://www.reddit.com/r/AdviceAnimals/comments/1gvnk4/quickmeme_is_banned_redditwide_more_insi
de/cao99l6, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
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www.imgur.com. Thus, our crawler only needed a small modification in order to operate 

on two domains, namely on www.imgur.com and www.youtube.com. 

As we mentioned, diffusion is directly connected to the virality of a post. In the 

interconnected environment of OSNs, virality almost acts as a warranty of diffusion. 

More views, generated by an increased interest, are bound to create traffic to most social 

networking sites. Due to the ranking algorithm of Reddit, virality is also connected with 

the age of a post. Thus, it was important to try and capture content that would eventually 

attain a high number of views in order to monitor from the initial submission, rise to 

popularity and its stableness. 

Thereafter, we chose to crawl new and rising subreddits which both contain newly 

created posts. The New subreddit randomly picks new posts every 120 seconds, while the 

rising subreddit presents posts created in the last minutes with at least some upvotes The 

content of both subreddit contents are also refreshed every 120 seconds. For a two-month 

period, August and September of 2013, we crawled both of these subreddits. By selecting 

these two categories, we also fall in line with the API crawling requirements of Twitter, 

where we could reach an absolute retrieval for recent tweets, made within the last week. 

During the 60 days of the crawling process, almost 1 million posts were obtained 

from Reddit. Each post belonged to a subreddit, which was used to denote its topic. Some 

of these topics were “pictures”, “gaming”, “funny”, “news”, “videos” and “music”. 

Unfortunately, not every topic was used in our dataset. As mentioned, only posts with 

external links to www.imgur.com and www.youtube.com were important to our diffusion 

analysis. Out of the 1 million crawled posts, only 102400 linked to either 

www.imgur.com or www.youtube.com. 
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3.3.1.1. Units of Interest 

In order to evaluate the diffusion of information when dealing with multiple 

online networks and domains, a uniform unit of measure is needed. Page views, likes, 

tweet mentions and votes, were taken into consideration when defining that uniform 

measurement. One “Unit of Interest” (UoI) is strictly defined on actions that demonstrate 

interest of users throughout every domain. For each domain or OSN, UoI are portrayed 

differently. 

So in Reddit, one UoI is equal to one vote. Although not every user votes on the 

submitted posts, voting is enough to project the community interest variations over time. 

Votes are probably more accurate in the monitoring of the initial interest, since they are 

factored in the ranking process of Reddit. In Facebook, one UoI is equal to one public 

post containing either the Reddit submission URL or the linked domain URL. Similarly, 

we also checked every last week’s tweet in Twitter, searching for the Reddit submission 

URL or the linked domain URL. One UoI in Twitter is defined as a mention of either 

URL. By “linked domain URL”, we mean the domain where the content used for the 

Reddit post is hosted. In our study, this could be either imgur.com or youtube.com. 

For the domain UoI, the pairing is kind of obvious. In the ImgUr domain, one UoI 

is equal to one view of the hosted content, while in YouTube, one UoI is equal to one 

video view. Both view counters are easily parsed. However, during our result analysis we 

observed that www.imgur.com often encountered some down time, due to the large 

number of visitors, and would return 0 value when parsed. To surpass this, we used the 

average value of the previous and the next measurement in order to approximate the 

missing value. 
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3.3.1.2. The Virality Criterion 

Not only fresh content was needed, it had to be viral as well. Viral content -as 

previously noted- is content that got a large number of UoI in a relative small timeframe. 

Virality, though, is not a standardized property by any means. On the contrary, it is a 

loosely structured concept of information diffusion and while many theories are proposed 

for its definition and subsequent calculation, none is universal adopted. 

Thus, our own virality monitoring solution should be designed, based on our 

research needs. These needs were the processing speed and the sufficient post filtering. 

Since our crawler worked in a serialised fashion, the virality check needed to be executed 

almost instantly. A delay of 0.1 seconds for each of the 100000 posts in the check queue, 

would delay the monitoring process for almost 3 hours. As for the sufficient filtering and 

removal of non-viral posts, a strict rule would probably (and most certainly did) address 

the issue. 

Our proposed virality criterion was a UoI variance check made in the first 4 

checks of the Reddit UoI, after the creation of the post. If a given post would consistently 

–at least– double its Reddit UoI for each check, then it would be monitored throughout a 

24-hour period. If not, that post was discarded as not viral. Although that did not mean 

the post would not eventually become viral or that it would not propagate to other 

networks. Our virality criterion is only a safe method to maximise both the virality 

probability of a post as well as its potential propagation to multiple domains and OSNs. 

As expected, only a small number of posts passed this criterion. Out of the total 

102400 linking to the domains of interest, www.imgur.com or www.youtube.com, only 

682 posts doubled their Reddit UoI in the 4 initial checks. Which translates to 0.66%, of 

the total posts linking to the aforementioned domains. 
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3.3.2. THE MONITORING ALGORITHM 

For each of the two subreddits, we independently executed a separate but identical 

monitoring algorithm. We started in the 1st of August 2013, at a predetermined time. 

Every submission in the respected subreddit was crawled. Creating a queue of x numbers 

of posts. Starting from the first post, we analysed the domain where the content of the 

post is hosted. If that content is hosted in www.imgur.com or www.youtube.com, then 

the post is added to the monitoring queue. If the post’s content is hosted in another 

domain or within Reddit, then it is discarded. This process is performed every 120 

seconds, which is the time both subreddits take to refresh their posts. This process was 

continuously executed for the entire two-month period. 

In parallel to that process, each post from the monitoring queue was checked for 

every type of UoI. Again, from the first post to the last, we check for any UoI in Reddit, 

Facebook, Twitter and the hosting domain. So each post was tied to 4 separate UoI series 

and each check was separated by at least one hour from the next one. This time period 

was selected in order to overcome the request limitations of Twitter, since for every hour, 

a user is able to perform 350 API Twitter requests. 

The first 4 checks are of great importance for the monitoring process. After the 

initial check and up to the fourth, we required the doubling of the Reddit UoI. Posts that 

didn’t double their views were discarded from the monitoring queue. For example, a post 

that would have 3 Reddit UoI in the first check and 7, 18, 40 Reddit UoI for the next 

three checks would pass our virality check. While, a post with 3 initial Reddit UoI and 7, 

15, 28 on the 3 subsequent checks would not pass the virality criterion. 

Every post that passed the virality check was permanently added to the 

monitoring queue along with any new posts from the domains of interest. From that point 

onwards, that post was not bound to any UoI variance requirements. Interestingly, every 
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post of the 682 that passed the virality check acquired a large amount of viewership and 

climbed to the first page. This absolute discovery of viral posts points to a great selection 

through our virality criterion, which is also related with the ranking algorithms of Reddit. 

After the 4th check and if a post has passed the virality criterion, the checks 

continue -as said- with at least an hour apart and for every check, all domains were 

crawled. Each post was monitored for at least 24 hours, with no less than 25 checks made 

for each submission. Almost all of the posts after the 14th check, which happened around 

the 18th and 24th hour, displayed a significant decay of interest in every domain and in 

every OSN. 

3.3.3. RESULTS 

The results of our crawling procedure were truly diverse. To capture the extent of 

that diversity, results were kept separated based on the subreddit of the post’s submission, 

as well as the subreddit from where it was crawled and the domain it was linked to. The 

submission subreddit will be called topic, the crawled subreddit will be category, while 

the hosting domain will be referred as domain. Hence a post linking to www.imgur.com 

that was crawled in /r/new subreddit, but was submitted in /r/funny, would be classified 

as a post of the “ImgUr” domain from the “New” category in the “funny” topic. 

3.3.3.1. Topics 

By crawling “New” and “Rising” categories and “ImgUr” and “YouTube” 

domains, we came across a multitude of topics. Since Reddit is an OSN with a strong 

entertainment character the most prominent topic was “Funny”. In “Funny” as well as in 

the “Gifs” and “Pics” categories, content -as expected- revolved around entertainment in 

the form of jokes, animated or still images, memes, sarcastic news and such. Similarly, 

the “AdviceAnimals” category is entertainment-focused with a small twist of actual life 
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advices. On the other hand, “WTF”, “Aww” and “EathPon” could be considered as 

amazement and awe evoking content. Posts in these categories usually present 

unexpected every day events, cute animals and beautiful external scenery, respectively. In 

another group, the “Movies”, “Music” and “Videos” categories contain multimedia 

content focused on popular movies and music bands. The “TIL” category is strictly 

informative, presenting snippets of information on commonly used websites that would 

be probably overlooked by users. Lastly, the “Gaming” category includes posts from (and 

around) the video games entertainment. 

As with every OSN, users are interested in almost every topic corresponding to 

their real life interests. The detailed enumeration of the results with respect to the topic 

will further indicate the entertaining character of the Reddit community. 

When directly comparing our two crawled categories, “Rising” and “New”, we 

found that the number of posts linking to the domains of interest (ImgUr or YouTube) 

were disproportionate. In particular, the “New” category contained way more posts 

linking to the domains of interest than “Rising”. A possible explanation would be the fact 

that current events and news gain attention relatively fast, thus they are featured in the 

“Rising” category. Most of these real life event posts could potentially be linked to 

several news agency domains, which were excluded from our diffusion analysis based on 

the lack of counters in theses news reporting domains. 

Table 15. Posts of Interest Domain Distribution 

 Posts of Interest ImgUr Youtube 

Rising 44050 40966 (92.99%) 3084 (7.01%) 

New 58350 51984 (89.08%) 6366 (10.92%) 

Cumulative 102400 92950 (93.70%) 9450 (6.30%) 
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Nearly 45000 posts linking to “ImgUr” and “Youtube” were found in the “Rising” 

category. In the “New” category almost 60000 links were discovered containing links to 

“ImgUr” and “Youtube”. To be precise, the breakdown of results was as follows: out of 

the 44050 posts found in the “Rising” category 40966 linked to “ImgUr” and 3084 linked 

to “Youtube”, while in the “New” category” 51984 were found with content hosted in 

“ImgUr” and 6366 posts with hosted content in “YouTube”, out of 58350 posts. 

In Table 15 we can see the distribution of the discovered posts, with content 

hosted in any of our two chosen domains. Of the total 102400 posts, more than 93.7% 

were coupled to a photo or an animated image from www.imgur.com, and 6.3% of these 

total posts were created with a link to a video hosted in www.youtube.com. One of our 

main concerns was the large discrepancy between our two domains, but apparently OSN 

(and thus Reddit) users prefer the ease of conveying information through an image, rather 

than through a video. With exceptions applying on particularly interesting cases that 

account for a pretty small portion of the total “YouTube” content. 

With respect to virality, as defined by our criterion, our results showed an 

increased number of viral posts for content featured in the “New” category. Concerning 

Reddit submissions with content hosted in ImgUr from the “New” category, number of 

posts that passed our virality criterion was double compared to content in “ImgUr” from 

the “Rising” category. This lower virality seen in posts of “Rising” category was 

unexpected, because the UoI count in the first check was considerably higher than posts 

from the “New” category. 

To be precise, in the “Rising” category out of the 40966 posts linking to “ImgUr”, 

only 200 succeeded in our virality criterion, a mere 0.48%. While for the 3084 posts 

including “YouTube” content in the same category only 14 went through our criterion, a 

bit more than 0.45%. On the other hand, in the “New” category and for posts with links to 
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“ImgUr”, which were 51984, the respective virality criterion success percentage was 

around 0.82% with 431 posts. Lastly, in the “New” category of “YouTube” linked 

submissions, of the total 6366 discovered only 37 passed our virality check, slightly 

higher than 0.58% success percentage. 

It is worth noting that the proposed virality criterion is not an absolute nor a 

universal virality validator. It merely serves as a virality indicator which ensures that the 

post in check was viewed by a significant number of users in the small timeframe of at 

least 4 hours, maintaining the relative interest of the users. In total, 682 posts successfully 

passed the virality criterion. Of them, 631 were using content hosted in “ImgUr” while 51 

were using some form of multimedia content hosted in “YouTube”. A further separation 

based on the category, revealed a total of 214 posts in “Rising” and 468 submitted in 

“New”. 

Table 16. Posts sorted by Topic, Category and Domain 

Topic 
Advice 

Animals 
Aww Eathpon Funny Gaming Gifs 

ImgUr 
Rising 

27 18 2 84 25 4 

YouTube 
Rising 

- - - - - - 

ImgUr 
New 

73 38 5 158 69 8 

YouTube 
New 

- - - - - - 

Topic Movies Music Pics TIL Videos WTF 

ImgUr 
Rising 

3 - 29 - - 8 

YouTube 
Rising 

2 1 - 1 10 - 

ImgUr 
New 

5 - 56 - - 19 

YouTube 
New 

2 3 - 1 29 2 
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Although the topic separation was uneven between categories, it was spread 

throughout every available topic. The accurate values sorted by their hosting domain, the 

submitted category and the topic of the submission are depicted in Table 16. As 

mentioned in the previous section, entertainment posts were the most pervasive ones, 

with 439 posts. Gaming posts were second with 94 posts, while posts that evoked 

emotions were third with 92 posts. Posts based on multimedia content were fourth, with 

55 entries. Lastly, there were only 2 informative posts. 

 

Figure 19. Posts per Topic 

To further visualise the disparity of the viral posts based on the proposed virality 

check, Figure 19 is presented in a bar chart format. In it, we can distinguish the 

dominance of the “Funny” and “AdviceAnimals” categories as well as the lack of 

multimedia content and the absence of informative posts. The results of [9] and [10], that 

showed positive and entertaining content as the most frequent shared topic among online 

users, also apply in Reddit. More than 64% of the posts that succeeded in doubling their 
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Reddit UoI within the first four checks, were originating from entertaining categories. 

The gaming posts volume, which was the third highest per topic at almost 14%, provides 

a correlation of the user interest within Reddit and the general interest in video games. 

This is evident in the 6 million members of “Gaming” subreddit. Emotive content, as 

described in [7] and defined by the separation of topics, follows with a relatively small 

number of posts. 

3.3.3.2. OSN Diffusion 

Out of the 682 posts that went viral within Reddit, based on the proposed virality 

criterion, 550 were mentioned in at least one OSN, somewhat more than 80%. A mention 

-within this study- in any OSN, means providing either a URL of the Reddit submission 

or a URL the submission’s content in its hosting domain. For the “Rising” category, 114 

post mentions were made in Twitter and 2 in Facebook, while 59 posts were mentioned in 

both. Similarly, in the “New” category, 257 mentions were discovered in Twitter and 5 in 

Facebook, whereas 113 post mentions were made in both OSNs. 

 

Figure 20. Percent Diffusion of posts 
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An analysis of the diffusion findings per topic, further solidifies the virality 

success results. The detailed counting of post mentions per topic is presented in Table 17. 

The “Funny” topic is the most frequently mentioned in OSNs, closely followed by 

“Gaming” related posts and several other entertainment topics, such as “AdviceAnimals”, 

“Aww” and “Pics”. This diffusion spread is visualized in Error! Reference source not 

found. showed that almost 25% of posts are mentioned in both OSNs, while more than 

54% are mentioned solely in Twitter, with only 1% mentioned only in Facebook. 

Table 17. Post mentions per Topic 

Topic 
Rising Category New Category 

Both OSNs Twitter Facebook Both OSNs Twitter Facebook 

AdviceAnimals 5 8 - 11 29 - 

Aww 3 11 - 4 32 - 

Eathpon - 2 - - 5 - 

Funny 21 51 - 47 87 - 

Gaming 4 17 1 9 48 - 

Gifs - 4 - 1 7 - 

Movies 2 3 - 3 3 - 

Music 1 - - 3 - - 

Pics 12 12 1 12 26 - 

TIL 1 - - - 1 - 

Videos 9 - - 22 2 5 

WTF 1 6 - 1 17 - 

Total 59 114 2 113 257 5 

The percentage of the diffused posts over the viral posts, where users’ sharing 

habits are clearly seen, is presented in Figure 20. Almost every topic displays a diffusion 
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percentage of 40% or above, in at least one OSN. A small minority presents this diffusion 

behaviour throughout both categories. Whilst, Facebook-only mentions are almost non-

existent in every topic of the “New” or “Rising” categories. Multimedia content is shared 

to OSNs in percentages close to 100%, but the number of posts with multimedia content 

is not sufficient to generalize that rule. 

The “New” category diffusion, is shown in Figure 21. Twitter was the most 

commonly used OSN, for sharing content of Reddit. The most shared topics (percent 

wise) in Twitter were “TIL” and “Eathpon”, followed by more than 70% of posts with 

topics such as “Aww”, “Gaming”, “Gifs” and “WTF”. Posts from topics: “Funny”, 

“Movies” and “Pics” were round the 50% sharing mark. On the contrary, the least shared 

topic in Twitter was “Videos”, but it was the only topic shared solely in Facebook. As for 

both OSNs diffusion, every topic sharing percentage was way lower than 40% except 

from “Music”, “Videos” and “Movies”, once again dictating a preference of users 

towards multimedia content in both Twitter and Facebook. “AdviceAnimals” has a really 

low total sharing percentage, with 15.07% and 39.73% of its posts shared in both OSNs 

and only Twitter respectively. 
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Figure 21. “New” category diffusion percentages 

A similar dispersion appeared in the “Rising” Category, as seen in Figure 22. The 

entertainment content was mostly shared in Twitter, while multimedia content was solely 

shared in both OSNs. Facebook-only sharing, once again, was very low and applicable 

only to the “Pics” and “Gaming” categories. “Eathpon” and “Gifs” were mostly shared in 

Twitter. Similarly, “Music” and “TIL” were 100% shared in both OSNs and Twitter 

respectively closely followed by “videos” with a 90% sharing in both OSNs. In this 

category, only “WTF” posts were shared over 70% in Twitter, with “Gaming”, “Aww”, 

“Funny” and “Movies” topics sharing percentages, closer to 60%. “Pics” topic was it is 

shared in both OSNs as frequently as only in Twitter, similarly to “Movies” topic in the 

“New” category. Finally, “AdviceAnimals” was once again the least shared topic of the 

“Rising” category, with 18.52% of its posts shared in both OSNs and 29.63% shared in 

Twitter. 
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Figure 22. "Rising” category diffusion percentages 

The aforementioned results should be considered in correlation with the quantity 

and the quality of the crawled data. In Figure 21 and Figure 22 we present the 

percentages of OSN diffusion for posts that passed the proposed virality check. However, 

not every category had a sufficient number of posts to ensure the reliability of our results. 

The categories with a number of posts lower than 10 were “Eathpon”, “Gifs”, “Movies”, 

“Music” and “TIL”. On top of that, Facebook and its API crawl limits which forbid 

access to private posts, cannot accurately capture the interest pulse of users. Thus, we 

encourage readers to address the aforementioned categories and Facebook mentions in 

the following sections, as merely indications of diffusion and by no means not definitive 

conclusions. 

 

Table 18. "New” category diffusion percentages 

Topic 
New Category 

Both Twitter Facebook

AdviceAnimals 15.07 39.73 - 
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Aww 10.53 84.21 - 
Eathpon - 100 - 
Funny 29.75 55.06 - 

Gaming 13.04 69.57 - 
Gifs 12.5 87.5 - 

Movies 42.86 42.86 - 
Music 100 - - 
Pics 21.43 46.43 - 
TIL - 100 - 

Videos 75.86 6.9 17.24 
WTF 4.76 80.95 - 

 

In order to be more precise with the diffusion percentage values, Table 18 and  

 

 

 

 

Table 19 are included. The greyed out lines denote the topic in which the number 

of posts was exceedingly low. While the max percent post diffusion on each OSN 

column, excluding the greyed out lines, can be seen in bold. The absence of diffusion is 

indicated with the symbol “-”, in both tables. 

 

 

 

 

Table 19. "Rising” category diffusion percentages 

Topic 
Rising Category 

Both Twitter Facebook

AdviceAnimals 18.52 29.63 - 
Aww 16.67 61.11 - 
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Eathpon - 100 - 
Funny 25 60.71 - 

Gaming 16 68 4 
Gifs - 100 - 

Movies 40 60 - 
Music 100 - - 
Pics 41.38 41.38 3.45 
TIL 100 - - 

Videos 90 - - 
WTF 12.5 75 - 

3.3.4. DIFFUSION OVER TIME 

As mentioned in Section  3.3.2, our algorithm was designed in order to monitor 

diffusion over time of a certain Reddit post. During the monitoring period, UoI checks 

were performed in –at least– an hourly basis for Reddit, Twitter, Facebook and the 

hosting domain (“ImgUr” or “YouTube”). We monitored the propagation of a post within 

our designated online environments in frequent time intervals. 

Slow reaction times and reduced viewership outside of the initial submitted OSN 

were some of our expectations, mainly due to the “tightly knit communities” effect of 

social networks as observed [137], [138] and [139]. Such patterns were commonly 

observed in various topics along with additional sparse and contradicting patterns in other 

topics. For each topic and hosting domain, the respective diffusion over time will be 

presented. 

In the following charts, the mean UoI percent variances per topic for each of the 

OSNs and the hosting domain are used. Posts that did not propagate to Facebook or 

Twitter are not used at all, even though they passed the virality criterion. This means that 

at least some level of UoI variance was required for the posts to be included in the 

calculations. The UoI variance is based on the UoI checks we conduct. For each check 

after the first, we measure the growth in UoI in the current state compared to the previous 
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one. For example, if during the first check we discover 10 Reddit UoI and we find 30 

Reddit UoI in the second check, the Reddit UoI percent variance is 200%. It is calculated 

by: 

	 = 	 	 − 		 	× 100	, 
where current UoI and previous UoI refer to the UoI checks, and the UoI could be within 

Reddit, Facebook, Twitter and the hosting domain. 

These UoI checks are performed in short time intervals for each post, which as 

mentioned were at least one hour apart, and every check monitors the UoI in the hosting 

domain, Reddit, Twitter and Facebook. Each post has a maximum monitoring period of 

seven days, after passing the initial virality check. Once more, this is due to Twitter API 

access limits, which do not allow accurate crawling for tweets more than seven days old. 

It was observed, for all post afters the 14th check, user interest decayed on every 

OSN and domains. The 14th check happened somewhere in between the 14th and the 24th 

hour of submission. The mean number of checks for each post were 65 and was heavily 

influenced, by the serialised nature of our algorithm and the low number of checks of the 

newly discovered content. 

Bound to the virality check and the monitoring process, which needed Reddit UoI 

to be doubled in every check, all posts presented a high Reddit UoI percent variance for 

the first four checks. After the fifth check, few posts maintain a significant level of 

interest throughout every OSN and domain. Facebook API limitations are also affecting 

the results and the visualization of the UoI percent variance. Based on that percent 

variance over time, most topics can be categorised into distinct patterns. Patterns that are 

identifiable over the first 14 checks, when interest is vibrant. According to our results, the 
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percent variance after the 14th check was less than 1%, a practically insignificant value on 

samples that have accumulated tens of thousands UoI. 

The pattern charts are separated based on the topic and the category. Multiple 

topics could follow the same pattern. This patterns will be presented in detail. In the 

following charts UoI percent variances over time are presented in an x-y fashion. The X 

axis corresponds to the number of check, starting from the initially crawled point up to 

the 14th check. The Y axis indicates the UoI percent variance as defined by the previous 

equation. This chart layout allows for a better identification of UoI spikes and decline 

contrary to other possible visualization methods (e.g. the use of logarithmic y axis). 

3.3.5. DIFFUSION PATTERNS 

Five distinct propagation patterns were observed. The topic classification, based 

on the observed diffusion pattern, is presented in Table 20. Cells with grey shading match 

topics with less than 10 posts, whereas topics that had both categories following the same 

diffusion pattern are written without any category indicator. For example, both the 

“AdviceAnimals” topics from the “New” and the “Rising” categories, followed the 

Pattern 1 propagation. Thus, we only used the topic title in Table 20. Contrary to “WTF”, 

where posts from the “Rising” category followed Pattern 1, posts from the “New” 

category followed Pattern 4. Both occurrences of “WTF” are noted with their respective 

category, which also applies to “Movies” Topic. 

In Table 20, the first three patterns correspond to content hosted in “ImgUr”, 

while patterns 4 and 5 were encountered in content from “YouTube”. In addition, the 

only content topic that had submission in both “YouTube” and “ImgUr” domains, was 

“Movies”. Which also had a unique diversity in its pattern breakdown. “Movies” content 

with picture or animated pictures hosted in “ImgUr” had a completely different diffusion 

from “Movies” video content of “Youtube”. Although “Movies” articles from “ImgUr” 
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had a similar diffusion pattern for both categories (“New” and “Rising”), the multimedia 

“Movies” content from “YouTube” had a distinctly different propagation pattern for each 

category. 

Table 20. Propagation Patterns 

Pattern 1 Pattern 2 Pattern 3 Pattern 4 Pattern 5 

AdviceAnimals 

Movies Gaming 

TIL Videos 
Aww 

Eathpon 
WTF New Music 

Funny 

Gifs 

Movies New Movies Rising Pics 

WTF Rising 

3.3.5.1. Pattern 1 

Upon examining original content created purposefully for a specific online 

network, it is expected to encounter high viewership, initially within the originating 

online network and potentially followed by any other neighbouring networks. That was 

the case with the observed Pattern 1. The mean UoI variance of the 13 different topics 

and categories for the first 14 checks, is presented in Figure 23. The 7 different topics 

that were used to calculate the mean UoI variance can be seen in Table 20, in the first 

column under the “Pattern 1” cell. 

During the first check, all three OSNs and the hosting Domain had a given 

number of UoI. From the second check up to the fourteenth, we calculated the UoI 

variance of the checked post, using the equation found in Section 3.3.4. Thus in the first 

check, when the initial UoI were parsed, the variance was zero in the four Domains. In 
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the second check, we can see the Domain UoI (purple line) grew by 1200% followed by a 

500% growth of UoI in Reddit. While in the third check, the Reddit and Domain UoI 

slowly fall, Twitter UoI rose by almost 100%. In the following fourth check, Twitter 

interest growth slowly faded but Facebook UoI started to increase, until peaking at the 

fifth check. The interest growth in the OSNs and the hosting Domain persisted until the 

fourteenth check. At this point, the UoI variance was less than 5% for the Domain and in 

every OSN. To further improve the presentation of the declining interest, which 

corresponds to a decline in UoI growth, Figure 24 was included. 

 
Figure 23. UoI variance per check 
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Figure 24. UoI variance per check, log scale 

The initial UoI count on both Reddit and ImgUr was almost identical, contrary to 

their UoI variance. This phenomenon could be interpreted by the usage and by the 

external viewership of each network. First and foremost, the hosting Domain “ImgUr” is 

one of the most visited Domains in the world, ranked 45 as of November 201537. It is 

linked and viewed by a plethora of sites and users. Taking into account that most of these 

sites are also viewed by a broader audience and that a significant amount of their users 

would not visit the original source, the reason for that UoI variance difference between 

Reddit and the hosting Domain becomes apparent. Twitter, which is more of a content 

sharing -than content creating- OSN, also has a significantly lower UoI initial count and 

variance. Finally, Facebook is the most mainstream OSN of the three we tested, but had 

the lowest UoI initial count and variance. An observation bound to the API restriction 

that only allowed public posts to be crawled. 

                                                 
37 http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/imgur.com, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
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We should keep in mind that when the UoI variance tends to zero, this is only an 

indication of a halt of interest growth rather than of a halt of pure user viewership. When 

a post has substantial hundreds of thousands UoI, even a 1% growth is an accountable 

number of UoI. UoI variance is measuring public’s interest in a given post not the exact 

UoI count. These remarks are applied in every introduced pattern. 

3.3.5.2. Pattern 2 

The second Pattern was observed in “Movies” post from both the “New” and the 

“Rising” categories. Usually, the still-image content posted about movies is a screen 

capture, a photograph or a poster, of an upcoming film. That type of content, such as 

information and previews of upcoming titles, are time-sensitive. The mean UoI variance 

of posts from “Movies” topic-from both categories, is presented in Figure 25. In Figure 

26 we present the corresponding log values of the UoI variance. At a first glance, the 

diminishing of interest after 6th check is obvious. 

 

Figure 25. UoI variance per check 
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Figure 26. UoI variance per check, log scale 

The focus on this Pattern is the concurrent UoI interest spiking, in all the three 

OSNs and the hosting Domain “ImgUr” as well as the sudden loss of interest. In the 

second check, all the networks present a great UoI variance. In addition, contrary to 

Pattern 1 where the Domain UoI had a significant larger growth, the Reddit’s UoI 

variance is way higher than the Domain’s. Twitter and Facebook also present their 

highest UoI per cent growth during the second check. However, all the UoI variances 

drop significantly after that point, with only Facebook and Twitter presenting a small UoI 

increase in the third and eighth checks respectively. These events, the diminishing of 

interest and the increases in the UoI variance, can be clearly observed in Figure 26. The 

second point of interest in Pattern 2 is the sharp decrease in the UoI variance. For Twitter, 

the complete lack of UoI variance is taking place in the seventh check, one check after 

Reddit and two checks before the Domain UoI variances come to a halt. Even though the 

Domain UoI growth lasted longer, it was equal to zero by eleventh check. 
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One of the possible explanations for the short lifetime of such posts is time 

relevancy, i.e. for how long is a new “movies related” image relevant. For example, if a 

screen capture of a movie is posted, it becomes obsolete when the next type of content is 

introduced, which may be an interview or a trailer video from the same movie. This 

effect is even more present, in cases when the content posted after a screen capture or a 

photograph is in multimedia form. This was the behaviour of the monitored posts from 

“Movies” topic. As for the low Domain to Reddit UoI ratio, the most probable reason is 

the contents’ origins. Most of the Reddit posts with Hollywood movies content –hosted in 

“ImgUr”- do not constitute the original content source, but this type of content is usually 

provided by other sources which are equally spread through every OSN, since movies are 

the most common and widespread form of entertainment. 

 

3.3.5.3. Pattern 3 

“Gaming”, which is another very popular entertainment subreddit among Reddit 

users, also revealed a particular Pattern in both categories. Unlike Pattern 2, where the 

subject was very time sensitive and widespread, gaming does not constitute a typical 

form of entertainment. However, “Gaming” UoI variation was more persistent than 

“Movies”. In Figure 27 and Figure 28, we present the UoI variance and the log UoI 

variance respectively. 

As seen in Pattern 1, Domain and Reddit UoI spike simultaneously in the second 

check, with the Domain UoI having a significantly higher variance, but the main point of 

difference is the Domain UoI variance. Which rises higher than the Reddit UoI variance 

in the sixth and the eleventh checks. Moreover, the Facebook UoI variance has a different 

behaviour from Pattern 1. Not only does it spike two checks before Twitter, it also 

presents an interesting overtake of the Twitter UoI variance, in checks eight and eleven. 
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Both the Twitter and Facebook UoI variances had a small increase during the fourteenth 

check. In this pattern, OSN interest is higher and of broader duration than the one met in 

Pattern 1. 

 

 
Figure 27. UoI variance per check 
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Figure 28. UoI variance per check, log scale 

Our analysis of the posts from “Gaming” topic revealed a particularly persistent 

interest of users within every OSN. One probable cause for the reach of “Gaming” posts 

could be the popularity of the corresponding subreddit, which is the seventh larger in 

Reddit38. Furthermore, it seems that users with these particular entertainment interests are 

highly active and even more prone to sharing and discussing relevant content. “Gaming” 

topic was also found at the fifth place of the most commented topics in Reddit39. 

3.3.5.4. Pattern 4 

Posts that were hosted in “YouTube” they had completely different propagation 

patterns. Although n most of the topics had very few posts that passed the virality 

criterion, the UoI variance was fairly consistent amongst these few posts. The UoI 

variance of Pattern 4 is shown in Figure 29, along with the UoI variance in logarithmic 

scale in Figure 30. 

                                                 
38 http://redditlist.com/, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
39 
http://www.reddit.com/r/TheoryOfReddit/comments/1qyvlp/update_is_there_a_method_to_figure_out_which/, 
Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
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Figure 29. UoI variance per check 

 

Figure 30. UoI variance per check, log scale 
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Domain’s UoI increase considerably only during the third check. From the fifth check 

and onwards, Domain’s UoI variance is the lowest out of every monitored network. At 

the same (fifth) check interest rises for the second time within the Reddit, the Facebook 

and the Twitter. During the sixth check, by the largest UoI variance growth of Reddit. At 

the ninth check, both Reddit and Twitter users slowly lose interest, contrary to Facebook, 

where UoI are multiplying and peaking. Once again, opposed to the first three Patterns 

observed, the Facebook UoI variance is above every other from the ninth to the 

fourteenth check, only briefly surpassed by the Domain’s UoI in the twelfth check. 

Overall, the UoI variance decreases with a similar pace to that of the first Pattern, but 

with greater OSN UoI variance rather than the Domain one. Interest spikes are easily 

identified in Figure 29, whereas the variances per network could readily be compared in 

Figure 30. 

This UoI distribution and variance, is typical for videos that were not created 

specifically for Reddit. These videos are usually created before any respective submission 

in Reddit, but they enjoyed a late popularity after the posts appeared in Reddit or Twitter. 

This explains the relatively low Domain UoI variance as well as its steep increase and 

decrease. The Reddit and the Twitter interests lead to Domain UoI, which in turn refuels 

the interest in the initial OSNs. The Facebook interest increased a little late but it 

sustained a high variation until the end. We should though, keep in mind that both Figure 

29 and Figure 30 present the mean UoI variances of less than 10 posts.  

3.3.5.5. Pattern 5 

The last Pattern is also based on “YouTube” linking posts. Pattern 5 is vastly 

different from the three “ImgUr” Patterns but it shares some characteristics with the 

fourth one. The number of posts that passed the virality criterion (and were observed with 

a similar UoI variance) is almost ten times the number of the posts met in the 4th Pattern. 
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Figure 31 and Figure 32 present the mean UoI variance of these posts over check 

iteration in non-log and log Y-axis respectively. 

It is obvious that external viewership of Domain UoI for “ImgUr” and “YouTube” 

content affects the Pattern 5 variance distribution. With the term “external” we describe 

website domains that are not monitored in our analysis. Since “YouTube” is the most 

popular video sharing domain, a video created in it will be linked and viewed by a large 

audience from a multitude of domains. This universal multimedia appeal is apparent in 

the Domain UoI variance as seen in the second and the third checks. Although Reddit 

users are interested in the post, their peak in the fourth check occurs later than the highest 

Domain UoI variance. Twitter is also providing a measurable variance in its UoI, with the 

highest mark at the fifth check. Interestingly, the Facebook UoI had a pretty high 

variance from the seventh to the fourteenth check, displaying the same late and persistent 

UoI variance, until the final iteration of the monitoring procedure, as seen also in Pattern 

4. 

This pattern describes the case of newly created videos in “YouTube” that are 

reachable by a multitude of OSNs and domains. They go viral within the first 2 hours of 

their creation, nettling the interest of Reddit and Twitter users before advancing to 

Facebook, with a long-lived exposure. As usual, the Domain UoI are accumulated rapidly 

in thousands, influencing the subsequent domain UoI variance. One hundred views are 

not of significant value, in a post with several thousand views. As before, Figure 31 

gives a great visualization of the spikes in interest, whilst Figure 32 gives a perspective 

in the continuity of the variance differences for the entire monitoring process. 
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Figure 31. UoI variance per check 

 

Figure 32. UoI variance per check, log scale 

3.3.6. INFORMATION DIFFUSION 

The propagation analysis verified many observations of previous studies, mainly 

with respect to the micro and macro effects of information flows [1], [2], [30]. The 
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following happens when a post within Reddit is submitted. It slowly accumulates views, 

rarely going viral, up to a point where information is linked to various OSNs. Inside these 

OSNs, information is pushed from individual users to their respective social circles until 

the interest dies off. Out of the multitude of posts we encountered, post from topics with 

positive hue were found to be the most commonly shared content as mentioned in [7] and 

[10]. As observed in [14], the OSN content is more popular during the first few hours 

after its creation. However, this effect is amplified by the ranking algorithms of Reddit, 

with new posts being crucially designated –as viral or not– by a small number of early 

votes. 

Furthermore, out of the total 550 posts that were shared in any OSN, more than 

80% dealt with entertainment content, as mentioned in [9] and [10]. The most shared 

topics that comprised this type of content were; “AdviceAnimals”, “Funny”, “Gaming” 

and “Movies”. Emotive posts, as mentioned in [7], were also shared but not in the same 

degree as positive content. Nonetheless, due to the low number of such posts, no 

conclusions should be made for their OSN propagation. On the other hand, topics as 

“Gaming”, “Movies” and “Music” contained very specific entertainment information, 

which proved enough to provide a great diffused to submitted posts ratio. Lastly, “TIL” 

was the only informative topic and was found in rare occasions in both categories. 

Based on the monitoring procedure described, two separate models for the 

information diffusion will be presented. Each model will describe the mean UoI and 

diffusion time. The first one will be based on content hosted in “ImgUr”, whereas the 

second one will be based on posts that linked to “YouTube”. 

3.3.6.1. The ImgUr Diffusion Model 

As seen in Patterns 1, 2 and 3, the ImgUr content appearing in Reddit, is mostly 

created from a user participating in this particular OSN. This affects the diffusion ties of 
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In addition to the propagation time for every OSN, the UoI allotment is also 

presented in Figure 33. This UoI allotment is the direct ratio of the discovered UoI on 

Domain, Reddit and Twitter over Facebook. So a single UoI in Facebook corresponds to 

a UoI of 8 in Twitter, 19231 in Reddit and 426656 in ImgUr. Interestingly, the ImgUr 

over Reddit ratio is almost 22, fully descriptive of the extensive external linkage of 

“ImgUr” domain. Nevertheless, this analogy would be even lower, had we not used a 

strict UoI definition for each OSN. That would be because the UoI definition in “ImgUr” 

covers every domain view, but the respective UoI definitions for every OSN only cover 

references and interactions of the content. In Section 3.3.6.3 we will further discuss one 

possible alteration in the UoI definitions and the resulting differences in the UoI 

allotment. 

The mean numbers of UoI for the hosting domain and each OSN for every check 

are pictured in Table 21. The disparity between each OSN compared to the domain is 

clearer, as well as the surge of interest in every domain. For the Domain UoI, the peak 

could be seen in the second check, followed by Reddit’s most abrupt UoI growth in the 

third check. Twitter’s UoI increase by 225% happens is found in the fourth check, with 

Facebook’s most sizeable UoI increase –of almost 233%- seen in the sixth check. 

Table 21. Mean UoI per Domain 

Check (#) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 

ImgUr - 51509 65854 99575 127118 149445 172429 

Reddit - 374 1781 6430 10522 13114 15145 

Twitter - 2 4 9 13 16 19 

Facebook - 2 2 2 3 3 7 

Check (#) 8th 9th 10th 11th 12th 13th 14th 

ImgUr 189017 207424 223305 238900 250917 263924 273495 

Reddit 16750 18136 19149 19971 20618 21213 21721 

Twitter 21 24 25 27 27 28 29 

Facebook 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 
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Of the total 52 “YouTube” videos, only 8 were posted in Reddit in the same day 

they were uploaded in “YouTube” domain. Overall, the domain virality period cannot be 

easily defined. Most videos already had a major number of views long before their 

submission in Reddit. After the first check, their mean Domain UoI variance is largely 

unaffected. Still, the ratio of either Twitter or Facebook UoI over Reddit UoI as seen in 

Figure 34 is way lower than the one met in Figure 33. Each Facebook UoI corresponds 

to 9 Twitter UoI, 2162 Reddit UoI and almost 2 million Domain UoI. 

The mean UoI per check for every Domain are presented in Table 22. As 

mentioned, Domain UoI interest spikes, in the fifth and the thirteenth checks, are almost 

unnoticeable. Reddit UoI steadily rise during the first 4 checks, probably due to the 

virality criterion, reaching their highest variance in the fifth check. Both Twitter and 

Facebook maintain a relative stability in the growth of their UoI. Additionally, their 

initial UoI are more than 10 times greater than those encountered in “ImgUr” (Table 21). 

The maximum UoI variances are: almost 22% for Domain in the thirteenth check, 989% 

for Reddit and 23% for Twitter both in fifth check, and only 7% for Facebook in the 

second check. 

Table 22. Mean UoI per Domain 

Check (#) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 

YouTube - 1197409 1197785 1329408 1546500 1566521 1586154 

Reddit - 28 97 305 3321 5554 7897 

Twitter - 269 296 327 368 454 505 

Facebook - 132 141 150 158 162 165 

Check (#) 8th 9th 10th 11th 12th 13th 14th 

YouTube 1607647 1613988 1643021 1669383 1680082 2048028 2070141 

Reddit 9133 10489 11695 12785 13665 15389 16120 

Twitter 544 594 637 665 696 730 755 

Facebook 170 175 177 183 186 189 195 
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3.3.6.3. Extended UoI Measurement 

For the purposes of a unified measurement, we defined UoI. In order for this 

measurement to be of a certain precision, we used several numerical counters in each 

domain and OSN. Although the inherit precision of a numeric counter was ensured, the 

only counters that precisely portrayed the traffic of the subjected domains were in 

“ImgUr” and “YouTube”. In every OSN case, we used counters that could provide 

evidence of propagation. In Reddit we used the voting counters, in Twitter we counted 

the most recent (7-day period) mentions of the Reddit or the domain URL, in Facebook 

we also counted the mentions of those two URLs, but only on public posts due to API 

limitations, and in both domains, “ImgUr” and “YouTube”, we used their respective view 

counters. 

In “ImgUr” and “YouTube” the measurement of exact traffic is used to define 

UoI. For each OSN, various counters were used for the respective UoI definitions. The 

disparity in these definitions of UoI led to further lack of homogeneity. Since Domain 

UoI were defined as the vote counters, total viewership would certainly be higher mostly 

because not every user - in any of the OSNs- interacts with the content they view 

(likewise, for Twitter and Facebook UoI). Through available statistical measurements, it 

is possible to estimate viewership in each OSN submission based on our defined UoI. 

This approximation and the new UoI allotment will be presented in this subsection. 

Based on the official about page of Reddit40, unique visitors in September 2014 

were over 170 million, generating a total of 6 billion page view. If we go back to the time 

of the crawling, September and August of 2013, the number of unique visitors was closer 

to 70 million with a monthly page view number of 5 billion. On average, between the 

crawling date and November 2014, Reddit had 106297343 unique visitors and 

                                                 
40 http://www.reddit.com/about/, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
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5170791876 page views. Considering that we are also provided with the mean number of 

votes per day, we can easily calculate the mean number of votes per month. 

The daily average of votes during the crawling period was 17367892, while in 

November 2014 that number is slightly higher with a daily average of 21817065 votes. 

The mean number of daily votes for that interim period is 19592478, while the 

corresponding monthly average is 626286492 votes. By dividing the monthly votes to the 

monthly page views we calculate the vote participation on a monthly basis. During that 

14-month period the monthly average of votes ranged from 9.58% to 14.12%. For August 

and September 2013, the monthly participation was 12.64% and 9.58% respectively. The 

monthly average votes value for the crawling period is 11.11%. This percentage is the 

ratio of page votes per views for posts found during the crawl period. For example, if a 

post in Reddit has 100 total votes, by using the monthly participation average we can 

estimate the corresponding viewers, which in this case would be 900. 

In Twitter, every tweet is viewable by most –if not all– of their followers. That is 

the viewership range of a single tweet, and could be considered as the viewership of any 

original tweet. One of the few reliable and extensive studies in demographics and 

statistics of Twitter from Beevolve.com41 showed that the mean number of followers for 

Twitter users is 208. A number that would be even larger if inactive and users with no 

followers were not factored in. Unfortunately, the data used for this analysis was of 2012. 

The increased usage of Twitter throughout the last 2 years would probably affect that 

average. If we apply the same rationale with the Reddit votes and views ratio, then we 

can multiply the number of Reddit and Domain URL mentions in Twitter with the mean 

number of 208 followers, in order to estimate Twitter viewership. 

Table 23. Mean estimated extended UoI per check 

                                                 
41 http://www.beevolve.com/twitter-statistics/, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
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Check (#) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 

ImgUr - 51509 65854 99575 127118 149445 172429 

Reddit - 3366 16031 57876 94707 118038 136319 

Twitter - 416 832 1872 2704 3328 3952 

Facebook - 700 700 700 1050 1050 2450 

Check (#) 8th 9th 10th 11th 12th 13th 14th 

ImgUr 189017 207424 223305 238900 250917 263924 273495 

Reddit 150765 163240 172358 179757 185581 190936 195509 

Twitter 4368 4992 5200 5616 5616 5824 6032 

Facebook 2450 2800 2800 2800 2800 2800 2800 

In Facebook, one similar metric that could be used is the mean number of friends. 

Since every post -public or not- is viewable by any interested friend, the mean number of 

friends would expand the viewership public as well. The mean number of friends in 

Facebook -for adult users, is around 35042,43. As in Twitter, by multiplying the mean 

number of friends with the total Facebook mentions of a Reddit or Domain URL, we get 

a simple viewership estimate. We searched for a correlation between public and private 

posts in order to further improve that estimation but no such validated correlation exists. 

If we take into consideration these viewership range estimates, then Table 21 and 

Table 22 should have their values recalculated. Nonetheless, these new recalculated 

tables should only be considered as rough estimates of viewership. The recalculated 

tables of extended UoI, Table 23 and Table 24, are presented below. Domain UoI are 

unaffected, since counters of ImgUr provide the actual viewership count. 

Table 24. Mean estimated extended UoI per check 

Check (#) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 

YouTube - 1197409 1197785 1329408 1546500 1566521 1586154 

Reddit - 252 873 2745 29892 49991 71080 

                                                 
42 http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2014/02/03/6-new-facts-about-facebook/, Last Retrieved: 
13/01/2016 
43 http://www.statista.com/statistics/232499/americans-who-use-social-networking-sites-several-times-per-
day/, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
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In this section we presented an estimated analysis of information propagation. It 

should not undermine the study based on numerical counters, which is a factual analysis, 

but should rather complement it. This estimation approach also abridges the gap found in 

Facebook UoI analysis, which could be further improved if there existed a detailed 

correlation of private and public posts. Concluding, the extension of the UoI definition 

should not impact the approximate propagation timeframes based on the observation of 

social interaction’s “Ripple effect” [140]. “Ripple effect” states that social interactions 

act like droplets in still water creating expanding outward ripples incrementally in 

relatively short timeframes. 

 

3.3.7. DISCUSSION 

Our research is the first that considered multi-OSN propagation and the layered 

perception of information flow, which will be presented below. In addition, some 

interesting results were derived concerning information diffusion in OSNs. On top of all, 

several propagation patterns were observed for content originating, linked and appearing 

in Reddit. Viral content gets a high enough level of viewership within the posting OSN, 

before users start conveying it to other OSNs. Upon the transition to other OSNs, Reddit 

interest increase is slowing down. Posts with positive or entertainment content were the 

most viral. Content persistence was relatively low with interest fading within the initial 

24 hours. Exceptions were found in “Gaming” posts, and most of them had at least some 

level of interests well past the 24-hour mark. Lastly, “Movies” posts were the only ones 

that propagated almost simultaneously in every OSN. 

Based on the general propagation behaviour of Reddit content, we present a new 

perception of information flow. One which would accurately model the multi-OSN 
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clear representation, is to distinguish the respective layers based on the nodes with the 

highest degree for each layer. This way we ensure that when a weighting clustering 

algorithm is applied, the clusters -which would be formed around the highest degree 

nodes- will follow the propagation order of the post. The second step is to apply any 

clustering algorithm -weighted or not- and observe the distinct domains formations. In 

our example these groups can be seen in the following top to bottom order: Domain, 

Reddit, Twitter and Facebook. The clustering algorithm we applied was “Forced Atlas 2” 

[141]. 

Purple nodes denote the Domain users at the top, Reddit users are drawn in blue 

below domain ones, while Twitter and Facebook follow next – at that order – with red 

and green nodes towards the bottom. This lateral propagation is portrayed in relation to 

time of diffusion, and the lateral diffusion is happening concurrently with the horizontal 

expansion. As interest is shared between OSNs, each network enjoys its own interest 

propagation. After approximately twenty-four hours, diffusion and graph expansion halts. 
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4. AN ANONYMOUS ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORK OF OPINIONS 

4.1. Online Social Parity 

Apart from the structure and content properties, OSNs issues are considered such 

as the social impact and possible implications. They are thoroughly studied in various 

online network environments that were presented in previous sections. In addition, most 

of the effects and peculiarities of OSNs were initially observed in offline social networks. 

Therefore, by analysing older social network behaviours and studies OSNs could be 

further studied, improved, or even get altered. Thus, we propose a new form of OSN 

without data access limitations that would aim towards productivity and bias elimination. 

4.1.1. SOCIAL ISSUES 

Social interactions and networks have long been in the centre of sociologists’ 

interest. From the early 1940s, studies have been made around social interactions and 

their subsequent networks. Most of these studies, were focused on small communities 

such as families or a particular group of individuals [141], [142], [143] [144] and [145]. 

In few of them, authors tried to detect shared patterns and properties amongst every 

social network [146], [147] and [148]. Unfortunately, literature on social interactions for 

networks not bound by personal relationships is pretty limited. As it was impossible for 

two unknown -to each other- individuals to communicate in a traditional offline network. 

However, social structures and norms were also studied regardless of the underlying 

network structure [149]. 

One of the earliest studies in social structures was [146]. Radcliffe-Brown 

described the social phenomena in human societies as immediate results of the social 

structure by which humans are unite with social relations being a part of the whole social 

relations network and the social structure. He also differentiated individuals and classes 
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based on their social role mentioning “The differential social positions of men and 

women, of chiefs and commoners, of employers and employees, are just as much 

determinants of social relations as belonging to different clans or different nations”. He 

further underlines the dynamic nature of social structure with relation links readjusted 

constantly. 

One year later, Moreno introduced the foundations of Sociometry [148]. The 

author described the chief concepts and presents the most significant discoveries of 

sociometric studies. An interesting notion was that of the catalyser which is described -on 

a social level- as the spontaneity of all the individuals in the given society. He also 

mentions that “Sociometry opened up a new possibility of genuine planning of human 

society for the reason that the factors of spontaneity, the initiative and the momentary 

grasp of the individuals concerned were made the essence of the method of exploration 

and of the investigation itself.” In sociometric systems, total spontaneity is the essence of 

planning rather than the spontaneity of a small number of individuals or leaders. 

In [149] social power in human society was discussed. Political science, sociology 

and social psychology are some of the society related field where social power 

distinctions can be observed. The aim of Raven was to identify and define -in terms of 

influence- these distinct types of social power. The kind of power that can lead to 

alterations in behaviour, opinions, attitudes, goals, needs and any other personal 

psychological aspect. They also noted the necessity for the existence of a social agent in 

order to influence an individual of the respective social system. The crucial factor in that 

influence relation is the relationship of the agent and the individual. Ultimately, five 

types of power were defined with notable remarks. The stronger the relationship of the 

agent and the individual the greater the power, and thus the influence. Out of all the 

discovered forms of power, referencing power had the broadest range. Coercion and 
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reward powers had opposite results. Coercion decreased relationship attraction and 

presented high resistance, while reward power increased relationship attraction and 

lowered resistance. The negative effects of coercive power were disproportionate to the 

legitimacy of the coercion. 

A re-evaluation of the social notions of survival and exploitation is presented in 

[150], based on the concept of reciprocity. Gouldner also analysed reciprocity but 

separates: 

• Reciprocity as a pattern of mutually contingent exchange of gratifications 

• The existential or folk belief in reciprocity 

• The generalized moral norm of reciprocity 

Although the study’s character resembled a personal essay, it provided an insight 

on reciprocity’s contribution to social stability. 

Bert N. Adams in [151], outlined the consensus and positive concern variables of 

social relationships along with their implications in the social network. They 

distinguished social structure in two divisions, kin and non kin. He also mentioned 

various subdivisions of kinship and different definitions of social distinctions and 

interactions. Finally, various propositions of social interaction were presented based on 

the broader type of relationships such as kinship and friendship. 

The network approach of urban studies was introduced in the 1970s and 

differentiated itself from any other approaches of social analyses. Craven and Wellman 

[152] focused on who was linked to whom and the resulting structure of the relational 

network, while addressing specific problems of urban network studies, such as structural 

ties, migration, resource allocation, neighbourhood and communities. The notion of a 

network of networks was once again brought up in [153]. Wellman noted that the scale 

and diversity of an urban network were the source of strength rather than of chaos, and 
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the provision of efficient means for personal communication within similar networks was 

mandatory. 

In [154] the accuracy of the informant within social networks was addressed. 

Killworth and Bernard distinguished the four considerations of error assessment of 

sociometric data collection: validity, reliability, veridicality and accuracy. They described 

each consideration and presented a common problem around it. They also collected 

network data in order to assess the identity and quality of the informant based on the 

communications of the networks members. 

In organizational media use, Fulk et al. [155] studied the significance of social 

influence processes and social attitudes and behaviours. These were determined partially 

by the information of the social context as well as the observations of an individual’s past 

behaviours. The social model provided explained a wider range of existing findings and 

could be used in design, conduct and report for social environments within organizations. 

In the early 1990s studies for computer networks were mostly -if not only- 

focused in organizational networks. [156] starts with a really insightful note “The image 

of computers being used to empower people is a potent and appealing one”. Clement also 

identified power as a dependency of relations rather than a personal matter, since people 

mostly functioned in communities. Collaborative informal networks were also discussed, 

with the overall research asserting the service of human needs will be the judge of 

computer revolution rather than computer complexity or power as mentioned in [157]. 

At the same time Wellman and Wortley [158] studied the way different ties 

provided different supportive effects on networked individuals. They recognize six kinds 

of supportive resources: tie strength, contact, group processes, kinship, characteristics and 

comparison of network members. At the same time, they explained the social production 

of social support. The research is based in a small sample of an urban area in Canada, 
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which on the one hand grants a sense of homogeneity of the network, but in the other 

hand it is was based on a very small sample. They concluded that networks in which 

certain social aspects are resolved, the supportive relations are smoother compared to 

networks where insecurities (e.g. political or economic) exist. 

Similarly, social network structural analyses was researched in [159], and five 

characteristics of the underlying intellectual unity were distinguished. These were: 

1. Behaviour as interpreted in terms of structural constrains on activity 

2. Analyses focus of relations between individuals 

3. The patterned relationships and their jointly affection of members’ 

behaviour 

4. The network of networks may or may not be partitioned into discrete 

groups 

5. Analytical methods deal directly with the patterned, relational nature of 

social structure 

For the first characteristic, it was noted that the individualistic nature of members 

forced an unintentional deterministic behaviour towards a certain goal. While for the 

second feature, it was argued that relational analyses were preferred over similar 

categorical analysis methods which sorted members based by their attributes.  

A digital money transfer system was proposed in [160]. A system that could be 

easily modified for information exchange. In that context, the authors outlined the need 

for a reputation and incentives system for customers and sites. In addition, Hardy and 

Tribble highly valued the need of security and reliability. Concluding they noted that the 

most crucial element in digital money exchange scenarios was anonymity. If money 

exchange is paralleled with information exchange, do the same notions apply? However, 
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information can only be considered as a source with subjective -rather than exchange- 

value. 

Ethics is one of the rarest subjects in social networks studies. In [161] Mackay 

addressed the ethics behind the use of multimedia capturing in human computer 

interaction scenarios. Once again, the subject is slightly off from strict social networking 

but the general remarks can be applied in any monitored social environment. She 

analysed the use and misuse of monitoring, its ethical confines, and provided some 

general guidelines. Privacy and the need for protection of users were the closing 

arguments. 

In a much later study [162], the computerization of our society and its effects in 

social structure were addressed. Burkhardt and Brass noted that early adopters of new 

technologies had a greater increase in power and centrality compared to late adopters. 

Lining structural position in the established network as a factor for power redistribution. 

They also provided real life experiment results and analysis based on environments that 

underwent significant structural changes. 

In [16], which was already discussed in Section 1.2.1, Haythornthwaite drew 

attention to the empirical observations and along with relationships formed the basis of 

social network analysis. It was also noted that network position is affected by who 

controls, facilitates, or inhibits the flow of information. The need for unbiased 

assumptions over information exchange among peers was highlighted in order to observe 

where information exchanges were happening. Concluding, the reasons for examining 

social structures were the identification of information types, the individuals in control 

and the way information flows from one network to another. 

Interestingly, one of the first studies about anonymity in social groups [163] was 

published in 2001. In particular, the authors researched communication effects amongst 
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anonymous and identifiable computer communication groups based on established 

studies. They suggested that, in a group with separate levels of identification anonymity 

further enhances group’s salience. They closed their essay with the following phrase: 

“Paradoxically, reducing the presence of the individuals within the group may actually 

serve to accentuate the presence of the group within the individual.” 

Remarkably, O'Reilly in [69] revealed the lack of experimental studies in new 

OSNs. An observation that coupled with the limited understanding of why and for what 

purposes users utilized OSNs in their early days, is still applicable –though in a smaller 

scale. 

There also exist several books that were based in similar observational 

environments of social networks. As mentioned, early remarks could potentially be 

applied to the corresponding online counterparts. The first and most renowned is [164] of 

1979, with more than 20 researchers and 25 chapters. Almost each author contributed a 

separate chapter and the vast majority of theoretical social network concepts were 

presented. 

During the internet era, various authors have attempted to imprint the basis and 

analyse social network behaviours and norms [165] [166]. In the first book, the most 

recent methods of analysing, sampling and measuring of social networks were presented 

complementing an earlier work of 1995. While in the second one, an overview of the 

scientific community research stance was presented in relation to the newly forming 

online communities. 

Most of these studies and books were dealing more with social environments in 

their traditional and general sense rather than exclusively online networks. Additionally, 

most of the remarks and results of these studies are not affected or characterized by the 

social identity of the network, nor the physicality or its absence of relations. 
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4.1.2. ONLINE SOCIAL ISSUES 

As shown, modern OSNs have many similarities. Most of them have a profile 

page, let you connect with other users, evaluate and share any type of content etc. Even if 

one of the above characteristics is missing, in a specific platform, the rest outweigh its 

absence. For example, in networks where connection and ties have a secondary role, the 

sharing element is usually way more prominent. 

However, in almost all of them, users tend to behave in a strange but expected 

way. Their behaviour is expected, because online users are projections of each one’s 

personality, with its benefits and drawbacks. While the peculiarity lies in the strange use 

of every free information online network. The term peculiar is employed due the fact that 

our offline social life was ported online, not only once but in multiple occasions, almost 

identical to traditional social networks. 

From the euphoria and directness of social communication through online social 

media to the serious criticism for most of the OSNs. Let us examine some of the most 

evident features of online communities, features that are not inherently negative but tend 

to have negative results. 

4.1.2.1. Privacy 

Online privacy covers the right of a user to not reveal personal or any other type 

of sensitive information, regarding the use or interaction in online environments. A right 

that is mostly overseen by users and poorly preserved by most OSNs. Most concerns are 

raised in relation to disclosing personal information for advertising purposes. However, 

in several cases, OSNs have used personal data directly for profit44. 

                                                 
44 http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/03/01/twitter-data-idUSL2E8DTEK420120301, Last Retrieved: 
13/01/2016 
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The scientific literature on privacy in OSNs is both rich and substantial. From the 

era of MySpace and early Facebook Dwyer et al. [167] raised the concerns of users’ 

privacy within these networks. They also dissected the members of the networks based on 

they behaviour. Facebook users were found more prone to reveal personal information, 

while MySpace users were developing more personal relationships. Facebook is 

inextricably linked with privacy concerns [168] [169] [170] [171]. In Twitter, research 

around privacy is not so sharp mainly due to the nature of the OSN where personal 

information is not mandatory. However, there has been multiple situations in which users 

reveal sensitive information either unwillingly or naively [172] [173]. A very interesting 

solution, was proposed in [174] as a secure alternative, in order to protect user messages 

from unwanted eyes. 

Most of our concerns in regards to data, its access or usage, were presented in the 

previous chapters. However, there has been cases, outside of the research spectrum, that 

raised some concerns, most recently Facebook used 700000 users in order to study 

emotional contagion without consent from the users45. In Twitter, apart from the case of 

data sale we mentioned, the network has been profiting from selling data access to 

several data management companies46. 

4.1.2.2. Tightly Knit Communities 

Online social communities also display the effect of tightly 

(close/closely/dense/densely) knit communities. This effect describes the clustering of 

people based on common interest, inveteracy, location, history or any form of social tie. 

As with most OSN characteristics, it was first mentioned in various offline networks 

                                                 
45 http://time.com/2949565/heres-what-facebook-can-do-with-your-personal-data-in-the-name-of-science/, 
Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
46 http://business.time.com/2013/10/08/twitter-is-selling-access-to-your-tweets-for-millions/, Last 
Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
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studies to describe small communities, where members of the community would interact 

frequently with each other. It was later observed in multiple online communities with 

various effects. 

Most notably, Chau and Xu observed in [175] that densely knit communities and 

the community interaction patterns of a greater network had important implications to the 

functioning of the network. They also noted that the tightly knit community became the 

collective identity of its members, and that personal nature is usually diminished within 

such networks. While in [176], Cummings et al. pondered whether closely knit 

communities, where people developed a sense of belonging, was the norm. To counter 

that theory, they analysed a number of group email communications, where indeed the 

nature of the relationship proved to be voluntary rather than collective imposing or 

consensus. Lastly, closely knit communities as a source of social capital was identified in 

[177]. Social capital is defined as the collective benefit of the network and its members 

through the effects of interest and goal commonality. 

This type of behaviour has multiple effects in online networks, but mainly 

excludes new users and polarizes existing users. A great example is Wikipedia [178], 

where editors are forming two distinct group with each group re-editing and correcting 

the other groups edits. These communities also enhance the effect of diffusion of 

responsibility, making them more unconcerned for their online behaviour 47 [179], [180]. 

4.1.2.3. Power Law Distribution 

Power law is a relationship that links two network properties based on a 

comparative connection. For example, in most social networks users and linkage are 

characterised by a certain power law relationship. This power law distribution was 

                                                 
47 http://www.newyorker.com/tech/elements/the-psychology-of-online-comments, Last Retrieved: 
13/01/2016 
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evident in offline networks but reached to a new scale with the advent of OSNs. From the 

earlier web [181] [182] and blog sites48, online forums [183], to most modern OSNs [48]. 

Many variations of Power Law type distributions exist. Of them, the best known is Pareto 

Principal [79] which was extensively covered in Chapter 2. 

In one of the first studies based on OSNs [80], Adamic et al. researched Gnutella, 

a peer to peer network. They exploited its power law distribution in order to create 

efficient search algorithms. In [184] Sala et al. tested estimation algorithms for power law 

analysis in Facebook, concluding that -for their sample- the estimation for the power-

node group was smaller than expected. Prof. Krugman also noted49, Twitter users have an 

almost power law distribution50. A. L. Barabási and Z.N. Oltvai [185] observed that when 

new nodes connected to a network, they tended to connect to an already strong node, thus 

creating (non-random) connectivity power law distributions. 

The greatest drawback of power law distribution in social networks is information 

visibility which leads to opinion shaping. As mentioned, the two step flow of 

communication [109] is evident in this type of networks. In traditional OSNs, a post from 

a specific user is initially visible to everyone who is connected to that user. The 

immediate effect is that users with fewer ties encounter a weak propagation of their 

information even if their posts are more entertaining, meaningful or constructive. A more 

indirect outcome of this linkage is the information “suppression” that new users 

experience, and upon connecting to an already established network, time is required in 

order to build connections and improve your profiles’ range. 

                                                 
48 http://shirky.com/writings/powerlaw_weblog.html, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
49 http://krugman.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/02/08/the-power-law-of-twitter/, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
50 http://blog.luminoso.com/2012/02/09/twitter-followers-do-not-obey-a-power-law-or-paul-krugman-is-
wrong/, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
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4.1.2.4. Bias 

Bias was one of those social features that not only was transferred to the online 

communities but also evolved of shorts. Bias is the behaviour in which an individual 

expresses or forms a certain view towards a group or another individual without having 

prior knowledge or simply based on preconceived notions (stereotyped or not). Similarly, 

in online environments users tend to be biased towards certain individuals or 

communities, while the positivity or negativity of their bias is irrelevant. 

Bias aspects in OSNs are largely unexplored. Based on limited sociology studies, 

some insight into online bias could be provided. A very interesting study on Persuasion 

Bias [186] described how individuals and groups were influenced. DeMarzo et al. noted 

that influence on group opinions not only depended on information accuracy but also 

depended on how well connected a given user was connected to the social network. They 

also dealt with the phenomenon of unidimensional opinions, with opinions over versatile 

issues converging to a single “left-right” spectrum. 

Lin et al. [187] noted that in modern OSNs “There are more voices than ever, but 

many are echoes”. Underlying the effect of opinion reproduction instead of individual 

opinion forming. Counts [189] concluded that users in Twitter are biased positively 

towards their friends and negatively to unknown users. He also noted that the name of a 

user affects our perception with respect to the information the user shares. Last but not 

least, social media bias in relation to location specific weather events were studied in 

[189]. Kiciman outlined the complexity of social bias, as well as their connection with 

sentimental analysis. 

4.1.2.5. Credibility 

Credibility is the term that describes whether a person is trustworthy, in general or 

in a specific subject. Usually it is based on expertise or proven knowledge on a subject. 
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Online credibility is widely studied topic since the earlier days of the Internet, it is a 

greatly controversial issue mainly because counter arguments -coming from weak nodes- 

are rarely getting enough visibility, while strong nodes of these networks rarely have to 

prove their expertise or knowledge. 

Nowak and Rauh [190] confirmed a process of uncertainty reduction through 

interaction, in particular via still images. Westerman et al. [191] collated the perspective 

of individual twitter users that inclined to attribute expertise, based on the 

followers/following ratio. They also pointed out that relaying information speed is 

counterproductive towards judging a Twitter user’s credibility. Metzger et al. [192] 

suggested a group based credibility assessment in online networks, trying to enhance the 

heuristic process of assessment. Recently, credibility in a travel rating site was studied 

based on user-generated content [193]. Ayeh et al. concluded that “perceptual 

homophily” was crucial in credibility assessment. 

A most recent case of credibility in OSN is that of a prolific user in Reddit51. This 

particular case outlined general problems in relation to rewards systems. In that case, one 

user was exploiting the Reddit vote system in order to be seen as the most credible and 

popular commentator in biology related issues. In relation to other OSNs, Facebook is 

filled with fake accounts52 and microblogging site Twitter’s credibility assessment is 

complex and time sensitive [194] [195]. 

4.1.2.6. Information Quality 

Quality assessment of online information is a rather old problem [196] [197] and 

OSNs provide the most challenging modern application. Various proposals have been 

                                                 
51 http://www.dailydot.com/news/reddit-unidan-shadownban-vote-manipulation-ben-eisenkop/, Last 
Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
52 http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1326801/000119312512325997/d371464d10q.htm, Last 
Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
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made concerning the segmentation and analysis of the information sources [198] [199], 

as well as the information itself [200] [201]. In contrast to these previously proposed 

techniques OSN information analysis should also take into account issues that were not 

critical in pre-existing information media. These issues include the direct interaction 

between users and information media, user participation, collaboration, information 

sharing, as well as timeliness and context [202] [203]. 

4.1.2.7. Various Issues 

Moderation issues are also prevalent in various online communities, more 

commonly in forums and such. The difficulty of evaluating a moderator’s work is 

highlighted53 and their role in promoting free political speech is questioned in [204]. 

Ratings and ranking mechanisms in OSN environments force users in posting pretentious 

content in order to boost their profile visibility. In addition, users spend time to maintain 

their online profile, filter their interactions, social ties and sharing. This excessive time 

spent in online social networks can be seen as addiction based on various psychology 

studies [205] [206] [207].  

All of these issues, along with most of human traits and flaws are dominant in 

OSNs. As is elegantly put in “The Psychology of Online Comments”54 with the phrase, 

“The medium may change, but people do not”. 

What would happen if one didn’t project her/his entire personality and interests in 

these networks? What if we could form a social network where a user is represented only 

by his opinion? Would we observe the same issues or the same interaction patterns, as in 

traditional connection based OSNs or they would be slightly altered? Finally, what would 

                                                 
53 http://labs.yahoo.com/publication/who-moderates-the-moderators-crowdsourcing-abuse-detection-in-
user-generated-content/, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
54 http://www.newyorker.com/tech/elements/the-psychology-of-online-comments, Last Retrieved: 
13/01/2016 
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be the underlying structure of its respective social graph? Even if it is not commercially 

feasible, we strongly believe that it be interesting from a research perspective. 
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4.2. The Online Social Experiment 

4.2.1. EQUALITY, PRIVACY AND DATA 

Based in the aforementioned issues and peculiarities. We propose a concept of an 

online social network, one that aims in addressing most of the issues mentioned in the 

previous section. Moreover, its purpose will primarily be experimental and data will be 

free to access for research purposes. Although most of the concepts we will present have 

been in used in at least one Online Social Network, they have never been combined into 

one single network. It might even fail in the completion of our predetermined goals (such 

as the elimination of bias) but its success will be measured in scientific insight for various 

unexplored subjects rather than its impact or public’s acceptance. 

It is crucial for this new type of online network, to promote discussion, equality 

and productivity of any form. Whether this network will eliminate biases, generated by 

the usual connected structure of the social networks, is uncertain. Of outmost importance 

is the unobstructed access to its data, for research and non-commercial purposes. With 

great respect to the privacy of users and their data. 

Therefore, the proposed platform will aim to: 

- Counter most of the online issues 

- Equally promote discussions 

- Provide unrestricted access to network data 

- Protect users’ privacy 

4.2.2. DESIGN 

Our first goal is to eliminate the majority of online issues as presented in Section 

4.1.2. In the framework of our experimental network most of these issues will be directly 

addressed, while the remaining may require the assistance of scientists from various 
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disciplines. The most important issues that pertain our scientific knowledge and 

experience along with their proposed solutions are presented below. 

Our first step towards equality is to cut familiarity ties that are portrayed in OSNs 

in the form of connections. Unfortunately, this would mean that users who used ties on a 

proper way will also lose that ability. However, the aim it to set a barrier to any biases 

generated from acquaintance by not having visible-to-users ties. In the same direction, 

usernames will be hidden so that posts are not categorized or judged based on identity. 

Furthermore, there will be no promotion of popular or highly rated posts that usually 

attract “undeserved” attention. 

Equality on judgment is the next key aspect of the proposed OSN. Usually, 

content posted on an OSN is judged and rated by popularity. A widely positive or 

negative post often drives preference. By avoiding visible counters either positive or 

negative, we take a step towards isolating personal preference-judgement and public 

opinion forcing. However, that does not mean that voting or usernames won’t be 

monitored only that the voting/ranking/rating information won’t be visible to users. 

What will be the structure of the network? How will the public information shape 

the social graph? Votes which resemble positive and negative affiliation, with respect to 

the author of a post and will provide a measurement of linkage. Every post vote will be 

strengthening or weakening the relationship of the voter and the user who made the post. 

Each post will fall under one broad category (e.g. sports, politics) and will be classified 

based on a set of keywords, similar to keywords in stackexchange, or hashtags in Twitter. 

In order to promote discussion, as well as collecting information regarding users’ 

linkage and connections, there will be the ability to reply and comment in each post. Each 

reply will form a new discussion thread. By using the same principal as in the initial post, 

every reply and vote denotes (and will be monitored as) a possible affiliation link. 
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Finally, every user will have a merit in the evaluation of content, via implicit or explicit 

feedback. 

4.2.3. AIM AND NECESSITY 

Above all, research interest is what pushes us towards a new concept of OSN. 

Interest for the analysis of interpersonal online relations, as well of the subsequent 

underlying graph data. While at the same time, promoting equality on both, opinion 

expressing and viewability. Last but not least, data access will be unrestricted to 

interested researchers. Apparently, the network should enjoy a certain level of adoption in 

order to spark researchers’ interest. 

Although that level of user adoption and the subsequent success, is not accurately 

defined nor analysed in depth by the scientific community, we strongly believe that our 

proposed OSN will aid in the analysis of the aforementioned unexplored properties. In 

addition, since productivity is a pretty undermined issue in modern OSNs, our aim is to 

create a form of productive (in any sense) anonymous online network similar to 

stackexchange and its derivative sites55. 

But, what would be the contribution of such a network in the already crowed OSN 

space? Do we need a network that almost disregards the personal element of a user? To 

these, and any similar questions, we quote “Everyone shall have the right to freedom of 

expression”56. We aim to uniformingly and equally promote opinions in a network that 

would be solely focused in them. The necessity of such a network may be subjective, but 

the creation or even the investigative concept of one is sufficient for a researcher. 
  

                                                 
55 http://stackexchange.com/sites#, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
56 http://www.article19.org/pages/en/international-guarantee.html, Last Retrieved: 13/01/2016 
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5. CONTRIBUTIONS 

5.1. Contributions 

Our original contributions to knowledge are the introductions of a new sampling 

method for OSNs, a novel multi-layered OSN diffusion theory and the concept of an 

innovative OSN. It is apparent that throughout our research we focused on the broader 

field of OSNs. Every problem, every solution, proposal or topic, led us to a closely 

related research. The research potential around OSNs is almost limitless since their scope, 

size and type change dynamically and unpredictably. 

During the early stages of our research, we had to deal with the data access 

restrictions of Twitter. Throughout its sampling, we tried to discover ways of countering 

these restrictions and came up with an efficient sampling method that takes into 

consideration the limitations of the environment. Although our algorithm was created 

with Twitter in mind, it can be easily applied to various real life or online environments 

sampling scenarios. Our goal was clear, to introduce efficient data sampling for networks 

with data access restrictions. 

Continuing our research in OSNs, we noticed the lack of inter-network diffusion 

studies. It is very common, for a post of a certain OSN, to be shared in multiple other 

OSNs. However, there were no respective study to quantify the diffusion impact or even 

lifetime of the shared content. In that regard, we studied how a post hosted in Reddit 

diffuses within the network itself, as well as in Twitter and Facebook. Every analysed 

post was either a picture hosted in ImgUr or a video hosted in YouTube. In this research, 

we aimed at studying the lifespan and properties of a post originating from Reddit and 

shared to other OSNs. 

While in the third part of our studies, we focused in a more socio-centric issues. 

Upon studying successful OSNs, we wondered whether the absence of a personal profile 
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would affect user linkage. We proceed to propose a new type of OSN. based on the 

respective (but limited literature) on the social issues we identified in modern social 

platforms. Our ultimate goal is to create an experimental online platform that will provide 

an ideal environment for interested researchers, in order to enrich studies around online 

bias, equality and anonymity, as well as OSN themselves. 

5.2. Future Research 

We introduced a new sampling approach, applicable in online networks sampling 

situations. In addition, since every online social network is constantly evolving, the vast 

underlying graph is becoming even more complex and requires sophisticated sampling 

methods. Methods that should take into account rules on data access policies. 

Unfortunately, more and more OSNs appoint third parties to handle their data. This data 

handling model results in more limits on data access, several new modifications in 

metadata information and permission obstructions. Our proposed sampling enhancements 

could be seen as tools to overcome existing and potential limitations, in regard to graph 

data access and analysis. Sampling and crawling processes grant access to an almost 

infinite amount of information. Social network ties contain more information than the 

apparent entity linkage. Information analysis topics such as trends, sentiment and polarity 

are also bound to the underlying graph of the network. Thus, future applications of our 

proposed algorithm may not be bound to strict sampling. 

However, several issues remained unanswered. For example, how accurate would 

such a sampling method be in “undirected” OSNs? How would an even broader selective 

distribution percentages work? How could we further improve the estimation of the 

degree distribution? Would these proposed enhancements work as effectively in other 

sampling methods? Every question could possibly lead to a future research subject. 
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Multiple OSNs analysis and testing of the proposed enhancements are the most 

prominent goals. It will be achieved by applying the same techniques on same sized 

samples in every possible OSN. Extending the thought and implementation about every 

type of network, we could test our sampling method in several networks and graphs even 

if they do not belong in the class of OSNs. A direction we took when we tested (in a 

small scale) the SGs in Section 2.3.7.3. 

On our research in multi-layered information propagation, several improvements 

can be still made in order to better determine the overall diffusion speed and depth. Most 

notably, in order to assess the diffusion speed with accuracy time stamps should be 

employed throughout the crawling process. Furthermore, the monitoring algorithms 

should be focused on speed in such a way that virality would be detected as fast as 

possible. Despite the fact that many OSNs impose access limitations, see Chapter 2, a 

balance should be found between these limits and the accurate and timely identification 

of virality. In addition, the topic selection could be even broader, based not only on 

certain category criteria, but also on some form of Natural Language Processing. 

Although our OSN corpus was restricted, it was focused on the most popular OSN. The 

multitude of available OSNs is tremendous and allows for the expansion of the corpus in 

future studies with emphasis in virality, information flows and time. 

Our future goal is to create a virality diffusion analysis tool, which will work in 

real time. One that could analyse a multitude of OSNs at the same time, we also hope that 

future OSNs will be open to scientific and non-profit research, and not behind closed 

paywalls. The applications of a real time analysis on viral posts are innumerable. The 

scale and usage of modern OSNs are the warranties for the plethora of research 

implementations. We also plan to introduce a new isometric visualization algorithm (for 

Gephi platform) that will automate the clustering process. 
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Further improvements can be made in several aspects of the current research. 

Interestingly, our analysis of Reddit, pointed to the power of collective action. Most 

notably in news reporting instances, the reaction of Reddit users was way faster than the 

one of dedicated news agencies. Essentially, each user functioned as an individual 

regional news relay. While based on the influence range of an event, more users 

participated and led to the emergence of the event. Thus, one of the highest profile 

functions of such an OSN analysis tool, would be to take advantage of that collective real 

time reporting. Which could be extended to collective problem solving, collective 

reaction etc. all in real time, thanks to the interaction of users with modern OSNs. 

As for the social network proposal, the aim will be to study the effects of 

anonymity in Online Social Networks and further analyse equality and bias and promote 

productivity. On the one hand, it is apparent that these goals cannot be completely 

achieved in any form of established OSN, because a public profile creation is required 

and data access is restricted in all of them, on the other hand, anonymous online networks 

or applications that do not require a public profile, are either focused in different forms of 

communication, or their data collection is insufficient. Thus, we also aim to provide 

unrestricted data access to interested researchers and individuals with outmost respect to 

user privacy.  

This experimental network will strive to protect user’s privacy and retain an open 

data structure. Universal anonymity is chosen in order to try and achieve these goals and 

present a novel platform for OSN analysis. However, before concluding to anonymity’s 

catalytic factor in user interaction, we should study it in a monitored environment. The 

proposed network will also serve as an extensive experimental platform for anonymity 

and/or similar concepts. From a researcher’s standpoint we look forward into creating a 

free and open social network. The idea is constantly evolving through dialogue and 
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knowledge exchange. Even if the proposed network will not reach a wide user adoption, 

its unique character will surely provide a new research platform for computer, 

information and social scientists alike. 
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